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Abstract 

   While design and management of production systems based on digital models brings 

benefits, the communication of models comes with challenges since models typically 

r eside in  a  distributed h eterogeneous IT environment u sing different sy ntax and 

sem antics. Coping with heterogeneity requires an a ppropriate integration strategy and 

m ethodology. One m ain paradigm to integrate in formation and consequently IT-

sy stems is to deploy standardized information models. In particular, ISO 10303 STEP 

h a s been endorsed a s a  suitable standard to exchange a  wide variety of product 

m anufacturing data. The r epresentation a nd in tegration of pr oduct, process and 

pr oduction resources information using different STEP application protocols are well 

cov ered and extensively investigated by many researchers. However, the information 

r epresentation and integration of logical r elations of m aterial flow such as product 

r outing, and its integration with factory layout information has been less subject of 

r esearch focuses. Hence, this thesis first contributes to identifying, describing and 

clarifying information requirements for an integrated representation of material flow 

log ic and plant layout using the STEP standard. 

On e the other hand, service-oriented IT-tool integration solutions are increasingly 

deployed for the data and tool interoperability, especially with the evolution of Open 

Services for Lifecycle Collaboration (OSLC) whose focus is on the linking of data from  

h eterogeneous software tools. OSLC focuses on the integration of the most common 

con cepts across domains. Assuming a  loosely coupled distributed architecture of IT-

tools and services, OSLC a dopts the Linked Da ta (LD) a pproach to ensure data 

con sistency across the data sources. Thus the thesis studies the use of OSLC for tool 

in tegration and has found that it cannot be practiced independently for all types of 

in tegration in the production engineering domain. Therefore, in practice, there should 

be a  com bination of the standardized information and linked data approaches to 

fa cilitate the in tegration pr ocess. Thus, th is thesis inv estigates the integration 

a pplicability of linked data a nd OSLC, the principles behind them, a nd criteria to 

identify where to u se which a pproach. In  addition, the thesis explores the sy nergy 

between the standardized information and linked data approaches and consequently 

su ggests an approach based on a combination of these.  

In tegration solutions depend on the IT-system architecture that in turn is affected by 

th e business processes in an organization. Therefore, the integration solutions that this 

w ork introduces are discussed and exemplified with r egard to one typical IT-system 

a r chitecture in  th e pr oduction engineering dom ain. Fu rther, different com puter 

a pplications in industrial cases were implemented to verify the suggested approaches. 

Finally the thesis is concluded with a discussion and suggestions for future work. 
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Sammanfattning 

 
Äv en om utformning och förvaltning av produktionssystem baserat på digitala modeller 
g er fördelar, så är det en utmaning att hantera och kommunicera information mellan 
m odeller. Utmaningen orsakas av att modellerna vanligtvis finns representerade i en 
distribuerad heterogen IT -m iljö, beskrivna med hjälp av olika sy ntax och sem antik. 
Denna heterogenitet gör att man behöver en lämplig strategi och metodik för att hantera 
in formationsintegration. Ett viktigt paradigm för att integrera information och därmed 
IT-sy stem är användningen av standardiserade informationsmodeller. I synnerhet så är 
ISO 1 0303 STEP en  lämplig standard för a tt utbyta en m ängd olika produkt- och 
pr oduktionsdata. Representationen och integrationen av information om  produkter-, 
pr ocesser- och produktionsresurser m ed hjälp av STEPs olika applikationsprotokoll är 
i stor u tsträckning undersökt inom for skningen. Em ellertid h ar r epresentation och 
in tegration av  log iken h os ett m aterialflöde, och  flödets integration m ed 
fa brikslayouten, varit mindre föremål för forskning. Därför bidrar denna avhandling 
för st t ill a tt identifiera, beskriva och ty dliggöra in formationskrav för en  integrerad 
r epresentation av  m aterialflödeslogik, kopplad t ill layout, m ed h jälp av  STEP-
standarden. 
V idare så undersöks serviceorienterade IT-arkitekturer som används alltmer för data- 
och  verktygsinteroperabilitet. Ett viktigt initiativ är utvecklingen av Open Services för 
Lifecycle Collaboration (OSLC) v ars fokus ligger på  lä nkningen av  data m ellan 
h eterogena pr ogramvaruverktyg. OSLC fokuserar på integration av  gemensamma 
begrepp mellan olika domäner. Förutsatt en löst kopplad, distribuerad arkitektur av IT-
v erktyg och t jänster, så använder OSLC Linked Data (LD) som tillvägagångssätt för att 
sä kerställa datakonsistens öv er datakällor. I denna avhandling har användningen av 
OSLC och länkade data inom  produktionsdom änen studerats. En slutsats är att det inte 
m öter alla behov och typer av integration, utan att det bör gå att kombinera metoder 
som  baseras på standardiserade informationsmodeller m ed m etoder för integration 
m ed hjälp av länkade data för att underlätta integrationsprocessen. Avhandlingen 
studerar så t illämpbarheten av länkade data och OSLC, principerna bakom dem, och 
studerar kr iterier för  v ar v ilken m etod a nvänds bä st. Dessutom undersöker 
a v handlingen synergin mellan metoderna och föreslår ett tillvägagångssätt som baseras 
på  en kombination av dessa. Integrationslösningar beror på vilken IT-systemarkitektur 
som  används och denna påverkas i sin tur av affärsprocesserna i en organisation. Därför 
diskuteras och exemplifieras de integrationslösningar som introducerats i  detta arbete i 
en  typisk IT-systemarkitektur inom det produktionstekniska området. Olika industriella 
da tortillämpningar beskrivs som  genomförts för att testa de föreslagna metoderna och 
a v handlingen avslutas med en diskussion och förslag för fortsatt arbete. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Background and problem definition 

Factory layout design is a multidisciplinary, knowledge-intensive task that 
is a v ital issue to the survival of manufacturers in today’s globally 
competitive environment (Chen 2012). The need to design and build a new 
factory or reconfigure the current one has increased largely because of the 
fast changes in both technologies and customer demands, both concerning 
product quantity and product variety. This requires companies to be more 
agile to plan, design and reconfigure the factory layout to be able to 
introduce new products to the market and keep their competitive strength. 
A well-designed factory layout provides the fundament for a profitable 
production. Designing a factory means designing a system comprised of 
components of various kinds - such as building, machinery, foundation, 
media (ventilation, electricity, and plumbing) and material handling 
equipment - developed by different stakeholders. Digital factory and digital 
manufacturing have been introduced to support companies in this domain. 
Kjellberg (Kjellberg 1996) defines digital factory as a model of a 
manufacturing system with its processes and resources.  Kjellberg states, 
“Virtual manufacturing is performed in digital factory in order to verify and 
optimize manufacturing of real products”. For a digital factory, the overall 
design process is partitioned into specific ones such as lay out design, 
logistics, material flow analysis, process planning, etc. This leads to a 
situation where product, process and resource properties are spread 
among a set of disparate models, and it is common that these properties 
influence each other (dependencies). Hence, the communication of these 
models is of utmost importance. However, communication of these models 
comes with challenges since various models developed through various 
tools generally represent different contexts, levels of detail and reside in 
distributed heterogeneous IT-systems using different formats and 
vocabulary. In other words: models, information and IT-tools are 
heterogeneous and consequently may not be interoperable. The lack of 
interoperability among these systems results in redundant data entry, loss 
of data, communication problems and data inconsistency. To live with a 
heterogeneous IT environment requires an efficient integration strategy to 
make systems interoperable.  
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1.2 Interoperability 

Among many definitions and viewpoints concerning interoperability, this 
thesis uses the following definitions: 
A definition of interoperability is stated by Pustejovsky (2010) as “A 
measure of the degree to which diverse IT sy stems, individuals and 
organizations are able to work together. Therefore, it is a critical property 
of any system to be able to communicate with other systems without losing 
data during its mission. The interoperability for computer sy stems is 
ty pically defined in terms of sy ntactic interoperability and semantic 
interoperability (Gruninger 2005).  
Semantic interoperability with software tools: One aspect of semantic 
issues is the use of different vocabulary by design disciplines to address one 
concept, for instance, using the terms operation, task and activity to 
describe a transformation activity to realize a product feature. Another 
aspect of semantic issues is addressing different concepts using the same 
terminology. For example, a flow analyst may include the loading and 
unloading time of a part in “cycle time” concept whereas a process planner 
may exclude those times as set up times or the other way around.  
Syntactic interoperability: syntax defines grammar, symbols and rules to 
construct facts about the desired domain. Different disciplines in each 
domain use separate IT-tools based on their specific requirements. 
Different IT-tools have different internal data structure that results in 
sy ntactic diversity of digital models. 
Real time interoperability: In the context of new manufacturing 
paradigms such as cyber physical systems and industrial internet of things 
(IoT), the vision is that every day physical objects in the shop floor, people 
and sy stems (things) are connected through the Internet to build services 
critical to the manufacturing. In this context, applications must send and 
receive real time messages, discover services provided by  other 
applications, link and transfer data, discover and invoke services offered 
by  other applications and subscribe to notifications regarding the 
timeliness of data. To comply with this v iew, using network protocols is 
inevitable. Hence, this type of interoperability needs solutions that deal 
with data transfer protocols, data representation and presentation, 
semantics and understanding of data. 

Integration solutions to ensure that software tools work together must 

solve both semantic and syntactic issues. 

1.3 Different aspects of integration 

The integration solutions to make systems interoperable have different 
aspects and different research introduce different integration 
classifications (Törngren 2015). It is important to note that these aspects 
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of integrations are not mutually exclusive and that making systems 
interoperable requires some level of integration in all of these aspects, 
which will be discussed throughout this thesis. Here, the term IT system is 
considered as a combination of software tools, humans and hardware. The 
term IT tools in this thesis means only software tools. These classifications 
and definitions are essentially extracted from Wasserman’s categorization 
and definitions (1990). However, minor changes have been introduced to 
catch the v iew of this research. For instance, presentation and platform 
integration are omitted and coordinating and tool integration have been 
considered.  
 

 Data exchange/ integration: This type of integration allows data sharing 
and data exchange between IT-tools. To exchange data between a source 
IT sy stem and a destination IT system, the dataset representing a model 
should be mapped to a dataset, which the destination tool can interpret. 
Deploying standardized information models and ontologies reduce the 
need to develop point-to-point translators between IT tools. Data 
integration is a core for IT tools, controlling and coordination 
integrations as well. Data integration can also be consolidation of 
different data sets to one data set according to one meta model, for 
instance integration of a 3D model of a manufacturing resource with its 
technical data. 

 Controlling integration: Control integration allows IT sy stems issue 
commands and notifications correctly to one another. This ty pe of 
integration includes notifying users, activating IT-tools, invoking some 
functionality of tools or trigging data exchange between tools (See 
chapter 5).  

 Coordinating integration: With coordinating integration, it is possible to 
supervise the interaction between IT systems with human intervention 
or automatically. This type of integration allows managing the workflow 
to implement engineering changes according to specific business 
processes and rules. Coordination integration includes humans in the 
sense that different disciplines are notified to evaluate and perform 
required changes on the affected items under their control.  Typically, 
coordination and controlling functionalities are included in product 
lifecycle management (PLM) COTS systems and system integrators only 
customize them with regard to required business processes in an 
organization. 

 Tool integration: In this thesis, tool integration is defined as a way to 
make tools agree on data structures and formats to exchange information 
as well as the degree of controlling and coordination integration.  

 People integration: In a multi-disciplinary design process, having a 
common understanding of the terminologies and their semantics is of 
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great importance for effective communication between different 
stakeholders involved in the production sy stem design process 
(Törngren 2014). Hence, apart from data and IT-tools integration, this 
integration is also important. However, this thesis only considers two 
aspects of people integration: 1) How to incorporate and exchange the 
semantics of data that should be shared. 2) Level of granularity in data 
and tool integration (Right level of integration based on actors’ 
viewpoints and coordinating actors to manage engineering changes). 
Figure 1  illustrates the different aspects of integration to make IT 
sy stems interoperable in accordance with the engineering domain and 
through the life cycle.  

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

1.4 Engineering domain and scope  

To define the scope of this work, the following domains are defined: 
Manufacturing process specification is defined as a description of the flow 
of material through the manufacturing system. It is a description of the 
manufacturing process-, conditions, constraints and states of operation 
occurrences, their properties and interrelations between products, 
processes and resources.  
Factory Layout is defined as “An arrangement, or a plan, of different 
elements of a manufacturing system including placement of departments, 
placement of workgroups within the department, placement of 

Figu re 1. Different aspects in integration of IT systems 
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workstations, placement of machines and stock holding points (Chen 
2012)”. 
Process planning is defined as the activity in which “the product 
specification is interpreted and translated to manufacturing requirements” 
(Nielsen 2003). 
Digital factory is a model of a hypothetical or real manufacturing system, 
its processes and resources, describing and representing some well-
defined aspects (Kjellberg 1996). 
Digital manufacturing: In digital factory, digital manufacturing is 
performed in order to verify and optimize manufacturing of real products 
(Kjellberg 1996). 
Within the broad picture of Digital Factory and digital manufacturing, the 
scope of this thesis is factory layout design and material flow analysis with 
discrete event simulation (DES) (figure 2). In addition important pieces of 
information such as the operation sequence, cycle times, set up times 
comes from process planning which is considered as an input for the 
manufacturing process specification. The thesis also considers 
representation and integration of follow up data from the operational 
phase of the manufacturing sy stem such as stop times and energy 
consumptions (See figure 2). 

 

Figu re 2. Dom ains of the thesis 
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1.5 Gap analysis  

As mentioned the problem which this thesis considers is the lack of 
interoperability that result in data inconsistencies, redundant data entry, 
errors and miscommunication. Hence, this work investigates the 
integration solutions in two categories: 1) data exchange and integration 
and 2) controlling and coordination integration in the context of 
information management. As mentioned in section 1 .3, these classes are 
not mutually exclusive and have overlap. Hence, the mentioned 
classification is only done to pinpoint the core focuses of this thesis and 
their corresponding gaps and research questions. 
Note that descriptions of gaps are focused on the domain selected in the 
thesis (material flow analysis and layout design). 

1.5.1 Data exchange and integration  

Within material flow analysis with discrete event simulation, d ata 
preparation and model design are two big challenges for production 
engineers when modelling and simulating production systems. Much of the 
modellers’ time is spent on collecting data from different sources, cleaning, 
processing and entering data instead of spending time on analysing, 
designing and improving the production sy stem (Bernard 2000). 
Incorporating a common information model that represents process, 
product and resource information, and their interrelations, can facilitate 
the data exchange and integration process. In addition, the capability of 
integrating this data structure with other ty pes of information such as 
lay out data is of v ital interest to  be able to concurrently analyse the 
material flow and design plant layouts. Thus, several research initiatives 
have been conducted to capture, represent and integrate this data by  
developing ontologies and standardized information models (NIST 2014, 
Qiao 2011, Gruninger M 2014). These approaches fundamentally strive to 
deal with the semantic and syntactic interoperability by representing data 
in a sy stem neutral format that can be exchanged and/or stored in a single 
centralized or distributed repository. In particular, ISO 10303 (standard 
for the exchange of product data, ISO, 1994 labelled as STEP has been 
affirmed as a satisfactory standard to exchange a wide diversity of product 
and product manufacturing data. However, adopting the STEP standard to 
represent material flow related data has been less subject of research, for 
instance, to identify which STEP protocol is the most suitable one for 
material flow representation and how it should be used. Moreover, the 
STEP standard is designed in a generic way  to avoid the pitfall of 
standardization of being inflexible, only focusing on limited domains 
Therefore, when using this standard, there is a requirement to capture and 
represent the meaning of the information that must be exchanged. This can 
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be done by defining concepts that serve as a reference data library outside 
the core model (OASIS 2012). In addition, STEP is complex and some of 
its protocols are very wide in scope. Hence, in addition to reference data 
libraries, there is need to create guidelines that specify which part of the 
standard information model should be used to support a particular 
business process. Reference data libraries and templates that are existent 
today do not provide guidance to represent and integrate logical relations  
of material flow, such as product routing rules and priority decisions on the 
shop floor and how this information should be integrated with layout 
related data. In addition, many researchers in this domain disregard the 
logical relations of material flow in the shop floor and assume that the 
modellers create and handle this kind of information at the time of building 
models. Finally, current approaches for representing the manufacturing 
process, e.g. as required for control logic or resource synchronization, 
focus on various viewpoints and are not coordinated.  
In summary, there is a lack of a consistent representation of manufacturing 
process specification useable to coordinate information between different 
domains, with the following list of gaps:  
.  

 Lack of a holistic collection of information requirements to represent 
manufacturing process specification to represent material flow related 
data. 

 Much research disregard some required information in this domain such 
as logical relations of material flow in the shop floor for example product 
routing. 

 Lack of approaches that not only consider the manufacturing process 
specification but also consider its integration with factory layout related 
data. 

 Information standards and ontologies exist but they were not evaluated 
based on the complete set of requirements to represent manufacturing 
process specification. 

 There is a lack of templates and guidelines to enable users and system 
integrators to integrate data and tools by using standardized information 
models together with ontologies. 

1.5.2 Controlling and coordination integration in the context of information 

management 

Data exchange/ integration using standardized information models can 
make IT tools interoperable. However, in addition to data exchange and 
integration, IT-tool integration encompass controlling and coordination 
integration to enable systems to interact with each other at run-time.  
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Service-oriented tool integration solutions are progressively adopted for 
the integration of IT-tools, especially with the emergence of Open Services 
for Lifecycle Collaboration (OSLC) whose focus is on the linking of data 
from heterogeneous software tools (OSLC 2014). In other words, making 
data/IT-tools interoperable can be done, via Linked data and OSLC. When 
integrating information with different scope, levels of detail and 
consequently IT tools using OSLC, the primary objective is to standardize 
the information models that represent the minimalistic set of data that 
needs to be shared among users and IT applications. Service oriented 
integration assuming loosely coupled integration, if implemented 
properly, can help companies to be more agile to configure/reconfigure 
their IT system architecture. However, the application of Linked data and 
OSLC to integrate IT-tools is untested in the production engineering 
domain. Further, this ty pe of integration should be compared with 
integration using standard based data exchange to identify the potential 
sy nergy of using these approaches in a complementary way. Moreover, 
information management aspect in manufacturing lifecycle impose more 
requirements on data/tool interoperability and integration  
As indicated data exchange and integration are two important aspects of 
interoperability. However, in addition to information exchange and 
sharing, information management including change management, version 
control, versioning behaviour, life cycle management, and workflow 
management are also important issues that must be considered in IT-
sy stems integrations. Traditionally, product data are managed centrally 
through a central collaboration hub such as PLM. Managing information 
in a distributed heterogeneous environment using OSLC has been less 
focused by researchers in this domain. 

1.6 Research questions 

The research questions are classified in the two categories of 1) data 
exchange and integration and 2) controlling and coordination integration 
in the context of information management. 

1.6.1 Data exchange and integration 

In line with to the first set of gaps concerning the data representation, the 
first research question concerns data exchange and integration. Results are 
reflected and distributed in authors’ scientific papers: A, B, C, D and in 
chapter 4 of this thesis. 
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1. How should the m anufacturing process specification be 
represented, exchanged and integrated with other types of 
data in a system independent manner?  

  
The thesis identifies and summarizes manufacturing process information 
requirements considering the most common v iewpoints dealing with 
manufacturing process specification.  
The thesis then identifies, evaluates and compares some existing 
approaches against the information requirements identified. In this regard 
the thesis has two main efforts. First, it investigates which ontology 
includes the formal definition of semantic concepts and their relations for 
capturing and representing manufacturing process specification. Secondly, 
it explores the applicability of the ISO 10303, Standard for Exchange of 
Product model data (STEP) to structure and represent this information.  
Based on the explorations of the previous paragraphs, the thesis 
investigates if the generic information standard (STEP) can be associated 
with the domain specific ontology (PSL) to represent manufacturing 
process specification and whether this combination fulfils the information 
representation and integration requirements introduced.  
After identifying required data, studying alternative representations and 
testing a combination of these, the thesis proposes the following answer to 
research question one: The domain specific ontology PSL can be combined 
with the generic information standard ISO 10303 STEP AP 239 to 
represent manufacturing process specifications and integrate them with 
lay out design related data in a system independent manner.  

1.6.2 Controlling and coordination integration in the context of information 

management  

In line with the identified gap regarding loosely coupled integration versus 
interoperability based on standard based data exchange, the following 
research questions concern the application of Linked data and OSLC to 
integrate IT-tools in the production engineering domain, and the potential 
of using these approaches and standard based data exchange in a 
complementary way. 
The results are documented in chapter 5 and papers D, E, F, and G. 
 
Research question 2: How could Service oriented integration 
using Linked data principles m eet the integration and 
interoperability requirements in production engineering?  
To answer this question, the thesis first investigates the principles behind 
the service-oriented integration using Linked data principles and OSLC. 
Different v iewpoints with different concerns and requirements on data 
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integration are investigated. Hence, the thesis identifies a set of aspects to 
be able to evaluate when comparing loosely coupled integration using 
OSLC with standard based data exchange and performs the comparison. 
Based on the comparison, the thesis concludes to what extent a Service 
oriented integration based on OSLC have the characteristics to match the 
information integration requirements. Another interest of this thesis is 
integration of shop floor data and their inferred statistics with the 
information in the design phase. This data ty pically resides in 
manufacturing execution sy stems (MES) or other platforms such as 
event/message broker IT sy stems. Communicating this data in an 
interoperable manner needs other standard data transfer protocols, which 
is discussed further in Chapter 5 and Paper G. 
 
The comparison of approaches leads to a study of if and how STEP and 
OSLC can be used in a complementary way  to facilitate data 
communication and tool integration.   
After identifying requirements and studying alternative approaches, the 
thesis proposes the following answer to research question two: loosely 
coupled integration does not fulfill the needs alone, but the two approaches 
of loosely coupled integration using OSLC and standard based data can be 
used in a complementary manner to support interoperability and data 
integration in a heterogeneous IT environment. 
 
Resea rch qu estion 3. Does a  Service oriented architecture ba sed on  
OSLC h a ve the characteristics t o match the information management 
requ irements in production engineering? 

Service oriented integration assuming loosely coupled integration has 
created hope in sy stem integrators and end users to by pass a single 
platform, such as a PLM sy stem, through which product and 
manufacturing related information is centrally managed (El-khoury 2016). 
Hence, the third research question concerns investigating the applicability 
of this approach to integrate IT-tools used in production engineering in a 
way  that assures data consistency throughout the IT-tool chain and life 
cy cle phases of the manufacturing system.  
To answer question 3, the required functionalities for information 
management in general are specified, such as version control, engineering 
change management, and information lifecycle management to maintain 
data consistency across domains. Then, the thesis investigates whether the 
current OSLC specification and its available supporting technologies can 
replace the need for a centralized configuration management IT system 
such as a PLM system. In addition, the thesis identifies what would be the 
requirements and functionalities of Linked data and OSLC in order to 
match the information management requirements. 
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OSLC is a tool integration mechanism which does not provide information 
management functionality by  itself and though possible, the thesis 
indicates that implementation will be unnecessarily complex. The main 
contribution is to bring up the need for addressing information 
management in decentralized and loosely coupled architectures, and to 
provide a starting point for future research. 
Finally, the choice of integration approaches and technologies is 
constrained by the existing IT system architecture in an organization, and 
also constrain the system architecture. Therefore, to analyze the findings 
in the big picture, the thesis illustrates how to use the findings when 
designing a new manufacturing IT system architecture. 

1.7 Scope in term of IT systems 

The aim of this study is to investigate principles, approaches, 
methodologies, technologies to make IT systems interoperable. IT systems 
that this work considers for case studies and discussions are commercially 
available pieces of software (COTS) and open source software tools. In 
addition, this thesis aims at describing and evaluating the service oriented 
integration in a ty pical IT architecture in the production engineering 
domain. In other words, the thesis focuses on services to integrate data and 
IT-systems and not on additional functionalities. However, there may be 
cases where software tools are created and used as service (SaaS) (within 
the context of cloud manufacturing). In this case, evaluation at the service 
integration level does not replace the need to evaluate the internal design 
of each service-user and service-provider. This latter is not part of the 
scope of this thesis.  
Co-simulation can be defined as simulation of hardware and software 
earlier in the design phase or performing simulation by  using two 
applications that are coupled and share information during the simulation 
time. This type of integration is not in the scope of this work.  

1.8 Target audience of this thesis 

This thesis can be useful for the following types of disciplines: 

1 PLM and CAx vendors: Different technical representation approaches 
together with developed applications of this thesis can be used as 
templates for vendors who decide to add OSLC functionalities or STEP 
translators to their software. Chapter four, five, seven and especially 
chapter six are useful for this kind of discipline. 

2 Application programmers and organizations: This kind of audience may 
include end users or manufacturing companies who needs 
interoperability and have sufficient competence to use their software API 
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for customization purposes. Again chapter three, four, five, six, and 
seven are useful for this type of audience. 

3 Researcher within the domains of this thesis: This type of audience 
includes senior and junior researchers in the interoperability  domain 
who both need the theoretical background and technical examples and 
proofs. The whole thesis is useful for this type of discipline. The senior 
researchers can just go fast through chapter four and five or use them as 
references if they are interested or whenever they need them. Since one 
issue with STEP standard is lack of examples, it will be interesting for 
PhD students and junior researchers to study chapter 4 and 5 carefully.  

4 Researcher or end users of discrete event simulation and layout design 
software tools: The engineering domains of this thesis are layout design 
and DES. Hence, the users of this sy stem can figure out how 
interoperability can increase their efficiency in performing their daily 
tasks. Chapter 1, 2, 3, 6 and 7  can be interesting for this kind of discipline. 

5 Researchers in other domains: This type of researchers are researchers 
who neither work directly with layout design/DES nor with IT related 
topics or researchers who are not interested in information 
standardization. This type of researcher may be interested to figure out 
whether interoperability and standardization can be a research topic or 
not. Chapter one, two and seven are useful for this type of discipline.  

1.9 Motives 

The motive behind this research can be listed as below: 
1 To develop insights and approaches to represent manufacturing 

processes independent of a particular system. 
2 To develop insights how service oriented integration based on Linked 

data works and what kind of interoperability can be achieved by using it. 
3 To develop insights and tools that help the industry to process data and 

access feedback and failure information concerning manufacturing 
processes.  

4 To decrease the risk of human mistakes and the time to access, reuse and 
process data. 

5 To develop methodologies to use ontologies and generic information 
standards to achieve interoperability in digital factory. 

6 To identify integration aspects and principles of IT-system within the 
digital factory domain. 

7 To develop insights how raw data from the shop floor can be converted 
into information and how integration of the sy stems to capture this 
information can be done in an efficient manner. 

8 To identify integration aspects and principles of IT-system within the 
digital factory domain. 
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1.10 Thesis contribution  

In general, the intention of this research is to integrate software tools and 
data so that various users or applications can exploit data concurrently to 
accelerate feedback among activities in the layout design process. The 
contributions are classified to two categories 1) Theoretical and 2) 
Industrial contribution that is sometimes called impact (Törngren 2017). 
In particular, the following contributions are considered as the impacts of 
this work 

1.10.1 Theoretical contributions 

 Describing and clarifying information requirements for representation 
of the logical relationship of manufacturing processes specification such 
as product routing rules. This has been done through studies and 
analysis of available information models, languages and ontologies in 
these domains. 

 A holistic evaluation of state of the art approaches (information 
standards and ontologies) which incorporates different viewpoints in the 
manufacturing process specification.  

 An approach to represent the main required manufacturing process data 
using ontologies together with the generic data standard STEP.  

 A methodology to consolidate different approaches and clarifying how 
these different solutions complement each other and can be used to 
achieve interoperability in layout design and material flow analysis. 

 Comparing and documenting different aspects of achieving 
interoperability using loosely coupled integration principles versus 
achieving interoperability using standard information models in 
particular STEP standard and OSLC in the production engineering 
domain. 

 A methodology to integrate heterogeneous information from different 
sources and manufacturing lifecycle phases by  using Linked data 
principles and standard based data exchange.  

1.10.2 Industrial contributions  

 Most of the literature with regard to representation and integration of 
manufacturing processes specification and factory layout consider it as a 
conceptual model rather than developed computer applications that can 
be used by  industries. Thus, those approaches have not been 
implemented, verified and validated in real industrial cases. Hence, the 
thesis contributes to the evaluation of the STEP standard through an 
implementation of computer applications that represents material flow 
data, resources and products according to the STEP standard 
Application Protocol 214 in an industrial case in Swedish truck industry. 
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The impact of this  application is reducing the time to collect shop floor 
operational data drastically to perform DES (Sk0og 2012) 

 Prototype IT tool adaptors, for integrating IT tools based on Linked data 
and the OSLC core, that can be shared with end user programmers, 
sy stem integrators and vendors. 

1.11 Structure of thesis 

Figure 3 shows the structure of this thesis. The structure is designed 

mainly based on the methodology described in chapter 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Ch a pter 1: Introduction Background Problem definition 

Ch a pter 2: Research methodology and scientific approach   

Ch a pter 3:  Frame of reference (interoperability and integration, 
information modeling, information standardization, service oriented 
integration  

Ch a pter 4: Information requirement in manufacturing process 
specification, layout design, Interoperability within the 
manufacturing process specification Interoperability within the 
lay out design and integration (research question 1) 

 

Ch a pter 5: Loosely coupled integration versus standardized based 
data exchange, Reference IT architecture and integrations 
(research question 2, 3) 

Ch a pter 7: Discussion, Conclusion and future work 
 

Ch a pter 6: Case studies 

Figu re 3. Thesis structure 
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Chapter 2 Research approach and 
definitions 

This chapter explains the adopted approach, principles and methodology 
of this thesis. 

2.1 Information model as the artifact in engineering science 

Research in information modeling is part of Engineering Science. 
Traditionally, Engineering science is defined as the science of applying 
natural known laws to the design of useful artifacts (Poser 1998).  
Information models are artifacts that help structure, store, retrieve, change 
and disseminate accurate information in the right time and right place with 
the desired granularity to support diverse actors with respect to their goals 
(Elgh 2007). What Lakatos (Chalmers, 1999) calls the hard core of a 
research program, would in this thesis be the way to make IT - systems 
interoperable through standardization of information models and 
protocols. In other words, this work considers an axiom which is: The 
standardized information models and protocols are the key enablers to 
integrate IT systems.  

2.2 Adopted research approach 

The adopted research method in this thesis is compliant with system theory 
(Checkland 2006). This means that the system as a whole is greater than 
the sum of its components. Therefore, this thesis tries to consider and 
evaluate solutions that can integrate various viewpoints in layout design 
process as well as digital models and IT-systems within this context. 
Researchers in computer-supported engineering have also adopted the 
sy stem theory as a research method. Dixon (1989) states that computer-
based studies, if used systematically, could lead to the desired theoretical 
foundations of engineering design. Duffy and Andreasen (1995) present an 
approach applicable to design science for developing computer-based 
models. The approach consists of three models: phenomena models, 
information models and computer models/application systems (See figure 
4). The models must be built on reality. They are assumed to evolve since 
they affect reality when they are adopted. Phenomena models are of a 
descriptive nature. The phenomena models are the basis for the 
development of information models that, in turn, support the development 
of computational models. The phenomena models in this thesis have 
determined by  developing activity models and considering the existing 
literature regarding how to plan and design a factory.  
In addition to sy stem theory, this thesis adopts an empirical approach 
(Fly nn et al. 1990) to identify industrial needs when it comes to 
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(phenomena models). Here understanding industrial needs means 
exploring working procedures that automotive companies follow to plan 
and design plant layouts, the IT supports that they expect, their problems 
and challenges that they confront because of the lack of interoperability. 
For instance, the author identifies, clarifies, and lists desired software 
functionalities to support the layout design process as well as requirements 
on managing the information through face to face meetings with industrial 
experts, participating in discussions between industry and IT system 
vendors (Paper F). However, a formal structured approach with the 
questionnaire was not followed and discussions were carried out in an 
informal manner. In addition, some state of the art software tools in the 
domain of PLM, Lay out design and DES have been analyzed in this 
research to be able to benchmark the state of the art supportive IT tools 
functionalities. Furthermore, more than ten approaches including 
standardized information models, languages, and ontologies were 
iteratively surveyed by the author. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

2.3 Research methodology 

In general a research methodology includes 7  steps: 1) Specifying domain 
of research, 2) Definition of knowledge gap by studying state of the art, 3) 
problem definition, 4) Definition of research questions, 5) Knowledge 
contribution, 6) Validation (Proof of concept), 7 ) Discussion and 
conclusion. This generic research methodology has been customized in this 
thesis and is outlined in figure 5.  
This research started with the choice of a research domain in order to 
define the reference framework in the domain of the digital factory. Based 
on the preliminary survey on the domain, the research scope was narrowed 
down to two sub domains: 1) Engineering domain, 2) IT domain. As 

Figu re 4. Design m odelling research approach of Du ffy and Andreasen 

(1995) 
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indicated in chapter one, the engineering domains of this work within the 
digital factory are material flow simulation and layout design, their mutual 
interaction and their interaction with other domains such as process 
planning and assembly planning. Accordingly, IT systems are CAD, DES 
tool and configuration management tools such as PLM sy stems. The 
overall goal was to investigate approaches, principles, methods, and 
technology to coordinate and interrelate information, models and IT 
sy stems. Three main tasks played a fundamental roles in the process of 
narrowing down the research domain into explicitly identified knowledge 
gaps and needs including literature review, studying state of the art 
approaches, and industrial requirements analysis. According to the 
performed study on the state of the art approaches, gaps and research 
questions were formulated in three main categories 1) Interoperability with 
standardized information models, 2) Interoperability with Linked data 
principles 3) Information management requirements (See chapter 1).  
To answer the research questions in the first category, the thesis first 
identified the information requirements in the domains of this research. 
Next, the evaluation of state of the art approaches considered before, was 
again surveyed, and the results were documented as one of the 
contributions of this thesis. By  studying and evaluating the applicability of 
the state of the art approaches to represent and integrate manufacturing 
process specification and layout design data, the identified information 
requirements were updated and completed.  
To answer the research questions in the second category, the thesis 
describes fundamental principles of Linked data for the purpose of 
data/tool interoperability. Later, it specifies data/tool interoperability 
requirements in production engineering and compares standard based 
data exchange versus Linked data integration based on the specified 
requirements. In addition, the thesis explores the combination of using 
these two paradigms – and their corresponding standards to support 
interoperability and data integration in a heterogeneous IT environment.  
To answer the third research question the theories of Product Life cycle 
Management (PLM) have been surveyed and two state of the art PLM 
sy stems such as Teamcenter and ARAS Innovator have been assessed to 
figure out the functionalities they provide for managing information and 
keeping data consistent throughout products/resources lifecycles. Based 
on the findings, the thesis tests whether one can bypass adopting central 
information management hubs by integrating tools v ia OSLC or not. 
Next, the thesis evaluates the findings of the previous steps in a generic IT 
architecture that supports manufacturing business processes. To verify 
and validate the concept, this work describes different case studies to 
clarify and verify the applicability of suggested approaches and enhance 
the arguments and other results.  
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Figu re 5. The adopted research methodology 
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2.4 Thesis work procedure 

Figure 6 depicts the research procedure of this work. Theoretical studies of 
this research are exhibited above the time line and the empirical 
experiences, such as case studies in three research projects, below the time 
line.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

2.5 Case studies 

Although there are criticisms against case studies, performing case studies 
generally is a good mean to aggregate information from the real-world 

Di gi tal factory building block 
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design  

-Information management in 
layout design 

Research question 1  

-System neutral representation of 
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Figu re 6. The thesis work procedure 
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environments, and investigate the feasibility of the suggested approaches 
or principles. Hence, this thesis reports different case studies ranging from 
model based layout design, STEP based data representation, data exchange 
and integration of manufacturing processes specification to IT-tools 
integration based on Linked data principles and OSLC.  
Weick (1979), Dubois and Gadde (2002) criticize case studies to be 
sometimes too broad. To avoid this problem, case studies must be built on 
a concrete theoretical framework. Hence, in this thesis earlier works of 
others and existing theories are continuously and systematically sought to 
assess the following issues. 
  If previously conducted researches addressed the research questions of 

this work. 
 If there exist theories (e.g. principles and models) within the thesis 

domains. 
 Whether the available theories have been implemented, verified and 

validated or remained as conceptual models, principles and ideas. 
The case studies in this thesis have been conducted based on industrial 
cases that reduce the risk of being so broad in scope and being irrelevant 
to fulfil industrial needs. Another argument regarding the case studies is 
the maturity level of industrial partners in the domains of this thesis. Case 
studies introduced in this work have been carried out in the Swedish 
automotive industry that are leading companies in the digital factory 
domain. These companies use state of the art software tools for storage, 
organization and retrieval of information. However, extensive and time-
consuming data preparation (data collecting, cleaning, processing and 
entering) continues to be one of the main obstacles to efficiently share data. 
Therefore, industrial case studies in this research have been implemented 
to ensure that the proposed approaches, and developed applications are 
not only feasible but also value adding and applicable for industry. 

2.6 Generalization 

The adopted empirical approach in this work is sometimes criticized for 
being dedicated to industrial development that should be practiced by the 
companies themselves. However, a key  issue in academic research is to 
confirm the results are generic and results can be used in similar cases 
(Sunnersjö 2011). To achieve this, the thesis has iteratively surveyed 
academic theories, approaches and methods and tried to validate results in 
multiple case studies. 
Moreover, this work focuses on representation of material flow, factory 
lay out design and their interactions (integration), however the results may 
be applied to other sub domains in the digital factory domain for two 
reasons. 1) These two domains demand data concerning products, 
processes, manufacturing resources and layout that are building blocks of 
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the digital factory and should be used in other domains. 2), they are 
representative of a ty pical scenario where information is often not 
integrated but resides in different CAx software tools and databases in a 
manufacturing company. 

2.7 Validation 

As indicated in chapter 1 this thesis has different types of deliveries. Hence, 
they require different validation methods. 
1 : Generic information models (dataset) based on standards: this outcome 
goes through three kind of validation: 1) sy ntactic, 2) semantic and 3) 
pragmatic. Syntactic validation of an information model can be performed 
simply and automatically. For instance, different STEP APs include 
instantiation rules and conformance statements. When implementing 
standards, the instantiation rules of the standard and the conformance 
classes are compiled as a library, which will be used further by  the 
integrated development environment (IDE), for instantiation. Hence, 
users can check automatically whether the instantiation fulfil the rules or 
not. Semantic of the used concepts in thesis is achieved by using ARM level 
of the STEP standard APs together with other standards where STEP does 
not provide semantics for the used concepts or the semantic is not 
desirable (see chapter 4). For instance, this thesis uses the definition of 
cy cle time based on AP214 ARM level in chapter 6 and definition of “time 
between failure” and “time to repair” from, IEC 60050- 191 standard. 
These concepts are used both for adding semantics to resource description 
frameworks (RDF) triples when developing OSLC tool adaptors and 
external data libraries to add semantics to STEP generic entities. 
2. Software applications developed to exchange STEP based dataset: An 
Industrial case study has been implemented to exchange process plans and 
their corresponding operational information based on STEP AP214. This 
itself validates that data exchange using standard based data exchange can 
make heterogeneous IT-tools interoperable. Obviously, a sample of the 
instantiated information model (dataset) had already been validated using 
the sy ntactic and semantic validation mechanism mentioned in the 
previous bullet. The performance and applicability of this application will 
be validated in a pragmatic way that is discussed in chapter 6 (case studies) 
and chapter 7 (discussion and conclusion). 
Software applications to expose OSLC services: When it comes to integrate 
IT-tools using OSLC based on Linked data principles, the data model and 
services must be validated. Generated RDF based data created by these 
applications are validated sy ntactically using online services. The 
semantics of concepts again is extracted for libraries and will be referred 
or carried by the information resource wherever it is associated with other 
concepts. These kinds of software applications developed in this thesis are 
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also validated in a pragmatic way and will be discussed in chapter 6 and 7  
as well. 
PLM prototypes: the PLM prototypes implementations are validated by  
testing the desired versioning behavior and other customized 
functionalities that is expected according to the predefined requirements.  
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Chapter 3 Frame of reference 

In this chapter, the main concepts and theories that form the foundation 
of this thesis are defined. Hence, the aim is not to identify and discuss all 
available definitions but rather to determine the ones that comply with this 
work. In this chapter, there is no detailed analysis, evaluation and 
arguments but it only includes the introduction of the theories, 
approaches, and mechanisms that support this work. Details discussions 
and evaluations of each approach are performed in their corresponding 
chapters. In addition, this chapter briefly explains the building blocks of 
service oriented integration using Linked data principles, however, open 
services for lifecycle collaboration (OSLC) as specification on top of Linked 
data is introduced and discussed in chapter 5. The same is also valid for the 
process specification language (PSL) ontology. This chapter discusses only 
ontology in general but the PSL ontology that used in this work is inserted 
into chapter 4. 

3.1 Data, information and knowledge 

Among many definitions of data, information and knowledge of the 
available literature, the following definitions fit within this thesis. 
Data are unprocessed facts, i.e. sometimes, they are not put in a context 
and therefore lack in purpose and relevance. Take into account this view, 
information is regarded as processed data. Finally, knowledge is built on 
information that is contextual, relevant and actionable (Turban and 
Aronson, 2001). Commonly, knowledge is associated with the human 
ability to act. 
For instance, in this thesis down times of a manufacturing resource are 
considered as data. Next, these data are fitted to probability density 
functions using suitable statistical methods. Hence, the types of these 
probability density functions, their mean values and standard deviations 
are regarded as information.  A flow analyst has the knowledge to interpret 
and use this information in a material flow simulation model. Hence, the 
knowledge remains in humans. In this thesis, data are sometimes 
considered as raw data.  

3.2 STEP standard 

ISO 10303 is an international standard that includes information models 
to represent product information together with the necessary mechanisms 
and definitions to enable product related data to be shared. STEP is 
intended to handle a product’s information throughout its entire life cycle. 
Information models are represented in different Application Protocols 
(AP) that belongs to different application areas such as AP239 (ISO 10303-
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239), “Product Life Cycle Support” (PLCS), and AP242 “Managed model 
based 3D engineering”. Figure 7  illustrates the architecture of the STEP 
standard. The standard consists of information models using the modelling 
language EXPRESS and implementation methods such as exchange file 
formats, e.g. ISO 10303-21 “Part 21” and ISO 10303-28 “Part 28” (based 
on XML) (International Standards Organization (ISO), 2007]. Application 
Reference Model (ARM) documents of the STEP standard identify the 
information requirements in the standard. The ARMs use UoFs (Units of 
Functionality) to categorize conceptually interrelated application objects. 
In a well-documented AP, a set of AAMs (Application Activity Models), 
usually in a hierarchy formatted in IDEF0 (Integrated computer aided 
manufacturing definition or Function modeling), describes how the UoFs 
or the application objects work in corresponding applications according to 
predefined contexts. Originally, the intent was to create the ARM using the 
terminology of the domain of interest. The Application Interpreted Model 
(AIM) is the data integration mechanism of the STEP standard. The 
Integrated Resources (IRs) define highly generic information types, and 
the AIM is the result of a mapping of the specific information types of the 
ARM to these Integrated Resources. In order to harmonize the ARM 
models and their mapping to the AIM the STEP modules were introduced. 
They contain a piece of the ARM, the mapping and a piece of the AIM, 
called MIM. Figure 3.1 illustrates different components of system 
architecture of STEP. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

STEP describes how to represent and exchange the digital product 
information by defining a specific file format.  This standard is attractive 
because of the fact that it covers a wide collection of data domains 
regarding processes, products, and manufacturing resources, their 
structure, their geometry, their properties, their corresponding 
documents, their classification, their organization, their versioning, and 
functions and skills, their stochastic properties, etc. Moreover, STEP 
modular construction in different application protocols (APs) allows 
integration of various type of heterogeneous information.  However, these 
standards are designed in a generic way to have the capability to represent 

Figu re 7. STEP standard architecture 
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wide variants of product and product manufacturing data. Therefore, they 
should be used together with ontologies or other conceptual models to add 
precise semantics to the data that must be shared and also serves as 
guidance for the instantiation of the standard. (See chapter 4).  

3.3 Service oriented architecture and integration  

3.3.1Introduction                                                                                                         

Service-oriented architecture (SOA) is an IT-architecture paradigm for 
developing distributed IT-systems. SOA solutions can satisfy business 
goals through flexible integration and orchestration of services to create 
the complete functionality of a large software application. This architecture 
helps companies to be more agile in adapting and reacting to changes that 
affect their IT architecture. SOA makes the cooperation of applications 
over a network easier. Every IT systems can run any number of services, 
and each must be developed in a way that it assures that the information 
can be exchanged between services  in the network with or without human 
interaction and without changing  the underlying program and platform of 
which the services is created. SOA solutions include service providers and 
service users. Service providers are components in the architecture 
proposing services that can be exploited by service users that are elements 
that invoke services provided by service providers. Service providers and 
service users are not mutually exclusive. That means that service users may 
offer services to others and service providers may use services of the other 
sy stem providers. Service providers can be software, hardware or the 
combination of them. Despite many definitions and reference 
implementations, SOA architecture contains the following characteristics: 
(Bianco 2007).  

 The service is modular and can be utilized autonomously.  
 The service is accessible over the network and can be reached via a name, 

not its IP address. 

 A service provides users with an interface. Hence, users only need to 
grasp the interface and can be unconcerned with the service 
implementation details. 

 A service user can dynamically discover service providers in a directory 
of services. 

 A service should be registered in a special directory to enable users to 
discover it. A special directory can be an enterprise service bus. This 
contributes to creating a higher degree of loosely coupled integration. 
(See chapter 5) 
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 Consumer Interface Layer - these are graphical user interface (GUI) for 
end users or applications to exploit services using these interfaces. 

 A service is independent of any application, vendor or technology. This 
means that services can communicate regardless of the technology and 
language by  which there were created. This is possible through 
standardization of data structure, data format, communication protocol, 
standardized operations and common semantic. 

3.3.2 SOA and web services 

Despite the vast amount of literature about SOA and Web services, there 
are still some ambiguities between these concepts. SOA is a sty le to 
architects distributed IT-applications, while Web services are technologies 
to implement SOAs. There are several standards for web services 
technologies such as WSDL and SOAP (Papazoglou 2008). The W3C 
defines a Web service as: a software sy stem designed to support 
interoperable machine-to-machine interaction over a network.  
Web-oriented architecture (WOA) is a form of software architecture that 
adopts service-oriented architecture (SOA) to web-based applications, and 
is recognized to be a light-weight form of SOA. REST and web services 
express different paradigms to deploy SOA (Bianco 2007). A web service is 
concentrated on the operations that must be performed by the service 
provider and REST is focused on access to resources on the Web.  

3.3.3 Representational state transfer (REST)  

REST is an abstraction of the architecture of the World Wide Web. It deals 
with accessing web services while avoiding the complexity of other Web 
services protocols by using http protocol (Hypertext transfer protocol. As 
an example, consider a process plan service that is available and is 
provided by  
http://130.237.56.153:8080/PLMAdaptor/1/processPlans/ 
 One significant REST concept is a resource that is a datum with a unique 
global identifier for instance, a uniform resource identifier (URI). The 
process plan service includes other resources such as the process plan for 
a product with identifier KTHPart123, first manufacturing operation of 
this process plan and average cycle time of the first operation of the process 
plan that is OP010. In this example, there are three resources, ProcessPlan, 
operation, cycle time. Hence, the following URI can be structured on these 
resources: 
http://1 30.237 .56.1 53:8080/PLMAdaptor /1 / part/KTHpart123/processplans/ 
http://1 30.237 .56.1 53:8080/PLMAdaptor /1 / part/KTHpart123/processplans/OP010 

The http protocol has created, read, update, and delete operations (CRUD) 
that are the basic functionalities in information sy stems. HTTP is a 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/W3C
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interoperability
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_network
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Service-oriented_architecture
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Wide_Web
http://130.237.56.153:8080/PLMAdaptor/1/processPlans/
http://130.237.56.153:8080/PLMAdaptor/1/%20part/KTHpart123/processplans/
http://130.237.56.153:8080/PLMAdaptor/1/%20part/KTHpart123/processplans/
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protocol for the application-level for distributed, collaborative, 
hy permedia information systems. It is a generic stateless protocol that is 
used for many operations, such as hypertext parsing, naming servers and 
managing distributed object. 
REST is more convenient compare to other protocol such as simple object 
access protocol) (SOAP) to deploy and use and is more flexible (Papazoglou 
2008). These types of services are stateless meaning that they do not keep 
track of the communications state across multiple requests from the same 
service user. In other words, each request from the client side to the server 
side must include and pass all of data required to understand the request, 
and cannot use any stored context on the server side. This in turn decreases 
the network performance since in each interaction all data must be passed  
to the server. In summary REST could be any interface between different 
sy stems that use HTTP protocol to acquire data and create operations on 
data. Data can be represented by well-established formats such as XML 
and JSON. REST is an alternative to other data exchange protocols such as 
simple object access protocol (SOAP), whose capacity is high but are 
complex.  

3.3.4 Loosely coupled integration 

An IT sy stem A has a loosely coupled integration to IT system B if they 
communicate properly to fulfil predefined goals while they have or use 
little or no knowledge of each other in terms of internal data structure, 
logic, operations etc. The aim of loosely coupled integration is to accelerate 
the replacement process of current components by new applications in the 
architecture. Loosely coupled integration is possible by creating standard 
interfaces, standard data formats, and standard communication protocols. 
However, one cannot classify the two systems to be either loosely coupled 
or tightly coupled since coupling has a spectrum. This degree can be 
calculated by analyzing the effects of potential changes on the architecture 
or business processes. After a change occurrence, if sy stems still can 
communicate properly without modification or little customization, they 
are more loosely coupled. The level of decoupling depends on the usage 
context that will be discussed throughout this thesis. 

3.3.5 Semantic web and resource description framework (RDF& RDFS) 

The Semantic Web is an improved variant of the Web through standards 
created by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). These standards 
advocate common data structures and exchange protocols on the Web 
using a common data format, essentially the Resource Description 
Framework (RDF). Today the Web is a decentralized platform containing 
hy perlinked document. However, computers are not aware of the contents 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Wide_Web
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Wide_Web_Consortium
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Wide_Web
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Resource_Description_Framework
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Resource_Description_Framework
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of these documents, hence; queries on the web rely on keywords and text 
matching. What the Semantic Web means by semantic is that the machine 
can identify and process the resources and their links but it does not mean 
that computers are supposed to conceive the meaning of anything like a 
human being can. RDF is the W3C standard to encapsulate and represent 
knowledge (facts) concerning “things” on the web. RDF enhances the 
coupling structure of the Web to add URIs to the relationship between web 
resources as well as the two ends of the link. This is called as a “triple. 
Moreover, RDF allows capturing and linking structured and unstructured 
data that must be shared across applications on the network. RDF intends 
to structure the data on the web. Hence, the web of documents that is 
designed only for humans will be transformed to a web of data that can be 
used by computers to manipulate data without human intervention. Figure 
8 illustrates a very simple example of a triple to represent the product “a” 
that is manufactured by the process plan “b” that has a drilling operation 
that uses the manufacturing resource. What differentiates resource 
description framework from XML is that RDF is intended to formulate 
knowledge across distributed applications not only data. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
RDFS provides a mechanism for describing groups of related resources 
(RDF), and the relation between them. Example of these properties are 
classes, sub-classes, ranges and domains. In other words, RDFS works as 
schema showing metadata. 

Su bject Object Predicate 

Part A Process Plan A Is-manufactured-by 

 
@pr efix : <http://www.example.org/>. 
: Pr oduct    a: Product. 
: Pr ocessPlan b   : Process Plan 
 <r df :RDF xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#" 
    x ml ns:ns="http://www.example.org/#"> 
  <ns: Pr oduct rdf:about="http://www.example.org/# producta "> 
    <ns:Is_manufactured_by rdf:r esource="http://www.example.org/# ProcessPlanb " /> 
    <ns:hasOperation> 
      <r df : Description rdf:about="http://www.example.org/#Operationc"> 
        <ns: i s_executed rdf:resource="http://www.example.org/# resourced " /> 
      </r df : Description> 
    </ns: hasOperation> 
  </ns: Pr oduct> 

</r df : RDF>  

Figu re 8. RDF triples to structure and represent information on WEB (to convert today’s 

WEB of docu m ent to WEB of structured information) 
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3.3.6 Simple protocol and RDF query language (SPARQL) 

SPARQL is a query language for RDF triples. SPARQL is used to formulate 
queries over disparate data sources, which are represented and stored as 
RDF. SPARQL language encompasses functions to query required graphic 
patterns or optional graph patterns considering graphs disjunctions and 
conjunctions. Similar to structured query language (SQL) for relational 
databases, it supports the aggregation, subqueries, negation, and 
constraining queries. The results of SPARQL queries are result sets or RDF 
graphs (W3C RDF group 2014). Figure 9 illustrates a simple example of a 
SPARQL query against a RDF representation of products with a particular 
prefix. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.4 Ontologies 

Using ontologies is another approach for modeling knowledge. From a 
knowledge-based systems view, ontology is a shared understanding with a 
formal description that is machine executable. 
When defining an ontology, the focus is on “things”, not on how to describe 
data in an efficient way for computer implementations (Noy  and 
McGuinness, 2001). Ontologies are broader in scope than semantic data 
models. An ontology is based on an information model with semantic 
relationships that have been extended by incorporating different forms of 

N am e 

@prefix product: < http:// 
192.168.1.110:8080/ 

                                  
Services/serviceProviders/products> 

: a    produ ct: name       “Shock absorber” 
: a     produ ct: weight     55 
: b    produ ct: name        “Lower arm” 
: b    produ ct: weight      30 
: c    produ ct: name         “Upper arm” 

Data 

@prefix product: < http:// 
192.168.1.110:8080/ 
                                  
Services/serviceProviders/products> 
SELECT? N ame? Weight 
WHERE 
(? x       produ ct: name     ?name 
  ?x        produ ct: weight   ?weight    ) 

 

Query  

Query  Result 

Weight 

“Shock absorber” 50 

  

Figu re 9. A  SPARQL qu ery 
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knowledge. The knowledge is represented as concepts, instances, relations, 
axioms (symmetry, inverse and transitive), and user-defined rules (i.e. 
rules that are fired by an inference mechanism). The axioms and user-
defined rules are pieces of knowledge implicitly defined in the knowledge 
base. 
The W3C Web Ontology Language (OWL) is a Semantic Web language 
intended to represent complex and rich knowledge about groups of things 
or things themselves, and things relationships (W3C OWL Working Group 
2012). 
OWL is closely linked to RDF and RDFS but it adds more vocabulary for 
describing properties and classes. In other word RDF can represent 
any thing using triples but OWL extends RDF to show what should be 
represented and which triples are correct (correct and meaningful triples). 
In addition, it allows adding restrictions on classes and properties. For 
instance, OWL considers relationships between classes such as “owl: 
disjointWith” that means resources belonging to one class cannot belong 
to the other one or an “owl: intersectionOf” statement describes a class for 
which the class extension contains precisely those individuals that are 
members of the class extension of all class descriptions in the list. Another 
useful OWL construct is equality expression for instance, “owl: sameAs” 
allows to integrate large data sets describing the same thing but with 
different schemas. 
An example of restrictions on properties is “owl: allValuesFrom” that 
means resources with properties that only have values that meet this 
criteria. 
Another significant difference between OWL ontology and other 
information models is that in OWL properties are defined independent of 
classes and they are allocated to instances of classes whereas in normal 
information modeling or object oriented programming properties are 
assigned to classes and their values are identified at the time of 
instantiation. 
In summary RDF is based on making statements about resources in the 
form of subject, predicate and object expressions (i.e. triples). RDFS 
provides a mechanism for describing groups of related resources (RDF), 
and the relation between them. Example of these properties are classes, 
sub-classes, range and domains. OWL extends RDF and use more 
vocabulary to specify what should be represented. 
The second ontology that is used in this thesis is the process specification 
language (PSL) that is a language used to specify the flow of processes and 
their occurrences in the first order logic language. More description is 
given in the author’s Licentiate . 

http://www.w3.org/2007/OWL/wiki/OWL_Working_Group
https://www.w3.org/TR/owl-ref/#sameAs-def
https://www.w3.org/TR/owl-ref/#allValuesFrom-def
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3.5 Linked data 

Linked data is an approach to publish structured data on the web in a way 
it can be interlinked and become more useful through semantic queries. 
.Berners-Lee (2006) defined 4 rules called ‘Linked Data Principles’ for 
publishing data on the Web in such a way that all published data constitute 
a single global data space:  
1.  Assign names by devising URIs as identifier for things  
2. Use HTTP URIs so that users can look up and search for those names  
3. When someone discovers a URI, arrange useful information by using the 

RDF standards and SPARQL for query  
4. Link URIs to other URIs, in a way that users can look up more things 
Figure 10 illustrates different components of the Linked data approach that 
were described previously.  It is possible to create links between data from 
heterogeneous sy stems with the help of LD. LD relies on documents 
containing data in Resource Description Framework (RDF). As mentioned 
RDF provides a generic graph-based data model for describing resources, 
including their relationships with other resources. LD consists of two vital 
technologies which are Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs) and the 
Hy perText Transfer Protocol (HTTP). URIs identifies the resources or 
entities that exist and it is possible to retrieve these entities through HTTP. 
Hereby, HTTP provides a mechanism for receiving either the entities 
themselves or the descriptions of them. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
  

 

 

 

Linked data 

Figu re 10. Linked data components (Source: http://www.w3.org/2007/03/layerCake.png) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Semantic_query
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3.6 Information standards to support automated input data 

management for Material flow analysis  

Some of the critical pieces of information regarding manufacturing 
processes are calculated using available data in different data bases in a 
plant. This information is usually stochastic variables and is represented 
by  probability density functions, for instance; Mean Time between Failure 
(MTBF), Mean Time to Repair, Measured cycle times, energy consumption 
etc. There are four methodologies regarding the level of automation of 
generating this information and their storage (in the model, repository 
etc.)(Moon and Phatak 2005, Skoog 2012).  
 
Methodology A (Figure 3.5): Data are collected and processed by the users. 
Simulation model information is fed manually and information resides 
locally in the simulation model. 
 

 
Figu re 11. Methodology A 

Methodology B (Figure 12): Data are gathered and processed by  the 

modelers. 

 Information is manually fed into and resides in a repository (in this 
case a spreadsheet) 

  Input and results are automatically transferred between the repository 
and the simulation model. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 Methodology C (Figure 13): Data are primarily derived from the 
Manufacturing Execution Sy stem (MES) where information about 
downtime, inventory and uptime is stored. 

Manu al Team

m 

Figu re 12. Methodology B 

A u tomated Manual 

Team  

Spreadsheet interface 

Sim ulation Info 
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 All data transactions are made automatically 

 Data resides in the intermediary simulation database 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Methodology D (figure 14):  Automatically transfer data between MES and 
Simulation tool 

 All data transactions are made automatically 

 Data resides in the databases. 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 

  

Methodology D implies that the transfer of simulation information from 
the data bases to the simulation model is fully automated. This reduces the 
time -consumption since human involvement is less needed for data 
collection, transformation and importing information to the model. The 
major obstacle is the absence of available data. This approach is intended 
to connect data from different tools used throughout the entire life cycle of 
products and production processes. Representation of information and 
data in a sy stem neutral format can support the methodology C and D 
depending on the application-programming interface (API) of DES 
software tools to read and interpret this information.  

 

 

 

Manufacturing 

ex ecution system  

Manufacturing 

ex ecution system  

Automate
d 

 

Figu re 13. Methodology C 

Figu re 14. Methodology D 

Automated 
Automated 

Spreadsheet interface 

Sim ulation Info 
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Chapter 4 Interoperability within the 
manufacturing process specification 
domain and within the layout design 
domain 

4.1 Introduction 

More than twenty methods, including languages, methodologies, tools and 
standards, have been proposed to specify the process specification of 
different domains. A  summary of the evaluation of these approaches is 
provided in the author’s licentiate. However, the most important ones that 
were directly/indirectly used in this thesis and have been developed by  
most accredited standardization organizations including ISO and The 
National Institute of Standards and the Technology NIST are introduced 
in this chapter. In order to evaluate different approaches, first information 
requirements within the context must be identified. A thorough 
investigation has been conducted by the author to identify information 
requirements to represent manufacturing process specification by  
collecting different viewpoints in manufacturing process specification and 
not only some specific domains such as line balancing, inventory analysis ,  
robotics, etc. (Shariatzadeh 2014). Ninety categories of information have 
been identified including the logical relationships of products, processes 
and resources such as material routing on the shop floor. The information 
requirements are listed and documented and are available in authors’ 
licentiate thesis. In summary, the main categories of information to 
represent material flow behavior are: 
 Execution of processes: Processes and their classifications based on their 

occurrences: 
o Time based, state  based, ordering based, non-deterministic ordering 

based,  duration based , markovian, conditional based processes, 
triggered base 

 Descriptive concepts 
o States, time points, events 
o Properties (cost, time to execute) 

 Relations between operations  
o Classification of absolute relations 
o Temporal relations (sequence of operations, parallel, overlap, time lag 

etc.) Non deterministic ordering 
o Ordering based on state 
o Ordering based on conditions 

 Correlation and synchronization of products and resources, processes 
o Properties of relations (e.g. measured cycle time) 
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o Stochastic representation of properties  
o Resource synchronization with processes 
o Resource classification: transporters, buffers, etc. 

 Uncertainties in product quality, machine utilization, process 
occurrences 

 Plant layout including hierarchy of layout sections, resource location and 
placement (location and orientation).  

 Building information including geometry model and semantic (Wall, 
Roof ,etc). 

 Production resource lifecycle info, revision and version information. 

 Manufacturing resources media data, outer shape , boundary 
representation , transformation, size, other shape aspects such as 
landing surfaces, etc 

 Operational data such as failures, energy consumption, etc.  

  Constraints on process operation occurrences including input/output 
constraints, pre and post state and conditions of processes, process 
entrance/exit strategies of processes and             resources. 

 Manufacturing process information and integration with plant layout 
information 

 Context information including life cy cle phases, environmental 
information, human resource, tool, resource, time and date ,etc  

Some main categories of required in formation will be introduced in this 
chapter to evaluate the STEP standard that is one of the main focuses of 
this thesis. 
Authors’ licentiate describes and summarizes different domain specific 
approaches to represent manufacturing process specification and their 
pros and cons. However, in this chapter the ones that the author directly 
dealt with are evaluated briefely. 

4.2 Core manufacturing simulation data (CMSD) 

4.2.1 CMSD introduction 

CMSD contains information models required to represent and integrate 
manufacturing software applications (NIST 2001). This standard has been 
developed by NIST. CMSD Information Model (CMSDIM) specifies the 
critical entities and their relationship in the discrete manufacturing 
domain to build  manufacturing simulation models. 
CMSD Information Model is developed in two different specifications: (1) 
the information model described with the Unified Modeling Language 
(UML); and (2) the information instantiated using the eXtensible 
Modeling Language (XML). CMSD consists of different packages such as 
operation definition, Maitenance, Resources, inventory , Skills, etc. Figure 
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15 shows UML entities to describe a production resource with MTBF as its 
property. 
 
 
    
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

4.2.2 Layout in CMSD 

CMSD includes a package for layout information representation. CMSD 
focuses on the layout information that can be employed in a manufacturing 
sy stem simulation such as layout segments and their spatial relationships, 
boundaries of layout elements (production resources, building, etc), and 
placements of layout elements. Hence, it does not deal with schemas of 
detailed geometry as it is in STEP standard such as AP214. Figure 16 
illustrates the simplified class diagram of the CMSD layout package. As it 
is shown different layout elements (resources, building element) have 
information concerning placement with rotation, translation and scale. 
This information with the reference coordination sy stem specifies the 
location and orientation of an object in the lay out. The shape class 
identifies the abstract form of an object that can be used to describe the 
shape of the production resources. As it is indicated, the subtypes of shape 
aspect class are not detailed from the geometric point of view but they have 
width, depth, radius attributes and coordinate sy stem to specify their 
locations and their spatial relationship. In addition, layout elements can 
have boundary definitions including width, length and height that are 

Figu re 15. UML information model of a resou rce in CMSD and xml serialization of a 

resou rce property (MTBF) 
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sufficient for pure usage of DES (if 3D v isualization of the material flow is 
not a requirement).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

4.2.3 CMSD evaluation 

 CMSD includes schemas dedicated to simulation software tools with 
different contexts such as Definition of Order, Job, Inventory, 
Maintenance that are main information required to perform DES. This 
makes it a better choice to represent flow of material compare to other 
approaches such as STEP standard. 

 Representing detailed geometry is not possible using CMSD. However, 
shape aspect, resources boundaries of production resources, placement 
of production resources can be represented using CMSD. 

 CMSD includes the Event class which provides a mean to describe the 
occurrence of a phenomenon, state or condition that is relevant to 
manufacturing activities. However, it does not specify how states and 
conditions must be combined to represent an event. In addition, the 
events are supposed to be instantiated using natural language and there 
are not specific constructs for logical connectives such as conjunction, 
disjunction, implication, etc and quantifier such as universal and 
existential quantification.  

 CMSD includes schemas that support some shop floor data such as batch 
information, skills class, time stamp, calendar, shift holiday. Capturing 
and representing this information increase the traceability of product 

Figu re 16. A simplified UML class diagram representing CMSD layou t package 
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manufacturing data and provide manufacturing context for further 
analysis for continuous improvement projects. However, the challenge 
in this context is collecting the shop floor data rather than schemas or 
guidelines to show what information should be represented and how 
they should be structured. 

 Verification of CMSD can be syntactically done by verification of XML 
file generated based on CMSD data model (well-formed XML). However, 
there is no tool to control whether the instantiation is according to 
standardized schema or not. This important deficiency can be 
categorized from both sy ntactic and semantic perspectives. Here 
sy ntactic does not mean a well formed XML but means if the data set 
follows the grammar and rules of standard instantiation.  

 Some schemas such as product and process plan are very abstract. For 
instance, a flow analyst may very well be interested to have the sequence 
of operations based on a product feature. This can be represented by 
using property schema and add product features to it and then 
decompose the manufacturing processes based on each feature. 
However, using other standards such as STEP, the feature can be 
explicitly represented or extracted from a CAD file and be linked to a 
manufacturing process. This is not possible using CMSD. 

 Random Variables that have stochastic nature (uncertainties in a 
production system can be represented by CMSD. 

 One good feature of CMSD is the existence of the reference class and 
uniform resource identifier (URI) that makes it possible to specify 
information about reference materials, for instance, CAD files, on clouds 
or web pages, etc.). This material contains information that relates to 
context entities defined in the CMSD, but their creation, definition, 
format, and maintenance are outside of the scope of the CMSD. 

4.3 ISO 15531 (MANDATE) 

4.3.1 Mandate introduction 

 ISO 15531 (ISO/CD 15531-1, 43, 44 (2010), labelled as MANDATE 
Manufacturing flow management data): Data model for flow monitoring 
and manufacturing data exchange) is a standard to model manufacturing 
management data except product and product related data. The aim of ISO 
15531 is to put in place a standardized information model to represent data 
regarding manufacturing management containing manufacturing resource 
data, their maintenance data, capability, control information and 
constraints. MANDATE is a standard that serves to structure the generic 
data acquisition from the shop floor. It can assist in manufacturing 
management activities such as maintenance, traceability, and quality 
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measurement. It is a suitable choice for representing the material flow at 
the shop floor. Figure 17 illustrates the scope of Mandate standard. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

4.3.2 Evaluation 

 As the main drawback, an integrated representation of production 
resources, e.g. shape aspects, is not in the scope of ISO15531-3X series. 
The resource schema only contains data related to the resources 
utilization including capacity, capability, and availability. These data are 
useful within process planning or job scheduling. 

 One important drawback of using Mandate is the fact that representation 
and exchange of product information is not in its scope. Whereas, CMSD 
can represent product physical breakdown structure (BOM). 

 States can be assigned to each individual resource. State and state types 
can provide feedback information on the manufacturing resources such 
as resource utilizations, or resource down times. Moreover, resource 
statuses are linked to time points or time intervals that can provide the 
decision makers with the manufacturing context for analysis and 
planning at the shop floor. 

 Lay out related data and geometry are not in the scope of this standard. 
Hence, the integration and consolidation of manufacturing process 
specification with additional types of information such as layout 
information is not possible. 

 The data modeling language of MANDATE is EXPRESS that can be 
implemented like STEP standard (see in STEP section). 

Figu re 17. Scope of Mandate 

Scope of 

Mandate 
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 Similar to CMSD, MANDATE does not include communication protocols 
and message protocols to collect shop floor data. It only identifies what 
should be collected from shop floor and how they should be structured, 
represented and distributed over different components of the IT 
architecture in a manufacturing organization.   

 For two reasons Mandate is not suitable for the purposes of this work 
since it does not cover layout related data and states are confined to 
manufacturing resources. Describing the logical relationships of 
manufacturing resources, products and processes is not the aim of this 
standard.  

4.4 Process specification language (PSL) 

The PSL Ontology is a set of theories in the language of first-order logic, 
and the semantics of a first-order theory are based on the notion of an 
interpretation that specifies a meaning for each symbol in a sentence of the 
language (NIST 2008). Figure 18 illustrates the core theories of PSL. The 
purpose of the PSL-Core is to axiomatize a set of intuitive semantic 
primitives that are adequate for describing the fundamental concepts of 
processes in general, not only manufacturing processes. These semantic 
primitives are called Intuitions. The basic ontological commitments of 
PSL-Core are based on the following intuitions: There are four kinds of 
entities required for reasoning about processes – activities, activity 
occurrences, timepoints, and objects. Activities may  have multiple 
occurrences, or there may exist activities that do not take place at all. 
Timepoints are linearly ordered, forwards into the future, and backwards 
into the past. Activity occurrences and objects are associated with unique 
timepoints that mark the beginning and end of the occurrence or object. 
All theories within the ontology are consistent extensions of PSL-Core 
(Tpsl core). The separation of activities and activity-occurrence unlike 
some other approaches is a good feature of PSL since it allows constraining 
different occurrences of one activity. The PSL Ontology uses the subactivity 
relation to capture the basic intuitions for the composition of activities. The 
core theory Tsubactivity alone does not specify any relationship between 
the occurrence of an activity and occurrences of its subactivities. Atomic 
activities are either primitive or concurrent. The core theory Tcomplex 
characterizes the relationship between the occurrence of a complex activity 
and occurrences of its subactivities. Occurrences of complex activities 
correspond to sets of occurrences of subactivities; in particular, these sets 
are sub trees of the occurrence tree. An activity tree consists of all possible 
sequences of atomic subactivity occurrences starting from a root 
subactivity occurrence. In a sense, activity trees are a microcosm of the 
occurrence tree representing all of the ways in which the world unfolds in 
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the context of an occurrence of the complex activity. In this sense, branches 
of the activity tree characterize the nondeterminism that arises from 
different ordering constraints or iterations in the real time. The following 
equation illustrates the nondeterministic occurrences of two activities 
based on the situation on the shop floor. In this case, the nondeterminism 
resides in the ordering of operation occurrences. If the production resource is 

not ready, then perform the assembly before painting. 
(forall ?o, ?o1, ?o2, ?x, ?y) occurrence of(o, assembly(?x, ?y)) 
And occurrence of (o1, assembly(x)) ̂  occurrence of (? o2,? paint(x)) 
And not prior (ready(y), root occ (o)) 
(Implies (min precedes (root occ (o2), root occ (o1)) 
 

 
Figu re 18. The core theories of the PSL Ontology 

4.5 STEP standard 

4.5.1 Introduction 

Previous approaches can be considered to be domain specific languages 
focused on representing manufacturing process specification. As 
mentioned in chapter 3 using generic standardized schemas not only 
allows data exchange between heterogeneous IT tools but also makes it 
possible to integrate data sets with other types of data sets where it is 
required in a context. The main motive of this thesis to use this standard is 
the fact that, the STEP standard has the above characteristics since it 
encompasses many product and manufacturing related data. However, 
today, the STEP standard does not include specific APs and MIM to 
represent layout related data and logical relationships among product,  
process and manufacturing resources. In addition, as mentioned 
MANDATE as a member of the STEP family does not satisfy this thesis 
requirements either in terms of information requirements or required 
integrations. Hence, here the author documents the evaluation of STEP 
standard against the information requirements. A complete set of 
requirements and an evaluation is listed in authors’ licentiate and some 
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important ones are described here to serve as a basis for the arguments and 
answer research question 1 . This section describes representation of 
manufacturing process specification using STEP standard AP214 and 
AP239 labeled as PLCS AIM level. Deploying the AIM level of standard 
allows the use of other modules in the standard when they are needed, for 
instance using application module 1274 (ISO 10303- 1274) to represent 
stochastic properties with probability density functions. The detailed 
instantiated data model based on STEP AP214 will be detailed in chapter 6 
(case study).  

4.5.2 Why Evaluation of AP214 and PLCS 

A new evolution of STEP has been published in the end of 2014: AP242 
that is basically harmonized with the most widely used AP203 (E2) and 
AP214 (E2). It is especially motivated by the needs of long term archiving 
of CAD data and improved the efficiency of processes by integrating the 
various enterprise functions (Raymond 1999). This thesis has evaluated 
AP214 since it was used in the industrial research project DFBB. However, 
the result also applies and applicable for AP242 that is increasingly 
adopted to be used since it includes AP214 schemas as well. However, there 
may be some changes in instantiation rules between AP214 and AP242. For 
instance in Ap214 a product must be related to a person and organization, 
however in Ap242 this is not mandatory. Therefore, core theories and 
results that are discussed during this thesis regarding AP214 are also valid 
for Ap242. 
AP239 is also evaluated in this thesis for many reasons described in this 
chapter but the most significant reasons are 1) it is very generic (more than 
214, 242) that gives more flexibility to be customized based on the needs in 
this thesis 2) Existence of references that allows the enhancement of 
domain specific semantics and integration with other data sets. 
Figure 19 illustrates and compares the main PDM related data in PLCS and 
AP242. AP242 in comparison to PLCS includes more domains such as 
product and manufacturing information (PMI), Electrical Harness and 
detailed 3D geometry. PDM related data include product data 
management and document management data as well as reference entities 
that allow users to define their own semantics. Hence, the required 
information referred to in this thesis can be presented with AP242 as well. 
PLCS includes entities concerning interfaces that are very helpful both for 
product structure definition, modular design and specifying interactions 
(compatibility) between products and components. It is also essential for 
lay out design purpose for instance by identifying media connectors and 
interfaces of manufacturing resources. Detailed PMI and tolerances 
included in AP242 (not included in PLCS) is not the subject of material 
flow representation and layout design. AP242 includes entities to represent 
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product quality criteria and even the result of quality measurements. 
However, in this thesis, manufacturing process specification and DES 
requires statistics developed on top of these data such as product variation 
or manufacturing resource capability (see section 4.3.5) not individual 
values (PLCS is sufficient). Information management of products 
processes and manufacturing resources in their entire lifecycle is one of the 
focuses of this thesis. Hence, existence of entities regarding “individual 
product” is extremely important. B0th PLCS and AP242 include this kind 
of entities, however PLCS is richer in this regard since it includes more 
related entities such as “product_as_individual”, 
“product_as_individual_version”, “product_as_individual_view” . For 
this reason, PLCS is a more suitable application protocols for the purposes 
of this research. 

4.5.3 Reference data library 

PLCs is very generic. Hence, to make the entities more semantically precise 
the AP239 defines concepts outside of the core model in so called reference 
data libraries (RDL). RDL classes can be referenced from the core model 
to classify entities into more specific information ty pes. RDLs can be 
created in different levels of complexity ranging from a simple list of 
definitions to a more complex ty pe such as ontology. The OASIS PLCS 
Technical Committee have developed, tested, and published OASIS PLCS 
DEXs (OASIS PLCS TC, 2014). A DEX - is a subset of the PLCS information 
model, designed to support data exchange for specific activities, by  
providing business object models, templates, and guidance to use and 
combine the selected entities and RDLs in that specific exchange. More 
information about the OASIS PLCS can be found at 
www.plcs.org/plcslib/plcslib. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.steptools.com/support/stdev_docs/express/ap239/html/t_produ-01.html
http://www.steptools.com/support/stdev_docs/express/ap239/html/t_produ-16.html
http://www.steptools.com/support/stdev_docs/express/ap239/html/t_produ-02.html
http://www.plcs.org/plcslib/plcslib/sys/plcslib_terms_content_short.html#OASIS_PLCS_TC
http://www.plcs.org/plcslib/plcslib/sys/plcslib_terms_content_short.html#OASIS_PLCS_TC
http://www.plcs.org/plcslib/plcslib/sys/plcslib_terms_content_short.html#PLCS
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Figu re 19. PLCS & A P242 comparison based on main PDM related data 
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4.5.4 Evaluation of AP214, PLCS (main required information)  

Figure 20 illustrates the main categories of information that AP214 and 
AP239 include.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

4.5.4.1 Product 

The different kinds of products and production resources can be 
represented in STEP using product schema. The entities “Product”, 
“product_definition_formation” and “product_ definition” are used to 
represent a product in general, regardless of the aspects that must be 
represented such as geometry, structure, feature, etc (Johansson 2004).   
 ”Product_definition_resource” entity and “action_resource” entity are 
two types of “product_definition” entity and they can be used to represent 
any  manufacturing resources that are utilized to execute a manufacturing 
process. The”product_definition_formation” entity is an aggregator of 
various product definitions. STEP (AIM) level uses this entity to specify 
different aspects and versions of a single product/resource. Figure 21  
illustrates a simplified product representation in the AIM of 
AP214.”Product_definition_rersource” is not included in PLCS, hence, 
entity “action_resource” can substitute it. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A P239 (ISO 10303-239) 
“Product Life Cycle Su pport” 

A P214 (ISO 10303-214): 
Core Data for Automotive 
Mechanical 
 Design Processes”  

Figu re 20. Main information category in STEP A P239, AP214 
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4.5.4.2 The manufacturing resource model  

As indicated a resource model can be represented in the same way as a 
product. In addition, life cycle information of a resource a resource model 
can be represented in AP239, by attaching properties to a resource for 
three life cycle stages: “as-designed”, “as-planned”, and “as-is”. These three 
life cycle stages can be differentiated using “product_version”, 
“product_as_planned”, and “product_as_realized”, respectively in AP239. 
PLCS is not intended to be used for representing items that do not have the 
requirement of being treated from a life cycle perspective, e.g. detailed 
kinematic movements (in case they are not changed over the time). There 
are more dedicated standards for this kind of data within the STEP family 
such AP242 and AP214. However, it is always possible to embed such 
information as documents in the PLCS model, e.g. in Part 21 formats. STEP 
property schema allows users to represent the document properties such 
as size, version, format etc. Figure 22 demonstrates representation of a 
document of manufacturing resource with specific version, the file it 
contains (product 3D model) and another property, “descriptive-
representation-item” that shows the file format that is “iam” in this case.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figu re 21. A simplified instantiated model to represent a product according to AP214 AIM 
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4.5.4.3 Resource location and classification 

A location identifies the position of a resource in space where some actions 
such as manufacturing, maintenance, transportation can take place. 
AP239 and AP214 contain location and classification- schemas by which 
resource places or positions can be identified. Different production 
resources have different types of properties. Hence, resource classification 
of manufacturing resources is of high importance in order to organize 
information and objects for DES modeling purposes. The classification can 
also be represented by  external libraries and standards to use their 
terminologies or categories to enhance semantics of the exchanged data. 
PLCS and AP214 contain entities such as “externally_defined_class”, and 
“externally_defined_item” that can be used to add external classes or 
libraries to the desired entity. The “applied_classification_assignment” 
entity relates the mentioned entities to the desired generic entities that are 
intended to be classified externally. Many entities can be classified 
externally such as “action” related entities, “resource” related entities, 
“property” related entities, “person and organization” related entities, and 
“product and its breakdown structure” related data. PLCS can classify 
externally “interfaces” related entities that are  very necessary for 

Figu re 22.  Representation of a manufacturing resource with associated document 
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representing mechatronic products. It is also possible to classify an item 
using external standards and at the same time use the external 
characteristics that are defined in the external standards.  Figure 23 
illustrates a classification of a robot gripper based on the standard 
industrial robots. Manipulators: ISO 97 83 according to AP214. As it is 
shown, a gripper and one of its properties “opening width” are classified 
using this standard using “externally_defined_general_property”. This 
entity is not included in PLCS. Hence, when using PLCS, the entity 
“general_property” that is used to represent the property “opening width” 
is classified directly using “applied classification_assignment”. Next, this 
entity is connected to the “external_class_library” to specify the external 
standard. In this case, the product itself (Gripper assembly) should be 
classified by using another “applied_classification_assignment” entity that 
is connected to “product_definition” entity. In addition, the second 
“applied_classification_assignment” is connected to the same 
“external_class_library” entity since both property and the product are 
classified based on the same standard.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Figu re 23. Classification of both m anufacturing resource and its property u sing external l ibrary in 

A P214 
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4.5.4.4 Product/resource properties 

Properties can be allocated to products and manufacturing resources or 
their components in different life cycle stages. For instance, resource 
power consumption may change in the operational phase due to resource 
deterioration. Figure 24 illustrates a simplified instantiated model to 
represent energy consumption of a manufacturing resource in its idle state 
using AP214. As it is shown, “energy consumption in idle state” is 
instantiated in the attribute “name” of “property_definition” entity since 
Ap214 does not include specific construct to represent state.  This can be 
represented in PLCS with a better resolution since PLCS includes state 
related constructs (See section 4.4.10). Another important piece of 
information to define properties is context to enhance the ability to 
interpret a property. This is represented by  instantiation of the 
“product_definition_context” entity. The name attribute of this entity in 
this example is “mechanical” and lifecycle stage is “use” which means that 
the manufacturing resource is in operation phase. Both PLCS and AP214 
include rich schemas to represent different units and different units can be 
combined to represent desired units.   Entities such as 
“measure_representation_item, “derived_unit”, “derived_unit_element” 
and “si_unit” are used to represent power consumption in KILO WATT 
unit and “representation_context” entity is used to indicate that the 
resource is in its “idle state”, 
Product/resource physical and functional breakdown structure can be 
represented according to section 4.3.3.1 and properties can be assigned to 
them in the same way using PLCS and AP214. 
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Figu re 24. Representation of energy consumption in idle state in AP214 

4.5.4.5 Resource capability, capacity, availability  

Resource capability shows how well a resource can fulfil its purposes. STEP 
Mandate defines resource capability as a group of properties specifying 
production resources under their functional aspects. For instance, a 
turning machine tool has the capability to machine work pieces whose 
diameters are within a specific range. This type of capability is not in the 
subject of DES whereas machine statistical capability such as CMK is 
notable from DES point of v iew to calculate the number of defects a 
resource manufactures. Two indexes of resource capability are: 1) 
comparing the variability of the resource output with engineering 
tolerances of product features, and 2) Comparison of mean value of 
resource output with the nominal target value of product features 
(Montgomery 2010). These indexes are ty pically CmK and Cm and are 
calculated using equations 1 and 2. 
CmK = Min [(average of a manufacturing resource – LSL) / (3sigma of a 
manufacturing resource), (USL – average of a manufacturing resource) 
/ (3sigma of a manufacturing resource)]       equation 1  
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Cm = (USL – LSL) / (6sigma of a manufacturing resource)       equation 2 
Where USL is upper specification level and LSL is lower specification level. 
Sigma is the standard deviation of the manufacturing process. 
Resource capabilities vary depending on processes executed by a resource 
and the parts manufactured by the resource (engineering tolerances of part 
features). Resource capacity is a feature dealing with job scheduling related 
resource data. Resource capabilities and capacities can be represented 
using STEP property and representation schemas in AP214 and AP239. 
Figure 25 demonstrates a simplified representation of a resource statistical 
capability index using AP239.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.5.4.6 Resource topology, geometry and placement (layout point of 

view) 

Production resources including machinery, transportation equipment, 
robots, are core parts of the factory layout. Geometry models of resources 
should support the layout activities as described above, and ideally include: 
dimensions, outer shape, position and orientation of ports for media; 
fundament with placement of machine feet; position and shape of operator 
panels and service platforms; placement and envelopes of doors and other 
openings; center of gravity; material loading point. Further, the model 
should be structured in such a way that equipment can be reconfigured or 
deleted from the model. Apart from the geometrical model, information is 
needed concerning required media and functional media interfaces. 
Lay out geometrical models contain many sub models that results in big file 
sizes and decreasing software application performances in terms of 

Figu re 25. Representation of the statistical capability of a resource 

(PLCS) 
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v isualization and manipulation. Hence, it is important to simplify models 
to reduce their size. Different actors in the lay out design process must 
approve the level of detail. According to one industrial case study, the 
resource surface model can both fulfil the v isualization requirement and 
size requirement. If all information was accessible through one model, it 
would facilitate calculations such as dimensioning the media for all 
machine tools, or placing a machine tool on its feet, connecting it to media 
or checking that laws and regulations concerning the required distances 
are fulfilled. Some layout programs do have such capability, but they are 
represented in the vendor specific format and cannot be communicated 
between CAX sy stems with all information in an interoperable way. In 
paper C a detailed description of the above required information and 
integration based on STEP is described. 
Figure 26 demonstrates a simplified resource surface model and its 
equivalent STEP representation. Converting a solid model of a 
manufacturing resource to a surface model reduces the file size drastically. 
This does not contradict the idea of model based design where all relevant 
information are aggregated in the model since the complete model with all 
required information is maintained in a repository and simplification is 
done by software functionalities only for layout design purposes (see paper 
C). The STEP representation helps to integrate other resource properties 
such as media connection point or other shape aspects that are required 
for layout design and DES. The “open_shell” entity is a specific subtype of 
connected face set. This entity is intended for the communication of 
collections of topological data. The important concept to relate topology to 
geometry is the domain. The domain of a shell is the union of the domains 
of all the vertices, edges, and faces in the shell. The domain of an open shell, 
if present, is an open surface. Curves and surfaces which are manifolds with 
boundary are classified as either open or closed. The terms “open” and 
“closed”, when applied to curves or surfaces in this standard, should not be 
confused with the notions of “open set” or “closed set” from point set 
topology.  
A Plane is an unbounded surface with a constant normal. A Plane is 
trimmed to a finite extension by applying a Face. 
A shell based surface model” is described by a set of open or closed shells 
of dimensionality 2. The shells shall not intersect except at edges and 
vertices.  

4.5.4.7 Resource placement 

The placement class provides the means for each layout instance to define 
information about the location, orientation, and scaling of instances of 
lay out objects. The mentioned information can be represented with PLCS 
and AP214 Placement entity which includes “axis2_placement_2d”, 

file:///F:/CMSD/AP%20214/htmls/clause4/arm_index/pxref.htm%23plane
file:///F:/CMSD/AP%20214/htmls/clause4/arm_index/fxref.htm%23face
http://www.steptools.com/support/stdev_docs/express/ap239/html/t_axis2-01.html
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“axis2_placement_3d”. An “axis2_placement_2d” represents the location 
and orientation in two-dimensional space of two mutually perpendicular 
axes. An “axis2_placement_2d” is defined in terms of a point, (inherited 
from the placement super type), and an axis. An “axis2_placement_3d” 
represents the location and orientation in three-dimensional space of two 
mutually perpendicular axes. An “axis2_placement_3d” is defined in 
terms of a point, (inherited from the placement super type), and two 
(ideally orthogonal) axes. It can be used to locate and orientate a non-axis-
sy mmetric object in space and to define a placement coordinate system. 
The entity includes a point, which forms the origin of the placement 
coordinate system. Two direction vectors are required to complete the 
definition of the placement coordinate system. 
Figure 27 illustrates a simplified instantiated model of the landing surfaces 
of a robot using AP214 at the top and representation of the area it occupies 
in the layout by using PLCS. The landing surface here is represented as a 
shape aspect of this resource and there are two pieces of information that 
are interesting to be shared 1) The areas that the landing surface of the 
robot occupies on the floor 2) position and orientation of this shape aspect 
that is represented by “axis2_placement_3d”. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.steptools.com/support/stdev_docs/express/ap239/html/t_axis2-02.html
file:///F:/CMSD/AP%20214/htmls/clause4/arm_index/axref.htm%23axis2_placement_2d
file:///F:/CMSD/AP%20214/htmls/clause4/arm_index/axref.htm%23axis2_placement_3d
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Fig 4.13 demonstrates a simplified resource surface model and its STEP representation 
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Figu re 26. Dem onstrates a simplified resource surface model and i ts STEP representation  
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Figu re 27. A dding semantic to a robot by specifying its landing surface using shape aspect, 

dim ension definition and measure representation 
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4.5.4.8. Human resource 

Assignment of human resources to processes can be represented both in 
AP214 and AP239. This can be used to model the number of required 
workers to execute manufacturing processes to fulfil the demand or 
balance the manufacturing/assembly lines. AP239 can represent the 
required skills as well. The footpaths of workers who transport 
manufacturing parts or execute more than one manufacturing process are 
important information for some kinds of analysis especially where humans 
are involved in the execution of manufacturing processes. Representation 
of footpaths in AP214 and AP239 can be done using geometric 
representations such as line; curve, etc. In AP214 this can be represented 
using surfaces similar to previous section 4.4.6 and instead of area, length 
can be used (here the product is a layout and shape aspect is footpath of 
operator (layout as a product)). Figure 28 illustrates one section of a 
footpath using shape aspect representation. It both specifies the 
orientation and location of this footpath in accordance with the coordinate 
sy stem and also the length of this footpath. Both of these pieces of 
information are required for a DES modeler to perform the analysis.  
However, this footpath can also be represented by using a “path” that is a 
collection of edges.  

4.5.4.9 Process model 

Among various required information to represent process models the 
following items are described here. 

1 . Manufacturing processes relationship:  
STEP action schema in STEP Activity_recording MIM is dedicated for 
representing all ty pes of activities and manufacturing process 
specifications. The absolute relationship ty pes among activities is 
described in AP214 as alternative, decomposition, derivation, 
exclusiveness, sequence and simultaneity (AP214 ARM level). Another 
ty pe of operation relationship is temporal relationship. This type of 
relationship specifies the relationship between two operations based on 
time. Some examples of such relationships are mutual occurrence, start 
end sy nchronization, full synchronization. This type of relationship is not 
covered in STEP standard. The occurrences of some operations or the 
order of their executions may be decided in the run time depending on the 
situations. In some literature, this is referred to as none deterministic 
occurrences of activities. This situations can be represented in AP214, 239 
using, events, states, conditions. Figure 29 demonstrates the process 
decomposition representation by using an external reference library. The 
external entities used in RDL are according to the AP214 ARM level.  
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Figu re 28. Footpath representation of an operator using PLCS 
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2. Assignment of the process plan to a product variant:  
Different types of operations relationships are represented in AP214 using 
“action_relationship” according to the mentioned relationship 
classification. In addition, they can be used in instantiation of 
“action_relationship” entity in PLCS as the RDL.  The entities 
“sequential_action_method”, “concurrent_action_method”, 
“serial_action_method”, entities specify different ty pes of action 
relationships that can be used to represent concurrency and sequence of 
processes in PLCS. The “alternative” relationship can be represented in 
PLCS using “action-method-to-select-from-to entity”.  
3. Input/output of a process:  
The entity “process_operation_input_or_output” in AP214 ARM level is 
used to represent the input and output material of a manufacturing 
process. This entity relates a “process_operation_occurrence” with an 
appropriate “product_definition”. Figure 30 illustrates a simplified 
instantiated model of connection of input and output of an operation 
according to the ARM/AIM mapping table in AP214. 
”Quantified_assembly_component_usage” entity with 
“measure_with_unit” entity can be used to represent the quantity of input 
material. 
Input/output of a process can be represented in the same way in AP239. A 
critical advantage of PLCS is that it contains states entities to enable 
constraining the execution of processes based on product states. Three 
entities including “state_type”, “applied_state_type_assignment and 
“state_type_role” can constrain products, processes, resources as well as 

Figu re 29. A simplified processes structure representation in PLCS u sing AP214 entities as 

external library 
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their combinations. This can assist to represent the execution of processes 
(EOP). 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

4. Constraints on processes:       

These types of constraint delimit selection of manufacturing operations or 
a set of processes in terms of time, cost, capability etc, for instance, the 
accumulated time of a manufacturing cell must not exceed the Takt time of 
the production system. These constraints in PLCS, can be represented 
using “requirement_assignment” that in turn can be associated with an 
Action entity through “applied_action_method_assignment” entity. 

Similarly, “action_resource_requirement” entity is used to represent 
constraints on “action_resource” entities. Figure 31 illustrates a 
representation of process and resource constraints. 

 

 

 

 

Figu re 30. A  simplified instantiated model of operation input/output representation  
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4.5.4.10 Resource synchronization with processes 

Resource allocation and deallocation are important tasks to design or 
control the flow. The synchronization between processes implies that the 
first and last event of executed processes needs to be synchronized. 
Sy nchronization is important to specify resource allocation and 
deallocation. In other words, to model the flow, it is critical to identify that 
a manufacturing process needs a certain resource, i.e., reserve the resource 
so no other process can use it simultaneously. There is no specific construct 
in AP239 and AP214 compared to some other formalisms such as petri net. 
However, sy nchronization can be represented in AP239 using various 
event entities. The point in time where an event will start or be started may 
not be specified. Figure 32 demonstrates an instantiated model of the 
occurrence of an event. There are two actions with the “sequence” 
relationship. The event occurrence shows the start of an interval which is 
related to the “action_relationship” through the 
“applied_event_occurrence_assignment”. “Time_interval_with_bounds” 
is connected to “event_occurrence” and has a relationship with 
“action_relationship” through “applied_time_interval_assignment”. 
Events can be directly be assigned to actions to define events that trigger a 
manufacturing process.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figu re 31. An instantiated model for process and resource constraints 
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4.5.4.11 Specifying conditions 

Conditions represent situations under which a manufacturing process 
can occur and can be depending on product/resource states or 
combinations of them. STEP AM 1253 includes a MIM specification to 
represent conditions. According to this specification “condition” is 
represented as “action_method” and the condition statement is 
represented on the “description” attribute of this entity. Condition 
assignment is represented as “action_method_assignment” that can be 
connected to actions or products depending on the context. The logical 
operands to describe combinations of conditions such as AND/OR is 
represented using “action_method_relationships”. Consider a 
manufacturing process that is a “surface finishing” operation and this 
operation is a rework process that is executed when the part surface 
roughness is out of the tolerance and the part does not have any cavity. 
Figure 33 illustrates the representation of this process in PLCS. As it is 
shown the condition “table in the home position and work piece is in 
position a” is instantiated in “action_method” entity description 
attributes. This is not as computer interpretable as other approaches and 
knowledge base system where the condition is computer interpretable 
and a set of rules can be inferred based on this condition. Figure 34 
illustrates and way of representing this conditions by using state type 

Figu re 32. A simplified instantiated model of an event occurrence 
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entities. As it is indicated, there are more than one way of representing 
this situation. Hence, there may be variation in instantiation. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

4.5.4.12 Assigning property to a manufacturing system 

Manufacturing system properties describe characteristics that belong to 
the correlation of product, process, and resource, for instance the 
calculated cycle time and energy consumption of a resource in the state 
“busy”. These properties are not only properties of a manufacturing 
resource since it depends on the process and the product as well. Hence it 
should be assigned to the combination of product, resource and products 

Figu re 33. Assigning condition to a manufacturing process execution 

Figu re 34. Assigning condition to a manufacturing process execution using state types 
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and possibly other environmental properties under which those properties 
have been measured or calculated. Figure 35 illustrates a simplified 
example of assigning properties to the combination of a product, resource 
and properties. The entity “product_process_plan” describes the required 
process plan for product realization. The “action_relationship” and 
“action” entities represent the set of actions and the type of relationships 
among them. “action_property” defines the property to be represented as 
a characteristic of a manufacturing system.  
 

 
Figu re 35. Representation of manufacturing process  

4.5.4.13 Layout information 

4.5.4.13.1 Layout break down structure 

The hierarchical classification of a plant layout has been introduced by  
NIST and ISO (see figure 36). 
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This hierarchy can be represented in AP214 and AP239 using product 
break down the structure and functional structure presented in section 
4.5.4.1 (considering an enterprise as a product). Therefore, a 
“product_definition_relationship” whose name attribute is 
“decomposition” can be defined for representing this hierarchy of 
production entities. Figure 37 illustrate an example of a plant breakdown 
structure according to AP214 AIM level and representation of the floor of 
section B and its area. For the purpose of manufacturing process 
specification and relating it to where processes are executed and relating 
them to the lay out information, the following information is of high 
significance. 

 The coordinate system and spatial dimensions defining the boundary of 
a conceptual or existing area/volume within which production 
operations take place.  

 The coordinate system and spatial dimensions defining the boundary for 
conceptual or real manufacturing resources and buildings that are 
involved in production operations. 

 Placement and transformation information defining the spatial 
relationships between the manufacturing entities defined in a layout. 

 Spatial dimensions and boundary representation can be represented 
similar to representation of a manufacturing resources boundary, 
geometry and placement which are shown in sections 4.5.4.6 and 4.5.4.7. 

Figu re 36. The NIST model to the left and the ISO-model to the right 
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4.5.4.13 .2 Capture the semantics of layout components 
The difference between a plant and a product can be captured through the 
reference data library using PLCS. To enhance the generic STEP 
information model concerning building components, well established 
standards such as Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) (ISO 16739 2013) can 
be used as an external library. The IFC2x4 standard contains information 
models to represent building design, facility management for exchange of 
this information in a sy stem neutral format. The standard contains 
building elements, e.g. beams walls, and doors, mechanical, electrical, 
plumbing (MEP) information such as heating sy stems and plumbing 
sy stems and transport components, e.g. elevators, escalator, etc. Hence, it 
is a suitable choice as a reference model to support the semantic of building 
information. Using PLCS not only makes it possible to represent lifecycle 
information, versioning, change management, requirements and 
individuals elements but also enable integration of the manufacturing 
process specification with this type of information. Tarandi 2010 reports 
the idea of building information modeling (BIM) collaboration hub using 
PLCS and IFC standard and Share-A-Space that is a PLM system 
(commercial) based on STEP standard. IFC4 that is the new version of the 
IFC has major improvements in some areas such as topology and geometry 
representation of bounded curves. This is similar to STEP topology and 
geometry (IFC 2013) regarding edge curves and faces. For instance entities 
such as “IfcAdvancedFace”, “IfcFaceOutBound”, “IfcEdgeLoop”, 
“IfcOrientedEdge”, “IfcEdgeCurve”, “vertex” exist in STEP (without IFC 
prefix). IFC placement entities and mechanism to represent position and 
orientation are the same as STEP standard e.g. IfcAxis1Placement, 
IfcAxis2Placement2D, IfcAxis2Placement3D, IfcBSplineCurve. Figure 38 
illustrates the representation of a wall and a roof of a building element 
using PLCS in a generic way. The detailed geometry file remains in the 
STEP format (part 21). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.buildingsmart-tech.org/ifc/IFC2x3/TC1/html/ifcgeometryresource/lexical/ifcaxis1placement.htm
http://www.buildingsmart-tech.org/ifc/IFC2x3/TC1/html/ifcgeometryresource/lexical/ifcaxis2placement2d.htm
http://www.buildingsmart-tech.org/ifc/IFC2x3/TC1/html/ifcgeometryresource/lexical/ifcaxis2placement3d.htm
http://www.buildingsmart-tech.org/ifc/IFC2x3/TC1/html/ifcgeometryresource/lexical/ifcbsplinecurve.htm
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Figu re 37. A simplified instantiated model for enterprise break down 
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4.6 Evaluation and comparison of PLCS and AP214 

Both PLCS and AP214 are capable of representing products, processes, 
resources, lay out and their interrelationships. However, the main 
differences in accordance with the identified information requirement in 
this thesis can be listed as below: 

IF
C 

Figu re 38.  A n instantiated model to represent building elements in PLCS  
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 AP214 capability to represent constraints on the execution of operations 
is limited. Existence of a set of “state” and “condition” entities in PLCS 
makes it a stronger choice to represent manufacturing process 
specification and its behavior on the shop floor. Such information can be 
categorized as manufacturing process occurrences (state based, time 
based, markovian, etc) and product, resource and processes 
sy nchronization, input output synchronization (execution of processes, 
relationships of processes, etc). 

 As indicated the conditional statements are represented using 
action_method and “applied_action_method_assignment” which is not 
so intuitive. Moreover, “the conditions “resource X is in state Y” and 
“part Z is in state T” are less computer-interpretable than explicit 
modeling of states and conditions as discussed in different 
manufacturing process ontologies.  

 The representation of electrical and mechanical and plumbing (MEP) 
interfaces of manufacturing resources which is important for layout 
development can be represented in AP 239 (PLCS) in a more explicit 
manner, but there are not specific constructs to represent ports in AP214. 
Ports and interfaces in AP214 can be represented in the physical 
breakdown structure of a resource, however as mentioned this is not as 
intuitive and computer interpretable as using the explicit construct to 
model interfaces. Explicit modeling of interfaces helps to develop 
knowledge bases to add configuration rules to configure products and 
resources. 

 PLCS cannot represent the detailed geometry of a manufacturing 
resource or layout elements. Therefore, if PLCS is used, the detailed 
geometry can be assigned to manufacturing resources and layout 
elements as documents and files. Semantics and classification of the 
lay out building and manufacturing resources can be achieved in AP239 
using external resources or libraries as showed in section 4.4.8. Detailed 
geometry and topology representation can be implemented using AP214. 

 Shape aspects of layout and manufacturing resources such as  landing 
surfaces, machine feet, machine openings, layout floor and its area and 
placement of layout elements can be represented using PLCS constructs 
for topology such as “axis1_placement”, “axis2-placment_2d”, and 
“axis2_placement_3d”. These entities can be used to derive the location 
and orientation of asymmetric solid bodies in 2D and 3D spaces based 
on a reference axes. However, joining geometry and topology to 
geometry in PLCS is not as strong as it is in AP214. 

 PLCS is much more generic than AP214 which allows users to represent 
any  kind of product, process and resource (PPR) and their 
interrelationships and then classify those using external reference 
libraries. AP214 is stricter in this sense. For instance, when it comes to 
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processes relationships that is very important in representing logical 
relationships of material flow,  AP214 ARM specifies semantics for six 
relationship types including Simultaneity, Alternative, Decomposition, 
Derivation: Exclusiveness: Precedence, Sequence. These types of process 
relations are sufficient for relationships between each pair of processes, 
however is not sufficient for logical representation of material flow for 
instance, if two operations are in a sequence relationship, it is possible to 
execute another process in between or not. Another question is: if the 
sequences of processes can change in the execution time in particular 
situations and if yes how they can be reordered. These kinds of questions 
require other ty pes of relationships, which were explained in PSL 
ontology and can be used together with PLCS as reference external 
libraries. Hence, PLCS generic entities can be classified based on 
external libraries classes, concepts and semantics. 

 STEP in general does not include any AP or constructs to represent 
production simulation related data such as queues, buffers, inventory, 
warehouses, production planning, etc compared to simulation specific 
standards such as CMSD. However, by  using PLCS, these kind of 
concepts can be represented using generic product or resources and be 
classified using RDL. 

 One drawback of the previous two bullets is that a very generic 
information model such as PLCS allows many different possibilities to 
represent a use case that results in inconsistency in instantiation. 
Deploying RDL can enhance the semantics of instantiated schema but it 
does not solve variation in the instantiation process. Thus, definition and 
classification of concepts is not sufficient and there is a need to identify 
the relationships of concepts and how they should be mapped to generic 
standardized information models such as PLCS. As a consequence, in 
addition to RDL, templates and guidelines to instantiate PLCS to 
represent manufacturing process specification for DES purposes are 
required. Some researchers suggest a concept model to define concepts, 
relationships of concepts and finally mapping between these concepts to 
generic PLCS standard. However, developing a concept model for 
representation of material flow logic (behavior at shop floor) and 
defining a mapping specification and coming to an agreement by all 
involved viewpoints is not a trivial task. Hence, using a well-established 
domain specific ontologies to capture and define required concepts, 
specify logical relationships of material such as product routing and 
define mapping instructions are suggested in this thesis as a solution that 
not only define concepts and their interrelationship but also to guide 
users to use PLCS and avoid instantiation variation. 

 PLCS has more constructs to support lifecycle data such as 
“product_as_individual”, “product_as_planned” “product_ 
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design_to_individual”, “product_design_version_to_individual” and 
“product_as_realized”. As mentioned life cycle, information is v ital to 
represent material flow and run time data from the manufacturing 
operation phase. 

 Uncertainty representation is possible in PLCS and AP214 as long as 
uncertainties can be represented by  statistical probability density 
functions. 

Hence, the first suggestion in order to represent the mentioned required 
information is to use STEP AP239 together with external libraries, 
standards, ontologies as reference data library (RDL) to classify 
manufacturing processes and their relationships and provide guidelines to 
exploit the standards. Another situation where the use of PLCS can be 
questioned is when the need to reuse and communicate information is 
limited. Generic standards are appropriate when the integration spans 
over a large integration scope such as product configuration, modeling & 
simulation, maintenance, feedback data from the shop floor, project 
management. For communication and reuse within a narrower scope, 
simpler standards should be more suitable such as AP214. A greater 
challenge regarding integration is how to use runtime data to feedback 
experience to development activities, relating runtime data to the more 
static nature of development information. It has been mentioned that the 
context is crucial, and that raw data should be synthesized to key measures, 
experiences, and analysis results, in order to increase human 
interpretability. Since PLCS can represent observations, environment, 
state, conditions, it is a more suitable choice to represent operational 
feedback data, in “as-is” statues of the manufacturing resources.  

4.7 Evaluation of ontologies and domain specific languages for 

manufacturing process specification  

According to the evaluation and careful analysis of current approaches the 
PSL ontology is in this thesis identified as a reference for manufacturing 
processes specification and is used for the purpose of increasing the level 
of interoperability among sy stems and users. Other approaches to 
represent manufacturing process specification lack one or more of the 
formal properties of the PSL Ontology. Ontologies such as I -N-O-V-
A(Issues - Nodes - Orderings/Variables/Auxiliary)( Tate. A), Sharable Plan 
and Activity Representation (SPAR) (Wilkins), and Agent Markup 
Language DAML-S (http://www.daml.org/ontologies/uri.html) are not 
based on a model theory. Workflow Management Coalition Standard 
WPDL approach (Junginger. S) lacks the formal definition. Approaches 
such as Petri net and Markov chain are complex and require a certain 
domain of mathematics. Other approaches such as IDEF3 and behavior 
diagrams and functional diagrams are only languages. They miss the 
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complete set of semantic of manufacturing process specification, and they 
mainly specify sy ntactic classes of process descriptions without any  
underlying theory for complex activities. 

4.8 Suggested approach 

Before describing the suggested approach, a summary of reasons to select 
STEP as standard to exchange manufacturing process specification and 
integration with layout and PSL as ontology to represent manufacturing 
process specification is explained: 

4.8.1 Why STEP? 

 The STEP standard allows interoperability and consolidation of 
heterogeneous data from different viewpoints and applications.  

 One important principle to achieve sustainable interoperability is to 
separate data of different kinds, and interrelate them with declarative 
relations, thus avoiding the structuring of data in a way that is only suited 
for one specific area of application. STEP is compliant with this principle. 

 The standard has the potential of representing a broad range of 
information, but is currently only industrially used for communicating 
geometry in a sy stem neutral format. Extensibility and possibility to 
integrate heterogeneous sets of data are the main reasons to select STEP 
instead of other simulation dedicated standards such as CMSD. 

 Mandate belongs to STEP family .Hence, the integration of shop floor 

data with information in the design phase is facilitated. 

4.8.2 Why PSL? 

 PSL semantics is independent of the implementation approach since its 
built using mathematics (first order logic). In addition, it provides a 
formal definition of semantic concepts and their relations for capturing 
and representing logic of material flow in the shop floor. Constraints, 
definitions, axioms are represented in first order logic which is easier 
compared to other ontologies such as Markov chains (Peres 2004) that 
requires knowledge of advanced areas of mathematics. PSL also provides 
related semantics for modelling manufacturing processes in real time, 
which is required for modelling of the behavior of manufacturing 
processes or autonomous agents. 

 PSL also provides constructs to model non-deterministic activities and 
their relations which help to model unpredicted behavior of a 
manufacturing system.  
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 PSL is human readable: good for publishing reference models and 
ontologies. 

4.8.3 Suggested approach 

4.8.3.1 Introduction 

The suggested approach is to use the PSL ontology as a reference for 
manufacturing processes specification and map it to the STEP standard for 
the purpose of data exchange. Figure 39 illustrates a schematic 
demonstration of the proposed approach to represent manufacturing 
processes for the purpose of manufacturing process specification and 
process control. The approach takes advantage of the PSL ontology to 
define manufacturing process concepts, their real time executions, facts, 
and constraints, and tries to map them to information standard models 
such as STEP AP239 (PLCS). PLCS can represent the product and resource 
structure: property, classification, activity, activity relationship, states, and 
events, which is sufficient for the manufacturing process specification. PSL 
is intended to give details and explain the world of manufacturing 
processes, while STEP is used to describe the part of the world whose 
representation needs to provide users with right data, right version, at right 
time with the desired level of detail in a sy stem neutral and computer 
interpretable way. What is meant here by the semantics of PSL is the set of 
concepts, relations, functions, and axioms that cover all runtime 
executions and traces of manufacturing processes (occurrence tree) and 
also specify which execution traces are allowed under specific conditions. 
It can disambiguate possible process occurrences in real time. For 
instance, the following questions must be answered: 
 How can decomposition of an activity be done based on the purpose 

(complex activity, atomic activity, primitive activity)? 

 Can an activity take place between other sequential activities? 
 Is there any order for activity occurrences of activities or can they occur 

arbitrarily? 
 Does the ordering of some processes change under some conditions? 

 Are there any constraints on how long after one process the next activity 
can occur? 

 Are there any constraints on input material and resources that trigger an 
activity? 

 What are the conditions for resource allocation and de allocation? 
 Are occurrences of activities and their ordering changed by changing the 

inputs? 

 Are there time constraints between occurrences of activities? 
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The suggested approach for integration using PLCS does not include the 
detailed geometry which would be required for the purpose of visualization 
of the material flow in a layout. Full integration of layout geometry and the 
manufacturing processes (the behavioral model of the manufacturing 
sy stem) is not necessary for analysis purposes, but it is important for the 
purpose of v isualization. Therefore, if the v isualization of material flow 
within the detail plant layout is required then using PLCS is not a suitable 
choice. Furthermore, the need for further guidance on how to apply 
standards can give the feeling of unnecessary complexity, especially if it is 
used for an isolated case. Hence, the appropriate level of standardization 
and using PSL ontology or concept models will be investigated in future 
work of this research. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

4.8.3.2 Map PSL to STEP  

The complex activity and activities tree theories of PSL should be used to 
identify required actions and action relationships of the STEP standard  
Activities and their corresponding occurrences can be mapped to “action” 
and “action_relationship” in STEP while considering defined relations in 
PSL based on the type of activities. For instance, the “next_subocc” relation 
is a relationship type between two subactivity occurrences which does not 
allow any occurrence between the two sub activity occurrences. On the 
other hand “min_precedes” relation represents that one atomic sub 
activity occurrence must occur earlier than the other one and that other 
sub activities can occur in between.it is important to note that the actions 
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Figu re 39. Using PSL to represent the manufacturing processes in an expressive way 
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in STEP standard should be corresponding to primitive or atomic activities 
in PSL to keep the consistency. Root and leaf occurrences of activities 
occurrences in PSL should be mapped to actions as well. If sub activities 
are not atomic next_subocc should be used to show the sequence of 
subactivities. Duration constructs of PSL should be mapped to 
“action_prorty”, “general_property_association” and “general_property” 
to represent a manufacturing process cycle time .Then, the representation 
constructs in STEP is used to represent the time (see section 4.5.4.12). 
Prior states and “Fluents” in PSL can be mapped to “state_type” and 
through the “applied_state_type_assignment” to an “action” or an 
“action_resource” entity. Resource requirement functions in PSL such as 
“resource point” and “demand” should be mapped to 
“action_resource_requirement” in STEP. Relationships between states 
can be represented using “state_relationship” entity if the aggregation of 
states corresponds to one resource or one product (object). Fluents can also 
be used to determine the conditions under which an activity must occur. 
This is different from conditions which specify the situations under which 
a process can occur. The latter is sy nonymous with “event” in the 
manufacturing process specification. Therefore, these fluents are mapped 
to STEP using the “event_occurrence” entity. The “event_occurrence” 
entity is assigned to an “action” entity or “action_relationship” entity using 
“applied_event_occurrence_assignment” entity. Markovian activities 
(their occurrence depends on the current state of sy stem) can be 
represented in STEP again by using state related entities. Time based 
activities (they can occur at specific time points), conditional and trigger 
activities are mapped to STEP using event related entities.  
Figure 40 identify subsets of the PLCS that support information model that 
are required for the manufacturing process specification, layout 
elements/resources, their shape aspect, their integration, etc. 
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4.8.3.3 Example of the approach 

Figure 41 illustrates a manufacturing cell, including four manufacturing 
operations, trim, paint, rework and assembly and one quality control 
action. It is assumed that the whole process in this cell is represented as a 
complex activity including the mentioned sub activities. These sub 
activities can be decomposed further if needed. For balancing the line, it 
has been decided that the number of work pieces in the cell must not exceed 
ten parts. Hence, there is a gate in the model that opens whenever the 
number of items waiting in the queue for trim operation becomes less than 
ten. The product is represented with the variable (x). There is a rework 
process that is initiated whenever a work piece is rejected by the test 
process. If the product quality is acceptable in the quality control process 
the paint operation can occur. The paint operation and the rework 
operation can be performed simultaneously. The rework process can only 
be executed on Tuesdays. Before the products can enter the assembly 
operation, another part (y) must be batched with the main part (x). The 
usage coefficient of part (y ) is two according to the product BOM. It is 
assumed that a supplier supplies the part (y ) and “Batching” is also 
considered as an operation. Figure 42 shows PSL representation of 
manufacturing processes in the cell documented in Prover 9. Prover9 is an 

Figu re 40. Representation of the ordering of two processes using PSL and PLCS 
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automated theorem prover for first-order and equational logic, which is a 
free software searching for counterexamples.  
 The definitions of objects (product x  and part x), and manufacturing 
processes are omitted for simplicity and only process occurrences, and 
their corresponding conditions are represented. Figure 43 represents the 
simplified data set of the cell in STEP 239 according to the PSL model.  
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4.9 Summary and answering research question 1  

An essential requirement to perform discrete event simulation (DES) is 
adopting an information structure that represents manufacturing 
processes execution in real time. It requires representing operation 
sequences while considering their necessary resources and inputs and 
outputs as well as a detailed description of specifications and constraints 
on process occurrences. The PLCS standard can represent the desired 
information including activity, activity relationship, states, events, 
product, resource, product and their interrelationship. However, PLCS is a 
generic information standard without the semantics of a domain and need 

DA TA ; 
#7=A CTION  ('m anufacturing Cell', $, $); 
#8=A CTION _RELA TIONSHIP ('leaf_occurrence', $, #7, #17); 
#9=A CTION _RELA TIONSHIP ('Subactivity-occurrence', $, #7, #18); 
#10=A CTION _RELATION SHIP ('Subactivity_occurrence', $, #7, #19); 
#17=A CTION  ('A ssembly', $, #43); 
#18=A CTION  ('Trim', $, $); 
#19=A CTION  ('OpenTheGate', $, $); 
#20=A CTION _RELA TIONSHIP ('next_subocc', $, #35, #26); 
#21=A CTION _RELATIONSHIP ('next_subocc', $, #18, #19); 
#23=A CTION _RELATIONSHIP ('Root-occurrence', $, #7, #18); 
#24=A CTION  ('Paint', $, #43); 
#26=A CTION  ('Rework', $, #43); 
#27=A PPLIED_EVENT_OCCURRENCE_ASSIGNMENT (#31,  #34, (#49)); 
#28=A PPLIED_STATE_TYPE_ASSIGNMENT (#29, #30, (#20)); 
#29=STA TE_TY PE ('Test_failed', $); 
#30=STA TE_TY PE_ROLE ('Define state to initiate',  $); 
#31=EV ENT_OCCURRENCE ($,'NumberOfItemisLessThan10',  $); 
#33=A PPLIED_A CTION _ASSIGNMENT (#19, (#31)); 
#34=EV ENT_OCCURRENCE_ROLE ($, $); 
#35=A CTION  ('Qu ality control', $, #43); 
#37=A CTION _RELATION SHIP ('Subactivity_occ', $, #7,#35); 
#38=STA TE_TY PE ('Test_accepted', $); 
#40=A PPLIED_STATE_TYPE_ASSIGNMENT (#38, #30, $); 
#41=A CTION _RELATIONSHIP ($, $, #18, #35); 
#42=A CTION _RELATIONSHIP ($, $, #35, #24); 
#43=A CTION _METHOD ($, $, $, $); 
#44=A CTION _RELATIONSHIP (#17, #26); 
#45=A CTION _RELATIONSHIP ($, $, #24, #17); 
#46=A CTION _RELATIONSHIP ('min_precedes',  $, #26, #24); 
#47=A CTION _RELATIONSHIP ($, $, #7, #26); 
#48=A CTION _RELA TIONSHIP ($, $, #7, #24); 
#49=ORGA N IZATIONAL_PROJECT ($, $, $); 
EN DSEC; 
EN D-ISO-10303-21; 

Figu re 43. PLCS data set representing the manufacturing cell 
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guidance for unambiguous representation of the mentioned information in 
DES modelling. The PSL ontology introduces a way  to disambiguate 
manufacturing process modelling constructs, their sequence and behavior 
execution by  expressing their semantics as constraints on runtime 
sequences of manufacturing processes behavior. The model theory of PSL 
provides rigorous abstract mathematical characterization of the semantics, 
or meaning, of the language of PSL. The model theory then defines 
meaning for the terminology and a notion of truth for sentences of the 
language in terms of this model. Given a model theory, the underlying 
theory of the mathematical structures becomes available as a basis for 
reasoning about the PSL concepts thus the terms and logical relationships 
of the PSL language define the set of models, which constitute the formal 
semantics of the ontology. 
However, it is specific for manufacturing process specification domain. 
Thus, it requires a definition of how to integrate with additional domains 
of information. Such related domains include geometry, the stochastic 
representation of manufacturing processes properties or versioning and 
change management and layout related data. Therefore, an approach to 
use the PSL ontology as a reference for a manufacturing process 
specification, mapping it to the STEP standard for data exchange can 
reduce the time to find relevant information to build DES models and 
integrate heterogeneous data sets from different data sources. In addition, 
this approach increases the level of semantics and level of interoperability 
among users and systems and makes the integration of manufacturing 
processes specification with other data more convenient. 
The example presented in section 4.8.3.3 shows that the representation of 
material flow logic even for a small manufacturing cell using STEP requires 
the instantiation of many entities. Both graphical and textual (part 21) 
representation of STEP cannot be used efficiently by  modelers since 
human cognition ability is limited. Hence, using PSL that is more 
expressive can help users understand the material flow logic. In a real case 
including many manufacturing processes, there is a need to automate the 
generation of operation sequences and their occurrence conditions in a 
DES tool. The STEP standard has well-defined methods and technology to 
create and parse part 21 standards; hence, representing material flow logic 
using STEP is beneficial to developing applications to generate such data. 
However, development of an application to automate creation of a DES 
model based on STEP is a difficult task that may not pay off. Therefore, this 
thesis suggests that the sequence of operations together with their 
properties such as cycle times, follow up data are generated automatically, 
and then the logic is added manually based on the PSL ontology. In 
addition, automated manufacturing process specification does not 
eliminate the need for humans to read and interpret data set since the DES 
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modelers need conceive manufacturing process specification in order to 
decide the level of granularity they need to build their models.  In addition, 
the need for further guidance on how to apply standards can give the 
feeling of unnecessary complexity, especially if it is used for an isolated 
case. Hence, the appropriate level of standardization and using PSL 
ontology or concept models will be investigated in future work of this 
research. 
PLCS cannot represent the detailed geometry; however, it can represent 
different shape aspects of manufacturing resources and other layout 
elements that can be associated with other information including property 
and geometric dimensions, which is required for DES purposes and 
desirable level of layout and process specification integration. These shape 
aspects specify the portion of complete shape, which is required for specific 
purposes such as material flow analysis. 
Other domain specific standards such as IFC for representation of building 
information can be used as external libraries to enhance the semantic of 
PLCS. RDL does not eliminate the need for instantiation guidelines to use 
PLCS to minimize the instantiation variation among actors. 
Extensibility of the STEP standard and capability to integrate various 
heterogeneous sets of data makes the STEP standard a very good choice to 
represent the required mentioned information. The geometry 
representation using the STEP, which is the most complex part of STEP, is 
an available functionality of commercial CAD systems. Hence, there is no 
need to develop another application to implement import/export 
functionalities based on other standards. As it is shown in section 4.5.4.6 
the geometry can be simplified based on the criteria that were introduced 
and other shape aspects such as resources landing surfaces or geometry of 
resource opening or machine data card can easily be added using STEP.  
Much data and information for the manufacturing process specification 
come from the physical systems and need to be considered at run time. 
Using STEP standard to collect real time data can create undesirable 
overhead. Hence, the run time data can be gathered using other protocols 
and technologies to store and retrieve data (see chapter 5) and after 
filtering these data and convert them to information, they can be integrated 
with design related data using STEP standard. This integrated data (design 
and feedback data) can be utilized for continuous improvements projects. 
Context is v ital information when it comes to analyze run time data.  
Although collection of runtime data should be done by other protocols and 
technologies, STEP can provide context to enable experts to have a realistic 
v iewpoints to analyze run time data. For instance, if a machine tool shows 
a malfunction, information such as the cutting tools, operators, parts, 
environmental parameters assist decision makers to come with real root 
causes of such an event based on context. 
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Instantiation inconsistencies using PLCS can be minimized using 
templates and instantiation samples, however these  cannot be completely 
eliminate since they depend on users desire and decision, for instance, level 
of granularity to represent decomposition of a complex manufacturing 
process depends on the user’s view. 
PLCS’s main advantages are wide scope and high extensibility and 
applicability. However, these come with a price that is developing 
templates and guidelines and effort to come to consensus regarding the 
information model. 
STEP standard is complex and has low speed of development compared to 
web standards. Hence, the complexity of the standard should be hidden 
from the end users. This is possible by developing applications that give 
access to the right data at the right time to the right actor. 
A significant characteristic concerning information standards is that, they 
are designed to make the data exchange in a sy stem neutral format 
possible. However, in addition to information exchange and sharing, 
information management including engineering change management, 
version control, life cycle management, and workflow management is 
another important issue. Although STEP includes required entities for 
product lifecycle management and change management, it does not 
automatically manage changes and revisions. To accomplish this, there is 
a need for more specification to specify the versioning behavior, life cycle 
states, and workflow to evaluate, implement and disseminate changes. In 
addition, there is a need for a configuration management tool such as a 
PLM sy stem (see chapter 5). This implies that, it is not necessarily optimal 
to integrate all required data; on the contrary, sometimes it is more 
efficient and unavoidable to divide rather than to integrate models from 
different perspectives, purposes and detailing level (see chapter 5). 
 
Considering the above findings and arguments this work answers the 
research question one and state the following thesis: 
the combination of PSL together with the STEP standard PLCS protocol 
can result in an unambiguous representation of logical representation of 
material flow in the shop floor, integration of heterogeneous data, 
increase the semantics level of data, hinder data instantiation variation 
to a good extent, reduce the time to access valid data from different 
sources to perform realistic production system simulation. 
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Chapter 5 Service oriented integration 
using Open Service Lifecycle 
Collaboration 

5.1 Introduction  

OASIS OSLC (OASIS  OSLC version 3: http://open-
services.net/specifications/core-3.0/) is an emerging interoperability 
open standard that focuses on the Linked data from distributed and 
heterogeneous sources of data to facilitate end-to-end life-cycle processes. 
This standard does not assume a centralized integration platform and 
instead endorses the Internet architecture to attain flexibility and 
scalability. OASIS OSLC is established on the W3C Linked Data Platform 
(LDP) and pursues the Representational State Transfer (REST) 
architectural pattern (Fredrich 2012). It creates a system neutral platform 
of web technologies for users to integrate their IT tools. Moreover, it 
reduces the need for one tool to have knowledge of the internal data 
structure and functions of the other IT tool when they are consolidated, in 
other words, they are loosely coupled integrated. This causes more agility 
when end user programmers and system integrators create a tool chain 
again when a change occurs for instance, in case of replacing an IT tool 
with a new one, or a change in the design process that requires a new IT 
tool.   
Figure 44 illustrates the overall structure of the OSLC standard, divided 
into the OSLC Core specification, and a set of Domain Specifications (OSLC 
Primer 2015). The former builds upon the basics of LDP, REST and 
Hy pertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) to standardize the integration 
processes and services. Each domain specification is expected to adopt the 
OSLC core in addition to the information model and vocabulary it 
introduces. For a considered software lifecycle phase such as change 
management or requirements management, a domain specification 
identifies the terminology for the lifecycle of information resources needed 
to develop a set of basic integration scenarios. 
 The concepts and relationships of OSLC Core are depicted in Figure 45. 
OSLC describes the approach of Service Provider that is the core organizing 
entity of an IT tool, under which information resources are managed. 
Ty pical examples of Service Providers are project, module, product, etc. It 
is within the context of such an organizing concept that artefacts are 
managed (navigated, updated, modified, and deleted.). For a typical 
Service Provider, OSLC permits for identifying two kinds of services (Query 
Capability & Creation Factory) that grant other IT tools the possibility to 
query and create information resources respectively. Moreover, OSLC 

https://sv.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypertext_Transfer_Protocol
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determines “delegated UI” (Creation and Selection) services that permit 
other IT tools to create and query the artifacts that are provided by external 
service providers. OSLC allows for the manipulation of artefacts – once 
accessed through the services - using the standard HTTP methods CRUD 
to Create, Read, Update and Delete. In OSLC, tool artefacts are represented 
as RDF resources, which can be represented using RDF/XML, JSON, or 
Turtle. 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

5.2 Comparison of OSLC and STEP 

This section is dedicated to the comparison of STEP and OSLC to achieve 
data/tool interoperability in order to answer the second research question 
of this thesis. A number of comparison facets are considered for 
contrasting and evaluating STEP and OSLC according to the state of the art 
criteria. These criteria have been specified by performing literature review, 
which was executed over various research literature that have compared 
different approaches based on some specific criteria within the production 
sy stem domain and considering industrial requirements (they are not in 
one scientific article or standards). Both functional and non-functional 
characteristics are examined in this section Here the functional properties 
are described as architecture, domains and scope, technical properties,  
semantic and sy ntactic issues, mechanism to integrate,  and Non-
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functional characteristics encompasses agility, consensus, extensibility, 
scalability , etc. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figu re 45. OSLC Core Specification concepts and relationships  

5.2.1 Functional properties 

5.2.1.1 Export/import models: If export/import functionality is required, 
the dataset representing the original model that was created in the source 
IT-tool must be converted to a new dataset according to the internal data 
structure of the destination IT-tool, to enable the second application to 
interpret the model. For instance, exporting a 3D model designed in a 
mechanical CAD sy stem to a 3D architecture CAD model application to 
perform the clash detection simulation. Deploying STEP standard as a 
sy stem neutral format eliminates the need to develop point-to-point 
translators between applications. Moreover, most CAx vendors support the 
three-dimensional geometry STEP representation that is the most 
complicated part of the standard. This simplifies the implementation of 
other geometry related data such as product features and resource 
kinematics using STEP. In contrast, OSLC cannot be used individually to 
fulfil this obligation. A common misinterpretation of many who have 
studied the OSLC specification (OSLC Primer) is that a ServiceProvider 
aims to represent a tool or tool instance. However, ServiceProviders in 
OSLC are intended to represent a “container” of information resources that 
are managed by an IT-tool, not the IT tool itself (OSLC Primer 2015).  OSLC 
is a service-oriented integration specification and mechanism that is used 
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in a service-oriented IT architecture to display data and orchestrate a tool 
chain.  

5.2.1.2 Product data archiving/persistent storage of data: Long-time 
storage of product data is of great importance from sustainability and 
product liability v iewpoints. In order to store product related data, 
complete information is compulsory and as discussed in ISO 10130 include 
comprehensive product information models to represent all product 
related data including detailed geometry. In STEP all data are encoded to 
an ASCII structure in a way that each instance of data is represented in one 
line (part 21 of STEP: ISO 10303-21 2002). Opposed to STEP, long term 
archiving of product data is not the right purpose of OSLC and Linked data. 
This is because of the fact that OSLC concentrates on exposing and sharing 
information across various domains not within one domain. In other 
words, it is a system of systems (SOS) interoperability. 

5.2.1.3 Data integration mechanism: The main principle of OSLC is IT tool 
integration by associating a minimalistic set of information. It couples the 
data that are common or related in diverse domains. Therefore, the amount 
of data duplicated in different systems become minimized. Whereas, STEP 
focuses on exchanging product manufacturing data by converting them 
into a sy stem neutral file format (part 21 of the standard). Thus, other 
sy stems can obtain data from these files. 

5.2.1.4 Resource versioning behavior: Resource behavior is a property of 
the life cycle state that sets the behavior of the connection between the 
source item, or the parent, and the related item, or the child in a 
relationship. This property is only applicable if the source item and the 
related item are versionable. Resource behavior of the life cy cle state - 
controls the configuration of the source and related items. For instance, the 
behavior identifies when revising on a part, whether the part BOM links 
must be copied or not? (See figure 46) OSLC domains including 
Configuration Management and Change Management describe the 
behavior that should be followed when a change takes place. However, they 
do not determine rules to indicate when to use which behavior but they 
introduce and describe concepts such as change statuses, basic versioning 
capability, multiple versions with parallel lives (variants of objects), etc. 
These specifications serve as guidelines to determine behaviors (OSLC 
Configuration management 2015).In contrast, STEP does not define any 
behavior. 
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Figu re 46. Versioning behavior  

5.2.1.5 Domain/Architecture: STEP APs provide standard data definitions 
for a business function, process or application such as AP214: “Core data 
for automotive mechanical design processes” and AP239: “Product 
lifecycle support”. OSLC consists of various domain specifications 
including Change Management, Requirement management, Quality 
management, Monitoring, Automation. From the information modelling 
perspective, these domains overlap some of the STEP schemas but 
sometimes, with different name.  

The use of STEP AP239 and STEP AP233 for the purpose of modelling & 
simulation, product configuration, requirement management and 
maintenance feedback has been validated by the organization for the 
advancement of structured information standards (OASIS). OASIS has 
developed templates, guidelines and reference data libraries to guide users 
to use the PLCS information model to share data (OASIS PLCS TC, 
DEXLIB 2012). In summary, STEP covers the information models 
available in different OSLC domains. That means the information required 
representing a change request, change management, configuration 
management, architecture management are existent and structured in 
different modules of the STEP standard. Figure 47 represents a simplified 
representation of the product with a specific version is illustrated in STEP.  
Table 5.1 depicts part of OSLC vocabulary and properties of a change 
request consisting of person who contributed, title, description,  affected 
Items by a change, and the state of the change request ,etc. 
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Figu re 47. PLCS PDM related data 

5.2.1.6 Openness: openness deals with the capability of a standardized 
information model or a specification to refer to information from other 
specification or domains. In contrast, STEP is not compliant with the 
criterion that means the instantiation must be strictly performed according 
to the standardized schema and instantiation rules. OSLC generally avoids 
enforcing an information reference to be a resource of any specific type. In 
other word, any OSLC resource can be associated to other resources on the 
web and not only resources defined within OSLC domains. 
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Table 5.1 OSLC change request identifying product version, persons, etc  

5.2.1.7 Terminology and semantic: As mentioned STEP semantics, remain 
at the ARM level of different application protocols. For instance, AP214 
ARM level defines the cycle time of a process: “The cycle time specifies the 
interval of time within which both Process_operation_occurrence objects 
have to take place in order to be declared as simultaneous.” To use PLCS, 
the semantics can be defined in an external library called reference data 
library (RDL). OSLC defines different concepts in each domain, their 

file:///F:/CMSD/AP%20214/htmls/clause4/arm_index/pxref.htm%23process_operation_occurrence
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required properties, and cardinality of properties, data types, range and 
description of each property. Moreover, in some domains such as “change 
management“(OSLC specification 2010), it introduces relationship 
properties and “state predicate properties”. State properties specify the 
status of a resource in its life cycle. Relationship properties are a group of 
properties used to identify relationships between resources managed by 
other OSLC Service Providers. For instance, a change request is defined as 
“a resource used to define many kinds of change requests such as defect, 
enhancement, task, bug, activity, etc”. There are a number of common 
properties between these different kinds of change requests such as 
shortTitle, description, title, identifier, subject, creator, ServiceProvider. In 
addition, it describes state predicate properties including oslc_cm: closed, 
oslc_cm: in progress, oslc_cm: fixed, oslc_cm: approved, oslc_cm: 
reviewed, etc. Finally, it defines Relationship properties such as oslc_cm: 
relatedChangeRequest, oslc_cm: affectsPlanItem, etc. These resources 
relate and interact with many other resources such as projects, products, 
or categories. OSLC uses some well stablished web ontologies such as 
FOAF (Friend of a Friend) (FW3C, OAF Vocabulary Specification 2015), 
and Dublin core metadata element set (Dublin core metadata 2016). FOAF 
is vocabulary expressed to describe persons using the Resource 
Description Framework (RDF) and the OWL (w3C OWL working group 
2010). The Dublin core metadata element set is a terminology of fifteen 
attributes used to describe an information resource such as (creator, 
format, description, date, etc). Production engineering related data such as 
manufacturing process specification, layout design, and material flow data 
are not included in OSLC specifications. However, thanks to the openness 
of OSLC, it is possible to use OSLC core to structure and link such resources 
hosted by a tool. 

5.2.1.8 Product definition: STEP defines “product_definition_schema” as 
a generic aspect of the product definition to identify products, definitions 
of products, classification of products, and the correlation among different 
definitions. The “product_definition” entity represents a perspective of 
product or its class, for a particular life cycle stage of product. The product 
lifecycle stage may be described further by usage, discipline, or by both. 
The PLM-ALM interoperability group of OSLC is now developing a Product 
definition specification that is in the draft version. However, this draft is 
very much inspired by the product definition schema, part 41, of STEP. 

5.2.1.9 Life cycle support: PLCS defines three life cycle stages of a product 
or a resource type. These lifecycle stages are “as-planned”, “as-designed”, 
and “as-is” for a realized product/resource. OSLC does not provide a 
specific schema for representing a manufacturing resource or a product in 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Resource_Description_Framework
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Resource_Description_Framework
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life cycle. However, it is achievable to use OSLC change management and 
configuration management domains together with the OSLC core to define 
any  item in its entire life cycle. 

5.2.1.10 Representation of follow up data and real time data: 

Follow up data can explain how a manufacturing resource or a physical 
product differs from its initial state during its operational phase. For 
instance, for a production resource, follow up data include down times, 
maintenance times, wear indications and sensor data. Real time data 
include all types of data that can be gathered during the operation, as well 
as information sy nthesized from the data that are of relevance for 
evaluating the capability of a real manufacturing resource. For instance, 
stop times of a manufacturing resource, which further will be processed 
and converted to probability density function such as mean time between 
failures (MTBF).  There are two requirements to deal with these data: 1) 
Protocol to collect these data 2) Information Meta model to describe these 
data. OSLC adopts HTTP, which can be deployed as a communication 
protocol of equipment available in the factory shop floor (OEN 2015). In 
this case, manufacturing resources in the shop floor must have IP 
addresses as an underlying protocol to communicate. HTTP is text based 
communication protocol and it may be troublesome for some equipment 
in the shop floor because of the energy consumption. These kinds of 
equipment are considered as constrained devices. COAP, constrained 
devices protocol, (http://coap.technology/) is a lightweight 
communication protocol devoted to this ty pe of equipment for the 
communication purpose. However, linked data and OSLC still can be used 
by  these devices since CoAP can be executed with the REST pattern using 
HTTP protocol. To accomplish this, there is a need for gateways that can 
be used at the network application layer to translate COAP to HTTP and 
support devices to communicate with IT applications and other equipment 
(Oen 2105). The motivation to adopt HTTP and Linked data to 
communicate with shop floor devices is that, they are initially developed 
for the web development and IoT interoperability. Another important 
aspect of real time data is the time; they have been sensed in order to trace 
the context and the situation in which the measurement occurred (Hasan 
2012)). As mentioned before the STEP standard includes entities to 
represent events, states and the context in which an event occurred. 
However, Mandate or STEP for temporal data collection may lead to 
overhead data. In addition, as mentioned (see chapter 4), ISO 15531 (also 
called MANDATE) belongs to the STEP standard family and focuses on the 
modelling of manufacturing management data such as manufacturing 
resources modelling, time related features and material flow management 
in the shop floor but it does not include real time data collection protocols. 

http://coap.technology/
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W3C Semantic Sensor Network Incubator Group has developed different 
ontologies for real time data representation using OWL and RDF. For 
instance, Semantic Sensor Network (SSN) answers the need for a domain-
independent and end-to-end model for sensing applications by merging 
sensor-focused, observation-focused and sy stem-focused v iews. Since 
OSLC is built on RDF and OWL, it is aligned with these ontologies to 
represent sensor data and other real time data. For example, figure 48 
illustrates a simplified example of a representation of the value of an 
ampere sensor using SSN ontology. SSN ontology defines sensors and 
observations, and other corresponding concepts. It does not describe the 
time domain. However, W3C describes an ontology of temporal concepts, 
which can be used together with SSN to represent the real time data. Figure 
49 depicts representation of a time unit and date and time description and 
an example of the time that a measurement has been carried out. The fact 
that OSLC is based on RDF makes it a suitable candidate for integration of 
shop floor data and IT tools. 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

.. m easurements. Properties ssn:hasValue and ssn:isProducedBy are restricted 
accordingly.</rdfs:comment> 
   <rdfs:subClassOf 
rdf:resou rce="http://purl.oclc.org/NET/ssnx/ssn#SensorOu tput"/> 
   <rdfs:subClassOf>… 

       <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="http://purl.oclc.org/NET/ssnx/ssn#hasValue"/> 
       <owl:al lValuesFrom rdf:resource="#A mpere"/> 

Figu re 48. A  simplified representation of ampere value representation u sing SSN  

Figu re 49. OWL temporal ontology including temporal unit, Date and time description 
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5.2.2 Non-functional properties 

5.2.2.1 Agility 

OSLC helps companies to be more agile in reconfiguring their IT system 
architecture in the case of introducing a change such as adding a new IT 
tool. There are three main reason for that 1) It is developed for IT tool 
integration and not only data exchange 2) Light-weight integration of data, 
that means it only focuses on integration of  the data that is required to be 
exchanged 3 ) it decreases dependency between tools and decouples tool 
core data from each other. STEP serves as a standard to create system 
neutral format, however it does not automatically integrate tool and is a 
more complex standard than OSLC. In addition, it has a lower speed of 
development compared to standards related to web technologies. 

5.2.2.2 Stakeholders 

STEP stakeholders are developers of PLM tools, CAx tools, end users of 
CAD/CAM and standard schema developers. OSLC stakeholders are 
specification developers, software engineers, end users. End users earn 
specific attention from OSLC since OSLC provides the users with delegated 
dialogs UIs in HTML format that are human interpretable and 
understandable. Whereas, the STEP part 21 of STEP is intended to be used 
by  computers.  Therefore, OSLC is more human orientated.  

5.2.2.3 Scalability 

Both STEP and OSLC can be scaled according to the size of projects and 
organizational needs. Adopting the STEP standard or OSLC do not force 
sy stem integrators to deploy other parts of the STEP standard or OSLC 
specification. For instance, one can use STEP to represent 
product/manufacturing resource related data, use PSL to capture product 
routing and use OSLC core to integrate a DES tool with a layout CAD tool. 

5.2.2.4 Extensibility and zoom ability  

Both standards are designed and developed based on a modular 
architecture. Hence, new schemas can be added to the standards without 
influencing the other modules if it is not necessary. Zoom ability deals with 
the resolution of the standard, for instance, does the STEP provide a zoom 
function, i.e. start with factory and drill down to cell and machine. As 
discussed STEP has a high resolution and can represent any type of product 
and resources in a generic way in the desired level of granularity. 
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5.2.2.5 Consensus 

Both standards are widely accepted by big companies such as Scania, Air 
Bus, Boeing, IBM, standardization organizations such as SC4 working 
group and OASIS, and PLM sy stem vendors such as Siemens, and 
Eurostep. 

5.2.2.6 Implementation technology  

STEP has developed sets of data access interface (SDAI) methods in part 
22 of the standard (ISO 10303-22 1998). The methods are carried out in 
different development languages using a language binding. The bindings 
are defined for Java (ISO 10303-27, 2000) and C++. OSLC is based on 
W3C RDF and REST architectural style. CRUD operations are executed on 
information resources using HTTP protocol. 

5.2.2.7 Specificity 

According to the user’s v iewpoint, the STEP standard sometimes adds 
undesired level of detail to the required information. For instance, to 
represent the probability distribution of the Mean Time To Repair (MTTR) 
using STEP application module 1274 requires approximately instantiating 
of eighteen entities. The same information can be represented in CMSD by 
instantiating three entities (Tina Lee 2015). Whereas, OSLC standardizes 
only the required information with the desired level of detail that different 
actors agree. 

5.3 Summary comparison of OSLC and STEP 

1 Generic concepts and domain specific concepts are separated in both 
OSLC and STEP. This allows users to identify their desired and required 
terminologies and sematic while exploiting the same generic schema. 
Both STEP and OSLC differentiate core data and domain specifications. 
OSLC core defines common information resources and attributes. It also 
specifies basic patterns and mechanisms that all domain specifications 
pursue.         

2 Using STEP makes it possible to represent a diverse set of product and 
product manufacturing data (process plan, product features, product 
classification, product geometry, product structure and properties, 
GD&T, skills, environment). On the other hand, OSLC results in a 
lightweight integration (RESTful services) and cannot provide users with 
import/export functionalities. 

3 Thanks to the modular architecture of STEP, users can consolidate a wide 
variety of heterogeneous data if it is required. Here consolidation means 
that different data sets are merged to one dataset. Whereas, the 
integration mechanism of OSLC is linking information instead of 
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copying them from various data sources. Hence, adopting OSLC brings 
about minimization of data copied when integrating IT-systems. 

4 There are many ontologies and references data libraries to support both 
STEP and OSLC.  They can serve as guidelines and templates to use STEP 
and OSLC. 

5 OSLC is not about long term archiving of product data. Whereas, one 
usage of STEP is archiving product and manufacturing related data. Rich 
information models available in the STEP standard are one prerequisite 
of representing and archiving product model data. 

 6 OSLC includes data transfer protocols that can be used to collect physical 
sy stems real time data where resources have processors and are not 
constrained from energy consumption point of view. 

 7  STEP includes information models with terminology and technology to 
exchange and integrate data that support import and export 
functionality for CAD/CAM purposes that are the most widely used 
software applications in production engineering domain.   

 8 OSLC is based on open standards and it is a mature technology in its 
core. Openness means that any resource in OSLC can refer to other 
available web resources. Data instantiation using the STEP standard, 
data must be serialized strictly according to the selected STEP schemas 
and its instantiation rules. Hence, in this sense it is not an open standard. 

  9) Big companies such as Airbus, Boing, Scania IBM, etc have adopted 
both the STEP standard and OSLC. However, STEP is more mature, 
industrially accepted and adopted than OSLC. 

5.4 Discussion (loosely coupled integration, STEP) 

According to the performed analysis, the thesis answers the second 
research question. The question is regarding the applicability of OSLC for 
data/tool integration purpose in production engineering domain,  the 
criteria for where these two standards are intended to be used and the 
overlap of OSLC and STEP. In summary, viewpoints involved in the design 
process and their concerns together with design processes determine 
whether integration using OSLC is satisfactory or standard based data 
exchange is appropriate. For instance, if a 3D model of a machining center 
designed in a mechanical CAD system must be transferred to a layout CAD 
software tool to design layout or where the data are closely bound to 
geometry must be shared, STEP standard is preferred. Geometry related 
data in the context of layout design include the connection point of the 
media to manufacturing resources such as coolant interface or electrical 
cabinet of a machine tool, etc. OSLC is preferred where a set of distributed 
heterogeneous IT sy stems need to be integrated, export/import 
functionalities are not required, and linked data can give users full 
intuition. For instance in the above example the data concerning electrical 
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cabinet and its placement in term of topology and geometry  can be 
communicated using OSLC ,however, a user must look at the geometry 
model as well to grasp the data completely and without observing the 
model, the designer is not able to develop the media layout.  The traceability 
requirement will be discussed in the next chapter (if OSLC can guarantee 
the traceability of data or not). 

It is important to emphasize that predefined criteria to select one of these 
approaches cannot be formulated. For instance, assume a design task that 
is the creation of a manufacturing system including two sub tasks, material 
flow analysis and layout design. The material flow analyst in the first 
scenario would like to retrieve the distances between each pair of block and 
size of different blocks in the layout. There is no need to v isualize the 
material flow on the 2D or 3D layout. In this scenario, OSLC can be used 
independently to share layout data with the flow analyst with the help of 
an IT-system adaptor. However, in the second scenario besides the flow 
analysis, there is a requirement to monitor the flow in the actual layout. 
Thus, the flow analyst is demanded to embed the layout into the material 
flow model. In this scenario, OSLC cannot be adopted independently and 
STEP can be used to make these two software tools interoperable. Figure 
50 illustrates these two integration scenarios.  

A more significant issue is that OSLC is a mechanism to integrate IT tools 
whereas STEP is intended for data exchange not tool integration.  
 
In addition, a very loosely coupled integration comes with a price. It may 
be subject to more frequent changes of the agreement on shared data. 
Therefore, using a standardized rich information model to reach a 
consensus results in consistencies in integration of business processes and 
data, reduces changing possibilities of integration scenarios in operation 
phase, provides common terminologies and consequently reduces 
workload for reconfiguration of IT architecture and integration.  
 
Another thing regarding loosely coupled integration is that, it implies that 
the applications have no or little knowledge of each other. This is the 
opposite of why companies use configuration management systems such 
as PLM sy stems. In this scenario, applications are synchronized v ia a 
central hub. Hence, there is a need to carefully analyze the requirements 
and context to make sure, if loosely coupled integration is a suitable option 
for integration in a particular case.  
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The value of central approaches is, that all applications surrounding a 
central system can communicate v ia a common hub and integration is 
sy nchronous rather than asynchronous (definitions) that loosely coupled 
integration suggests. One changes a piece of information in one place, and 
all applications and processes know about it. In particular, this applies to 
the integration between CAD and CAM and simulation software. For a 
manufacturing company a loosely coupled integration could be an 
insufficient solution and hy brid (mix) solutions will work in a more 
effective manner (see next section).However, a loosely coupled integration 
is a suitable choice, if a company uses a heterogeneous set of legacy-
distributed tools like e.g. Scania does and has no alternative to integrate its 
tools. In addition, if a company is satisfied with linking data from different 
sources with static or semi static nature (changes happen rarely) using 
OSLC core support them to integrate their tools and they can select the  
tools they desire to use. For instance, if synchronizing machine tool energy 
consumption with the DES model is enough for a modeler, OSLC gives 
freedom to users to select the MES and DES sy stems that best fit their 
requirements and give system integrators great freedom to specify the 
resource shape they want. It also allows them to have a lightweight 
integration between MES and DES tools, which is more flexible in case of 
changes and is more convenient.  
 
This is far behind the idea of plug- and play-software architecture that 
resembles LEGO, pieces of services, processes and applications. End users 
and sy stem integrators should choose between the benefits of tightly 
integration and the benefits of loose coupling and standard based data 

Integration of layout 
model  with assembly 
sim ulation m odel u sing 
STEP (Geom etry) 

 

Integration of a DES tool  
with  a layout tool u sing 
OSLC (foot path  of operators 
from a CA D software is 
represented in a DES tool) 
 

Figu re 50. OSLC integration versus STEP integration  
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exchange. In other word, there should be an optimal mix of them to be 
more efficient and effective in tool integration. 
 
Another important issue is to specify and reach a consensus on the 
minimalistic set of data that OSLC focuses on. Specifying this set of data 
following formal approaches results in fewer integration changes, 
inconsistencies, and ambiguities in the utilization phase. The formal 
approach to identify minimalistic set of data will be discussed later in this 
chapter.  

Finally, decision making concerning the integration approaches and 
technologies is a sub process of designing the manufacturing IT system in 
an organization. Design of the IT sy stem architecture includes making 
decisions regarding the software tools that must be used to support 
business processes (within the scope) and how these IT tools are integrated 
and how they communicate. The following section introduces a generic IT 
architecture in manufacturing, which seems to be well established in 
manufacturing companies and summarizes the most important tasks to 
determine the integration strategies, integration technologies, file formats, 
etc. With this, the thesis put the previous findings in to the architecture 
context to consider the big picture as well. 

5.5 Generic IT system architecture for digital factory 

5.5.1 Introduction 

Figure 51 is a schematic illustration of the IT-system architecture used to 
support the digital factory design process. It shows the main components 
(or applications) in an IT-system architecture that seems to be clearly 
established. The term authoring applications (or AA) is used for the top 
lay er. It includes IT tools such as, CAM, CAD, simulation software, etc. The 
AA level is where the most of the design tasks are executed. The next level, 
Application File Managers (AFM), may or may not be existent in a specific 
sy stem architecture. An AFM controls application files, and their 
relationships, which often are complex. Generally, CAD sy stems depend 
upon AFMs to administer the dependency between the files and their 
references whereas office programs such as Excel and MS Word do not.  
AFM should generally be closely bound to a particular vendor’s authoring 
applications since managing these dependencies manually is a time 
consuming and erroneous task due to complexity and abundance of 
relationships among models and information. For instance, in the context 
of layout design, many block layouts are referred by a 3D or 2D equipment 
lay out and these blocks in their turn refer to other sub blocks. Controlling 
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integration allows managing these dependencies and engineering changes 
according to the predefined business rules and logic. Hence, engineering 
changes will be propagated automatically or semi automatically. The PLM 
level is where the complete design data are aggregated, composed, 
configured and stored throughout the information lifecycle. To accomplish 
this, an integrated information model must be developed to determine the 
structure of data in the PLM system. The unified model is named as the 
metadata in some information modelling literatures. Ty pically, to store 
data persistently a relational database is used in this layer. Additionally a 
file sy stem folder is used to store and structure application files. 
Supplementary functionalities a PLM-system provides include user 
authentication and permission, version and revision control functionality, 
dependency management including enforcing referential integrity, and IT-
sy stems integrations. The PLM level is sometimes a combination of 
application with services developed by the system vendor and a platform 
to develop different in-house database associated applications. The PLM 
sy stem, not only manages the products related data but also factories and 
more are designed and they should be a part of the organization 
configuration management system. The next layer is the ERP that includes 
functionalities for inventory management, production and service 
planning, sales, etc. Next, a MES (manufacturing execution system) 
manages all manufacturing information in operation phase such as quality 
control information, monitoring robots and machines, and employees 
(Futches 2007). Finally, there is the integration and visualization layer of 
real time data that collects and integrate the shop floor data. This layer is 
employed to collect huge amounts of real time data, usually used for 
controlling, monitoring and scheduling on the shop floor. The real time 
data comes from various sources such as robot controllers, machine 
controllers and sensors. One main difference between the PLM layer and 
this layer is the technology to communicate data such as Publish/subscribe 
protocols and database type to store data. In this layer, large amounts of 
data are collected and stored in an unstructured way and in real time 
databases. Another difference is that real time data is immutable, they do 
not change. The coolant pressure of a machine tool at 08.00 this morning 
is what it is, but the placement of a resource may change.  
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Figu re 51. IT system architecture to support digital factory 

 
For instance in this layer, discrete stop times of production resources are 
collected. Then, these raw data are cleaned, filtered and processed to create 
information. Next, this information should be integrated with a PLM or 
ERP sy stem for planning, scheduling and continuous improvement 
purposes. Temporal data are stored with timestamps and the data validity 
may be lost after some time or is stored as historical data. NoSQL databases 
such as graph databases are more suitable for the collection of real time 
data due to their ability to scale up and ability to transact millions of data 
per second. One big difference between design of a digital factory IT-
sy stem architecture and other software development projects is that 
software development techniques start approximately from a clean slate, 
whereas designing a digital factory IT sy stem architecture is a mix  of 
selection, customization, and configuration of high-level commercial 
applications. The information stored in the IT-system includes a large part 
of the intellectual property of an organization and requires controlled 
access, safe repositories, authenticated and authorized users. Following 
issues are the fundamental characteristics of IT-system architecture within 
in the digital factory. 
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 Authoring applications are usually complex in terms of functionality, 
data structures, and algorithms. This in turn means that authoring 
applications are not easily exchangeable, even if they provide similar 
functions to the user. 

 Managing items configuration, substantially by a mix of and managing 
relationships and managing revisions is very important. 

 A consequence of the previous bullet is that changes must be harmonized 
between IT applications. For example, an approved change request in the 
PLM sy stem may fire a change to a CAM model, which in turn needs 
modifications to the CAD model. These implementations must be 
coordinated as a unit, e.g., released together in production. This release 
requires authorized approvals.  

 To assist the design and development process efficiently, the IT system 
component requires to be consolidated, at least on some level. Since 
authoring applications own complex data structure, their integrations 
also is complex. 

Now the third question in this thesis can be answered:”  

“By  using Linked data, one can avoid adopting a single central platform to 
integrate the information”. The role of the PLM IT-system in a 
heterogeneous distributed architecture is also surveyed here.  

5.5.2 The role and functionalities of a PLM system or configuration 

management system 

At the basic level, a PLM system typically allows you to: 
 Classify items into classes making some business sense, e.g., parts, 

documents, products, requirements, etc. 

 Assign properties (or attributes) to these items, e.g., identity, state, 
ownership, and much more. This includes of course ensuring uniqueness 
of identifiers. 

 Manage revisions (or iterations, generations, versions …) of items, e.g., 
evolution of a (mechanical) part through a number of interchangeable 
changes. 

 Maintain relationships between items, and control the relationship 
behavior. An example of such a behavior is which (if any) relationships 
are copied when an item is copied. One important behavior is the 
maintaining referential integrity, i.e., items cannot be independently 
modified or deleted if they are participating in a relationship. 

 Manage configurations of items, through a mix  of managing 
relationships and managing revisions. 
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 Authorize and authenticate users to perform operations on the items. 

 Search and retrieve items, based on property values and relationships.  
 Impose business logic, rules, especially when changing, and releasing 

product definition data. One universal rule is that all parts must be 
released before an assembly of these parts can be released. The rules are 
often implemented through a combination of configuration and 
customization. 

 Manage files from authoring applications. 
 Integrate data from various sources, e.g., authoring applications or ERP 

sy stems.  

5.5.3 Is OSLC against the central management systems such as PLM 

systems? In addition, what is the role of a PLM system in distributed 

architecture? 

 Now that the IT system architecture is identified, the thesis continues to 
answer the third research question: If using linked data one can avoid the 
need to integrate the information by accepting a single platform and what 
is the role of a PLM sy stem in a distributed architecture. As mentioned 
configuration management is a significant functionality of the PLM 
sy stem, and it is executed through a mix of managing revisions and 
managing relationships, and maintaining referential integrity, i.e., items 
cannot be modified or deleted independently if they are associated with 
other items (they participate in relationships). This feature may require a 
central single IT tool – PLM software tools. Nevertheless, this does not 
necessarily mean that all information resources belong to a specific 
configuration require to be managed by this tool. They can be coupled from 
external IT tools by adopting OSLC since a distributed architecture can 
accept the existence of a central system such as a PLM system. However, if 
this is the case, the customization must be performed in such a way that 
the links between different resources become updated, the previous 
versions of the resources and links are maintained (if necessary for 
traceability) in one or several tools and notification about the events (any 
changes) are sent to the owners of the corresponding data. However, 
development of appropriate mechanisms to sy nchronize links among 
resources in the IT-tool chain and coordinating a heterogeneous tool-chain 
when an engineering change happens is not a painless task. It requires 
implementation of the business rules and logic across the IT tool chain and 
this in turn requires lots of complex configuration and customization. In 
other words, if each tool has an OSLC interface, these interfaces are 
intertwined with the tool logic and when the number of these interfaces 
increase, developing an overall interface to orchestrate them requires logic 
that may exceed business logic. Moreover, this rises two questions 1) which 
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tool must maintain current and old configurations of resources and 2) is 
the tool able to collect and store the RDF triples persistently. CAD/CAM 
software tools as main components of the digital factory IT-system do not 
have such a capability and they do not provide functionalities for the 
configuration management, engineering change management, workflow 
management, etc.  

Nevertheless, if an in-house developed solution provides functionalities 
such as life cycle management, versioning, authentication, dependency 
management and change management and it can maintain RDF triples 
persistently in a cloud or in a specific server that can store RDF triples, 
then, essentially a PLM system has been developed. Therefore, the need for 
an IT sy stem to manage configurations still exists.  

In principle, it is possible to implement any type of integrations between a 
PLM sy stem and other authoring tools surrounding it using OSLC or STEP 
(if it is required). However, it is apparently not feasible to impose the 
similar set of rules in an integration scenario as it is in the close world 
assumption scenario under which a PLM system operates.  

Figure 52 depicts architecture of using OSLC with PLM sy stem in 
architecture. In this case, communications are done via Linked data and 
secure internet application protocol (HTTPS); however, the triples from 
different sources are stored in triple databases. These databases need to be 
able to parse DataChange events. Hence, when one piece of information 
(subject, predicate, and object) changes a subscription and notification can 
be generated to handle and implement changes and store the previous 
configurations for traceability purposes. The event processing engine can 
be found in IoT platforms but it is not included in many state of the art 
PLM commercial systems such as Siemens Teamcenter, ARAS Innovator, 
etc. However, event-processing engines do not necessarily enforce 
referential integrity. Access control functionality is also part of IoT 
platforms as it is in PLM systems. 
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After describing, the typical IT architecture of the digital factory the thesis 
continues with the design of it. The concentration is on making systems 
interoperable by deploying STEP and OSLC in a supplementary manner. 
In each step, we try to specify the principal questions required to be 
answered before taking the next step. However, only the questions 
regarding the scope of this thesis are answered and some questions that 
are very dependent on the context will not be answered. This thesis 
considers the following principles to design and architect the digital factory 
required IT systems. 

 Digital factory based on an open IT-system architecture and a 
heterogeneous IT environment.  

 Enable customization and expansion to new use cases and issues.  

 Based on a combination of existing software –exploit inherent 
functionality, capacity of existing software. 

Based on the above principles the following steps must be carried out. 

5.6 Design of IT system architecture to support digital factory 

5.6.1 Introduction 

As mentioned due to the increasing complexity and size of IT-tool chain in 
production engineering domain, there is a need for a systematic approach 

PDM/PLM 
(version 
controlo 

Produ ct 
Configuration 

DB 

File m angement 
system 

Real  time data MES ERP 

Linked data triples 

Figu re 52. Tool  chain architecture based on Linked data 
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to design the IT-system architecture and accordingly integrate its 
components.  
The development of an IT-system and appropriate integration strategy 
requires both comprehending of the business side, from the business gains 
down to the exact working instructions, and the IT side, from 
infrastructure (hardware, network, operating systems, etc.) to application 
software. This task is a combination of selection of architecture 
components, configuration, integration and customization of them, is a 
major task.  
Here the IT-system is considered in a generic way (it should support the 
digital design of the production system). The description of tasks to design 
IT sy stem architecture is also general but they are exemplified in layout 
design and material flow analysis. Moreover, the aim is to clarify and list 
the important issues that must be considered during the change or 
development phases to maintain the big picture of the integration issue. 
Therefore, the aim is not to answer all the issues that will be mentioned in 
the following sections. The reason for this is that much research literature 
focus on technologies and reference models for the data and IT-system 
integration without providing a context in production engineering domain.  

5.6.2 Activity modelling 

The activity model must reflect the main processes and their interactions 
that are going to be practiced to support manufacturing system design and 
development. The activity model must start from the top-node process and 
be decomposed to the detail procedures, for instance how to approve a 
specification document or how to perform the feasibility study of an 
engineering change order.  Since these activities are typically complex and 
have variation, simplifications are needed. An activity model is a 
communication tool, e.g. between different actors or domains in the design 
and development process. There are three main questions that should be 
described in this step (1) What the actors want to achieve (2) What process 
flow should be pursued (3) and which IT applications are used or can be 
used to assist the process and the identified process flow. The answer to 
the third question will be finalized in system architecture section (Section 
5.9.5). The principal aim of an activity model is to determine operational 
process flow and to grasp the functions. In the activity model, the overall 
design process is divided and distributed to domain specific disciplines. 
Hence, PPR properties are scattered over various digital models. In this 
step, sources of information and information requirements are 
determined. Therefore, it is very important to involve diverse viewpoints 
engaged in the design process. Activity modelling can be evolved using 
well-established languages such as UML activity modeling (Fettke 2007), 
Integration Definition for Function Modelling (IDEF0), and Structured 
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Analysis and Design Technique (SADT) (Tolk 2014). Using languages such 
as communication diagram or UML sequence diagram can assist system 
integrators to specify the message sequencing among various IT tools in 
specific scenarios. This can facilitate the process of specifying routes of 
integration that will be discussed in section 5.9.7 of this chapter.  

In this step, following issues should be considered: 

 Which viewpoints are the most relevant ones?  
 How to intertwine the activity model with the other models such as the 

information and requirement models? 
 Do all activities fit the purpose and viewpoint of the model?  
 Are all activities of a similar level of detail?  
 When to stop decomposing activities? 

  Do the activities offer a reasonable amount of new information?  
 When there is sufficient detail in the model to satisfy its purpose? 

The above content may not be completely applicable in organizations with 
legacy, tool and data since their legacy tool and data may impose a 
particular design workflow. Therefore, the activity model must be aligned 
with the potential constraints enforced by legacy tools.  

Viewpoints and contexts are important issues when designing and 
architecting IT sy stems. In all approaches, v iewpoints and contexts are 
extracted from a generic activity modelling or limited to a specific business 
domain and specific business drivers are not taken into accounts. Lindberg 
(2014) suggests the business information contexts (BIC) model that ties 
high level business characteristics to data items by linking these through 
v ia information models, business processes and IT-systems. BIC major 
contribution is introducing the product and business strategy level to 
define the scope. This level considers typical expected life of a product; the 
maturity of the product, external rules, regulations and business strategies 
to determine which parts of the information model, existing systems, and 
existing data are affected by an updated IT architecture. 

5.6.3 System requirement modeling  

Requirement modeling in this context is a challenge. The reason is that 
most of the functionalities are available in the commercial components. As 
mentioned in the activity modeling section legacy tools in a company may 
impose special requirements on the modeling as well as integration 
technologies. It does of course not make any sense to specify requirements 
on how to develop a 3D machine tool model in a CAD-system, but one can 
specify requirements on how to make the CAD system interoperable with 
other IT. For example, it may make perfect sense to specify detailed 
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requirements on some functionality such as aggregation of mechanical, 
electrical and plumbing information with the lay out model or 
requirements on product variant modelling to avoid combinational 
explosion (modeling explicitly each variant of a product when its 
components have couple of variants can result in combinational explosion 
and difficulty to be instantiated). In the scope of this thesis, author has 
identified functional requirements of software tools for the purpose of 
factory layout design (see paper F). Requirements must be based on the 
activity models since the activity modeling represents the information flow 
and interactions among the processes. Some important questions in this 
step are: 

 How should requirements be documented in design of the system 
context? Text only (Word or Excel?), Use cases, or some other approach? 

 How to identify and follow up on the critical requirements? 
 Which non-functional requirements are important? How should they 

be specified, documented, and followed up? 

5.6.4 Information modeling  

The key issue in this step is structuring the data identified in the previous 
step. The main target is the information that must be communicated 
among various actors in the design process.  These data have different 
levels of detail, distinct types (temporal, none temporal, geometry non-
geometry, etc) and come from different life cycle stage. Hence, structuring 
them in one-step using standardized information model such as STEP can 
be cumbersome.  Hence, this work suggests a three layered architecture to 
structure the data. The topmost lay er is developed by  attentively 
scrutinizing domain-dependent and independent concepts within each 
domain. The analysis of the entire domain and then individual domain 
assists to identify the concepts that must be shared together with the 
concepts semantics, their relations and attributes. Consequently, different 
set of domain concepts are obtained (level 1). To perform step 1, the best 
practice is to always use domain specific ontologies for modelling a specific 
domain. For instance, in the scope of this thesis the following standards 
are proposed for domain modeling. 
 
 STEP AP214, AP242 for representing 3D geometry model of product 

and manufacturing system. 
 IFC standard to represent building elements and construction related 

data.  
 STEP 239 to support product lifecycle data. 

 Process specification language to represent the logical relationships of 
processes 
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At the intermediate level, a unified information model should be 
developed. This level absorbs the independent concepts from the previous 
level and structures them in a unified information model to specify the 
information and information relationships that must be shared and 
communicated. If exchanging, reporting and archiving of information is 
required (linking is not sufficient), the STEP standard can be used (level 
3). According to the findings in chapter 4, the thesis suggests using PLCS 
(AP239) thanks to its generic nature and availability of reference data 
libraries to represent a wide variety of data with desired semantics. As 
mentioned in chapter four PLCS cannot represent the detail geometry of a 
product or a production resource. However, when the detail geometry 
model is required, the geometry model can be embedded by  using 
“Document-type”, and “File-type” entities that are connected to 
“Product_definition_with_associated_documents” in PLCS and it can be 
linked using OSLC. In this way, the file is an OSLC resource and its global 
identifier will be used as the value of the id attribute of “file-type” entity. 
This will be explained in detail in the case study. All disciplines involved in 
the design process must come to an agreement concerning the shared 
information, their level of detail, structure and semantics of shared 
information. Figure 53 depicts a simplified three-layered information 
modelling. There are four domains including product design, process 
planning, machine investment and layout design. As it is shown, the mass 
of a machining center is required by  layout designers to develop the 
foundation layout. Hence, this will be a shared attribute that participates 
in the second level as a property and then will be represented in the third 
level using the STEP standard (as action_resource property). In this 
section, the information model and data model are differentiated and 
defined in section 5.9.12 of this chapter. Analogous to information models, 
data models deals with structuring the data as well (they specify metadata). 
However, the thesis in this chapter differentiates information model with 
data model. Data model is considered as a meta model that is closer to the 
internal data structure of the computer application that is supposed to be 
utilized or it is interpretable by the software tools. For instance, the Data 
model of most PLM systems is OO (at least sort of), while the persistence 
model is relational and there is an object-relational mapping layer in 
between these models. Hence, it is convenient to structure the data that are 
supposed to be maintained in a PLM system using the entity relationship 
diagram (ER) language which can be more easily mapped to system. 
Important questions are. 
 Which detailing level is required at this (rather early) stage of a project? 

 Should we use concepts entirely from the customer’s domain, or should 
we use, e.g., STEP terminology? How should we use ontologies? 
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5.6.5 System architecture and integration 

In this task, the required software tools should be identified. In addition, it 
should be identified how these components are related, (how they should 
be integrated). In this step, the IT-system functional and non-functional 
properties that are identified in section 5.9.2 and 5.9.3 must be reviewed 

Machine tool 
Process Plan Produ ct Layou t 

Figu re 53. Three layered information modeling for structuring information requirement,    
identifying the shared and dependent concepts, standardization to exchange when it 

is requ ired 
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and finalized. The task raises many questions but the following question 
are the most important ones:  

1 When should an application from one vendor be swapped out for a 
hopefully more functional application from another vendor? 

2 Should y ou prefer a single vendor or best of breed when selecting 
multiple applications? 

3 When is the PLM level required and when is it enough to only use an 
AFM or even the file system? 

4 What kind of data should be stored in the PLM system? 
There is not any precise answer to this question. However, the following 
suggestion can support the decision makers to decide what data should be 
maintained in a PLM sy stem. Here the functional aspects on the system 
selection is left out. 

1. The entity is version controlled, e.g., to preserve history of released 
versions. 

2. The entity availability is authorized for example; all users may only 
read the data while some others can update them. 

3. The entity should be searchable for instance to find any  
manufacturing resource of a specific type. Here reporting is also 
covered for instance to create a list of all manufacturing resources 
that were installed in the last y ear. 
 

The financial aspect of system selection is also very important that is left 
out here. 

5.6.6 What types of integration are required between PLM system and 

authoring applications? 

Four kinds of integration between authoring IT-tools and a PLM system 
can be defined: 

1. Integration of files: In this ty pe of integration, the PLM system 
administers files through checkin and checkout mechanism. In this case, 
the PLM sy stem is does not have knowledge of the content of the file. 
Hence, files are administered as aggregate data but some control data 
such as time of creation, creator, and date of modification are managed 
by  the PLM system.  

2. Integration of attributes: In this scenario, some attributes are transacted 
between PLM systems and authoring applications. For instance, speed 
and length of a conveyor are transferred from a PLM sy stem to a DES 
tool. 
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3. Integration of structure: This case is about mirroring the data structure 
of one model in an authoring tool in the PLM tool, for instance mirroring 
of a product break down structure in the PLM system according to the 
assembly structure of the product in the CAD sy stem where it was 
developed. 

4. Integration of object-relationship: This type of integration is similar to 
structural integration. However, it includes integrations between the 
PLM sy stem and IT sy stems residing in lay ers other than authoring 
application lay er such as MES and ERP sy stems. In this case, 
interoperability can be obtained by  solutions that solve sy ntactic and 
semantic issues both from the information model point of view and from 
communication protocols.  

5.6.7 Should integrations of authoring applications be point-to-point or 

through a PLM system?  

The next decision is to determine whether the integration should be point 
to point or v ia the PLM sy stem. Note that in this case it has been 
determined that a PLM system is in the architecture. Hence, the route of 
integrations should be specified. That means that integration could be 
through the PLM system or point to point. The answer to this question 
depends very much on the life cycle stage of the manufacturing system 
design process, context and users’ requirements. For instance in early 
stages of design a manufacturing system in the context of material flow 
analysis and layout design, the flow analyst develops and iterates different 
flow scenarios based on the current status of the lay out. Then, the 
feasibility of the best concept is analyzed until one concept is chosen. If the 
traceability of the conceptual layout used in the flow simulation model is 
not required, the integration of flow simulation tool and layout tool can be 
performed directly instead of integrating them via a PLM sy stem (there is 
no point to maintain so many try and error results). Another issue is the 
necessity of traceability, for instance, if it is required to identify which 
version of the conceptual layout was used in a specific version of the high-
level flow analysis model. 

5.6.8 What is the timing in integration and synchronization of changes? 

Timing is a critical facet of any integration strategy. The following issues 
are the three main types of timing of integration and synchronisation of 
changes in the IT-tool chain. 
Time interval: Integration is based on specific time intervals: For instance, 
mean time between failures (MTBF) of a manufacturing resource is 
ty pically updated annually or semi-annually (integration of the hub of shop 
floor data with the PLM system). 
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Event driven: Whenever data are altered, for instance when a new revision 
of a quality plan is approved in a PLM system, it must be released and used 
in a MES sy stem. 
On demand (Pull): For instance, a user of an ERP system inquires latest 
revision of a product manufacturing BOM, and the PLM system provides 
it.  
Through the activity modelling described in section 6.2, workflows and 
functions are captured. However, activity models typically do not focus on 
the time dimension of interactions among processes. Hence, there is a need 
for additional diagrams that can model the sequence logic of activities. 
UML sequence diagram is a useful graphical tool that can capture the 
sequence logic of activities. Moreover, the use cases define the 
requirements on the integration. This should be done before deciding the 
integration technologies and approaches. 

5.6.9 How to use OSLC specification together with information standards 

to integrate IT-systems and data to benefit from both? 

According to the analysis described in section 5.2 different involved 
disciplines in the design process can decide if Linked Data is satisfactory 
enough to make tools interoperable or standard based data exchange must 
be deployed. However, this thesis realizes a synergy between them. Hence, 
it proposes an approach based on a mix solution. The proposed approach 
is to deploy a STEP information model to identify OSLC resources, their 
attributes, their interdependencies and their dependencies and their 
structure and use the OSLC core as-is to integrate IT tools and provide 
users with create, read,  update and  delete services. With this approach, 
end users and system integrators can take advantage of OSLC services and 
STEP’s rich information model simultaneously. With this approach, it is 
possible to associate both structured and unstructured data. Figure 54 
demonstrates a schematic of the proposed approach to link data by  
creating OSLC resources based on STEP and create CRUD services by  
using OSLC core. Then information resources are either the same artifacts 
in different IT tools or different artifacts associated with each other in two 
applications. An example of different resources in different applications 
that should be associated is the association of a product in a CAD tool with 
its process plan in a CAM tool. This approach requires proprietary 
adaptors. Sy nchronization engine responsibility is propagation and 
adjusting required changes of information when an artifact in one tool is 
modified. Event or time based procedures should be devised to coordinate 
the changes across the tool chain. For instance, when a part tolerance is 
changed, it may result in a new part process plan with an updated cycle 
time that in turn may affect the material flow analysis KPI and it may  
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change the configuration of cells in the layout. A PLM sy stem usually 
provides users with an API that makes it possible to synchronize changes 
by  triggering a workflow to modify all affected items which are under the 
central hub. However, synchronization of IT tools when they are directly 
integrated (not through a central hub) v ia linked data or STEP neutral 
format is not a trivial task since CAx software tools typically do not support 
workflow, engineering change management,  dependency management 
and event processing functionalities. 
When software tools are integrated directly, tools and data ownership must 
be clearly determined, and accordingly appropriate procedure should be 
invoked to keep the links updated and store old configurations. Common 
information model is adopted for the long term archiving of PPR and 
reporting according to the STEP standard. Another advantage of this 
approach is to use formal standards to create OSLC resources, reduces the 
time to specify the structure of dependent concepts, and allows reusability 
of terminology. Predefined terminologies and their semantics and data 
structure, decrease time to reach a consensus on shared information, 
results in fewer required changes in the operational phase and finally 
makes it possible to use the well-established standards and ontologies in 
the domain of interests. 
 

 

Figu re 54. Integration based on OSLC and STEP in a com plementary way 
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5.6.10 Implementation, Data model 

Once the components are selected and the requirements are in place, the 
actual implementation takes place. However, in this step we have to strike 
the balance between the configuration and customization. Here 
configuration means to use the accessible mechanisms in the IT tools to 
modify its behavior and appearance to meet users’ requirement, whereas 
customization means writing code to better fulfil the integration 
requirements and information requirements. Developing plugins for a 
CAD tool to export geometry, kinematic and technical data of a production 
resource or developing an adaptor to add OSLC services are typical 
examples of customization tasks. To apply the suggested approach OSLC 
support must be added to the IT-tools. There are three mechanisms to add 
OSLC support to a tool 1) Native approach, 2) Plugin approach, and 3) 
adaptor approach. Native mechanism is applicable when source codes of 
IT-tools are attainable by system integrators; therefore, it is suitable for the 
IT-tool vendors. Plugin approach is used for the application users who 
want to add OSLC services to their IT-tools. System integrator must have 
sufficient knowledge of the API of the tool in this approach. In this 
approach, all data in the tool have a URI and are compliant with OSLC 
specifications. The adaptor approach is similar to the plug in approach but 
it does not modify the tool itself. Hence, the adaptors represent the 
information owned by the tool as OSLC resources. Adaptor and plugin 
approaches are aligned with our proposed approach.   
 
The sequence of these activities can be c hanged depending on the context 
and architecture life cycle phase (change the architecture or design from 
the scratch) Moreover, they should be done in an iterative manner to 
improve the results based on feedback. 
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Chapter 6 Case studies 

6.1 First case study (STEP implementation) 

6.1.1 Description 

The aim of the first case study was to develop computer applications 
providing modelers with the required information for the purpose of 
discrete event simulation. These applications are supposed to decrease the 
time for collecting, cleaning, filtering and processing raw data; data entry 
as well as insuring the data consistency and avoiding human mistakes. The 
plan was to develop and implement models of production resources and 
manufacturing processes that can be reused in many different applications 
and updated based on feedback data. In short, the project achieved the 
objectives and demonstrated reuse and update of resource models at a 
Swedish truck company (Scania) concerning the operational data. Using 
sy stem neutral standards, interoperability as well as coordination of 
information was achieved for the simulation applications and generic data 
management (GDM) tool. The latter is a tool for generating statistics based 
on measurements. A demonstrator showed how digital models of 
production resources were re-used in selected simulation applications. 
Figure 55 illustrates the implementation of manufacturing process 
specification, and interrelated data including operation sequences, 
measured cycle time, MTBF, MTTR and energy consumption according to 
STEP AP214 in the industrial use case. 
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The case study included machines performing milling operations and they 
were arranged as a serial production line including parallel machines with 
operational steps as showed in Figure 56. 
 The GDM tool is a computer application developed by  Chalmers 
University. It extracts the raw data concerning failures, stop times, energy 
consumption, and measured cycle time from the available MES databases 
in the plant. Next, it cleans and filter the data, develops histograms, fits 
probability density functions, and publishes outcomes according to CMSD 
standard and XML format. The workflow of the GDM tool (Skoog 2011) is 
illustrated in Fig 57. One of the computer applications developed in this 
research extracts the sequence of operations, manufacturing resources and 
their follow up properties from the GDM tool outputs. Therefore, a 
comparative and comprehensive analysis has been performed to map the 
CMSD standard to STEP standard AP214. The information includes 
operation sequences, failure data, measured cy cle time, and energy 
consumption of resources in different states including busy, idle, blocked, 
etc.  
 

Tr anslator 
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Figu re 55. Representation of manufacturing process using STEP 214 
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The Kolmogorov–Smirnov (David J. Sheskin - 2003) test was used in the 
GDM tool to evaluate the probability distributions. The Kolmogorov–
Smirnov test (K–S test) is a nonparametric test . It measures the distance 
between the empirical distribution function of the  collected samples and 
the cumulative distribution function of the reference distribution, or 
between the empirical distribution functions of two samples. The author 
has developed a mapping table between CMSD and STEP 214 used in this 
case study by carefully analysis of both standards. The mapping was done 
by  associating concepts or terms from CMSD to concepts or terms in STEP 
AP214 and defining their equivalence according to the manufacturing 
process specification. 
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Figu re 57. The workflow of GDM tool  
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andrey_Kolmogorov
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikolai_Smirnov_%28mathematician%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nonparametric_statistics
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Empirical_distribution_function
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cumulative_distribution_function
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Cy cle time, mean time between failure (MTBF), mean time to repair 
(MTTR), and Mean Time to Failure (MTTF) are significant properties of a 
manufacturing system. Thus, it is important to have an agreement about 
the meaning of these concepts among different actors. 
Cy cle time is one of the most critical terms to harmonize when integrating 
process planning and factory flow design. While process planning 
describes each operation time separately in the operation, flow design 
ty pically includes the waiting times for the material handling equipment in 
the cycle time. It aggregates all internal times to the machine, from when 
the machine starts working on the part until it is released. It consists of 
loading time, unloading time, set up time, change over time etc. 
Identification of these time components helps flow analysts to develop 
realistic models and evaluate different scenarios to improve work 
processes.   
The definition of cycle time according to ISO 10303-214:2010 is: “The cycle 
time specifies ‘the interval of time within which both 
Process_operation_occurrence objects have to take place in order to be 
declared as simultaneous’. The MTBF and MTTR concepts are not defined 
in ISO 10303. However, in ISO 22400, automation systems and integration 
— Key  performance indicators for manufacturing operations management, 
part two, these concepts are defined. The definitions in ISO22400 can be 
used to represent the concepts in a Reference Data Library, for the purpose 
of data exchange. MTBF and MTTR usually are stochastic characteristics 
of a resource and its corresponding processes. This information is 
represented using application module 1274 (ISO 10303- 1274) that 
contains a specific schema for representation of stochastic variables 
following probability density functions. Figure 58 illustrates the definition 
of TBF, TTR, and TTF according to ISO 22400 that is used to add semantics 
to “action_property” entity in STEP. Figures 59, and 60 illustrate a 
simplified instantiation of MTBF according to AM 1274 and PPR according 
to AP214 AIM respectively. In this example, MTBF follows a Gamma 
distribution, which is a continuous probability density function with mean 
and variance values. 
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T BF: Total  tim e du ration of 
operating time between two 
consecutive failures of a repaired 

i tem  (IEC 60050- 191) 

T T F: restoration u ntil next failure 
Total  time du ration of operating 
time of an item, from the instant it is 
first pu t in an u p state, until failure 
or, from the instant of (IEC 60050-
191) 

T T R: Time interval du ring which an 
i tem is in a down state du e to a failure (IEC 

60050-191). 

Figu re 58. TBF, TTR and TTF definition according to ISO 22400 
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Figu re 59. Representation of stochastic MTBF according to STEP AM1274 
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6.1.2 MAP CMSD to AP214 AIM 

Table 6.1 illustrates the mapping table between CMSD and STEP 214. The 
important issue is that there is no one to one map between entities in 
CMSD and STEP which makes the mapping process challenging. However, 
this has been performed in a way  that the STEP instantiation model 
becomes valid, thus for some entities in CMSD, several entities in STEP 
need to be instantiated. This mapping process has not been done by  
incorporating formal methods to consider morphism, however, the 
structure in CMSD (association of product, process and resource) can be 
preserved in the STEP standard and with the mapping table developed the 
isomorphism can be achieved. 

Stochastic 

property 

MfgResource 

Figu re 60. Representation of PPR u sing STEP standard A P214 (simplified) 
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Table 6.1: One part of mapping table of CMSD to STEP  

Concept Entity in CMSD Entity in STEP(AIM level) 

Pr oduct <Pl annedEffort> Pr ocess_product_association 
Pr ocess_product_plan 

 <Par tType> Pr oduct 
Pr oduct_related_product_category 
Pr oduct-definition-formation 
Pr oduct_definition 
Pr oduct_definition_context 
Application_context 
Application_protocol_definition 

Pr ocess <Job> Action 
Action_relationship 
Id_attribute 
Pr ocess_operation 

 <JobIdentifier> Pr ocess_operation 

Pr ocess <Pr ocessing Time> Action_property 
General-propertyassociation 
General property 
Action_property_representation 

Pr ocess <Ti meunit> Representation 
Gl oba_unit_assigned_context  
Conv ersion_based_unit (*,'Second',*); 
Ratio_measured_with_unit 
Ratio_unit 
Ti m2_unit 
(LEN GTH_UNIT()NAMED_UNIT(*)SI_UNIT(.MILLI.,.MET
RE.)); 
(N AMED_UNIT(*)PLANE_ANGLE_UNIT()SI_UNIT($,.RA
DIAN .)) 

Pr ocess <Di stribution> 
               <N ame> 
    
Di stribution_paramete
r > 
              <N ame> 
              <Value> 

Representation 
Representation_item 
Representation_item 
Val ue_representation_item 
Compound_representation_item 
Qualified_representation_item 
Ty pe_qualifier 

Resource <Resource> 
  <Identifier> 

Pr oduct 
Pr oduct_related_product_category 
Pr oduct-definition-formation 
Pr oduct_definition 
Pr oduct_definition_context 
Application_context 
Application_protocol_definition 

Resource <Pr operty> 
<N ame> 
<U nit> 
<v alue> 

Action_property 
General-propertyassociation 
General property 
Action_property_representation 
Representation 
Gl oba_unit_assigned_context  
Conv ersion_based_unit (*,'Second',*); 
Ratio_measured_with_unit 
Ratio_unit 
Ti em_unit 
(LEN GTH_UNIT()NAMED_UNIT(*)SI_UNIT(.MILLI.,.MET
RE.)); 
(N AMED_UNIT(*)PLANE_ANGLE_UNIT()SI_UNIT($,.RA
DIAN .)) 
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6.1.3 System architecture implementation 

Figure 61  demonstrates the sy stem architecture of the developed 
applications. These applications are STEP compliant according to the 
AP214 AIM schema and ISO22400. It is developed with java standard data 
access interface (JSDAI) according to ISO 10303-22 which is the 
implementation guide of the standard. Information is serialized to STEP 
part 21 that is the STEP Phy sical File format to be exchanged. Other 
required data such as organizational data and technical information of 
machine tools (machine data card) can be extracted from other available 
databases or instantiated manually. Machine data card in the case study 
includes mechanical, electrical, plumbing information related to a 
manufacturing resource such as rated current, main fuse, max connecting 
wire gate, cabinet lighting, oil mist, dust, particles, flow of exhaust 
ventilation, connection ty pe, etc . 3D geometry data of products and 
resources are translated by Factory Design Suite CAD sy stem which can 
represent geometrical data in the STEP format. After extracting and 
converting operational data, these data are consolidated with 3D geometry 
of resources in the plant layout using another developed computer 
application in the study. Then this repository can be used to extract the 
desired information for the purposes of DES. In Scania case ExtendSim 
software was selected as the DES tool. Hence another application was 
developed to extract and translate the information to a text based database 
which is interpretable for the simulation software. In the development 
phase, the sy nthesis of four layers is regarded: data sources containing 
phy sical data, serialized data, IT resources, and developed applications. 
The resource layer supports linking the application with physical data to 
serialize. Physical data are the data persistently stored in the database or 
other hardware. The application lay er contains the developed IT 
applications. The logic of the manufacturing system remains in the file and 
managed as the bulk of the information. 
The Model/View/Controller (MVC) pattern is utilized to build user 
interfaces in this case study. MCV is an implementation architecture 
consisting of three components: 1) The Model that is the application object, 
the View is its screen presentation, and the Controller defines the way the 
user interface reacts to user input. MVC decouples these components to 
increase reuse and flexibility. MVC decouples models and views by creating 
subscribe /notify protocol between v iew and model. A view must assure 
that its display mirrors the status of the model. Whenever the data of 
models changes, the model alerts v iews that are dependent on it. Then, 
each view will update itself if it is necessary. This approach allows attaching 
multiple views to one model to provide different presentations. Figure 62 
illustrates the graphical UI of the developed application. 
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This implementation in this industrial case study shows that 
manufacturing process information throughout the design and operational 
phase can be represented and integrated with layout information based on 
the proposed approach.  
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Figu re 61. Development system architecture of developed IT applications to generate and integrate 

m aterial flow related data using STEP AP214 
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6.1.4 Discussion and conclusion of case study 1 

The feasibility of representing and integrating this data with other kinds of 
information using information standards such as STEP, CMSD and PSL 
has been studied in this case study.  Here the PSL logic has been parsed 
using a normal text parser. STEP has a wider scope of information 
modeling and has been tried in many other research projects regarding 
process planning and layouts. Therefore, one of the main focuses of this 
research was the evaluation of STEP for representing manufacturing 
process specification. 
The case study shows four main result categories. First, the resolution of 
STEP is high, for instance representing a probability density function 
requires 19 entities and their attributes while in CMSD it requires three 
entities and attributes that seems it is sufficient to represent and exchange 
this type of data. This imposes extra overhead to the data be exchanged. 
The second issue is the degree of integration. Integrating the geometry of 

#51=REPRESENTATION _ITEM
('Gamma'); 
#52=REPRESENTATION_ITEM('co
nti nuous'); 
#54=VALUE_REPRESENTATION_I
TEM('mean',$); 
#55=VALUE_REPRESENTATION_I
TEM('v ariance',$); 
#56=REPRESENTATION_ITEM(''); 
#57 =REPRESENTATION_ITEM('Ga
mma'); 
#58=COMPOUND_REPRESENTAT
ION _ITEM('Probability_distribution
_par ameter',LIST_REPRESENTATI
ON _ITEM( 
     (#59,#60))); 

#59=VALUE_REPRESENTATION_
ITEM('shape',TIME_MEASURE(757
21 9.931 404)); 

#60=VALUE_REPRESENTATION_
ITEM('scale',RATIO_MEASURE(0.2

00527 )); 
#61=QUALIFIED_REPR
ESENTATION_ITEM('val
ue interpretation',(#62)); 
#62=TYPE_QUALIFIER(
'calculated'); 
#64=RATIO_UNIT($); 
#65=GLOBAL_UNIT_AS
SIGNED_CONTEXT('','p
arameterized probability 
distribution',(#64, 
 

<?xml  version="1.0" 
encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<CMSDDocu ment><DataSectio
n><Job><Identi fier>Job1:Proce
ssing:Estimated</Identifier><D
escription>Estimated by 
A drien</Description><Planned
Effort><ProcessingTime><Time
Unit>minute</TimeUnit><Dist
ribution><N ame>Normal</Na
me><DistributionParameter><

Import CMSD 

CMSD to STEP 

Create text 
based 
databases 

Figu re 62. Graphical UI for end user DES modeler 
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a manufacturing resource, with its kinematic, its technical data and its 
failure data makes sense since they are all relevant to a manufacturing 
resource. However, integrating manufacturing processes, their relevant 
information, and layout information may be unnecessary since these data 
can be communicated and integrated in other ways than representing them 
in one data set. This case study was just about showing the possibility  of 
creating a sy stem neutral repository of manufacturing process 
specification though. Third, in general, the case shows that the idea of 
modeling a “thing” with all its relevant data without considering the 
specific goals are not the best idea due to the unnecessary overload it 
creates. This may  work for a manufacturing resource but not in 
manufacturing process specification (it is possible but it does not increase 
efficiency). In addition, the capability of current COTS software tools is 
limited to accept STEP standard formats. Hence, where a date set includes 
data that are not 3D geometrical data, again there is a need to develop 
applications to extract desired data and convert them into an interpretable 
format for the destination tool (in the case study, text based databases were 
acceptable). Therefore, integrating these data sources using approaches 
such as OSLC not only brings the advantages of standardization (semantic 
and sy ntactic interoperability) but also eliminates the intermediate files 
between applications and increase the efficiency of data integration (it has 
decreased the time to collect relevant data and information to perform 
production system simulation).  
Finally, one big benefit of this approach is the reusability factor. With this 
approach the information does not reside on each software but in a 
repository outside of the blocks ,thus models become reusable which 
means that when data are changed or similar models must be built the 
current models can be used and the blocks obtain information from the 
repositories. 

6.2 Second case study (tool integration using Linked data approach) 

The aim of this case study is to verify data and IT-tool integration based on 
the proposed approach in section 5.9, in the domain of factory layout 
design deploying commercial applications. The aim is to integrate data and 
IT tools in a way that different applications and users can gain access to 
information simultaneously to expedite feedback among activities in the 
design and development of plant layout. A Research Concept Vehicle 
(RCV) is considered as the product in the case study. RCV is a laboratory 
car for vehicle research concerning sustainable transport systems in Royal 
Institute of Technology (KTH). The plan of the vehicle is to create a 
platform where research can be executed and assessed in real-life 
(https://www.itrl.kth.se/research/itrl-labs/rcv-1.476469 ). 

https://www.itrl.kth.se/research/itrl-labs/rcv-1.476469
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6.2.1 Activity model 

First, an activity model is developed to determine different processes, their 
interactions and the information flow between processes. This activity 
model functions as a reference model to identify the information 
requirements and support the design of the IT-system architecture. The 
lay out planning and design process is usually partitioned into a conceptual 
phase, a detailing phase (see paper B). In the conceptual phase, essential 
required spaces for the manufacturing sy stem are assigned including 
manufacturing fields, assembly areas, warehouses, transport corridors, 
etc. Media interfaces among production resources, buildings, 
transportation system should be designed in order to e.g. forecast the 
required electricity, compressed air, ventilation, etc based on the overall 
demand for these resources. Next, the detailed layout model is designed by 
distributing the equipment models within the block layout, their media and 
phy sical ports, work in progress in line, electricity layout, ventilation 
sy stem layout, safety layout, etc. Finally, the complete layout model is 
formed by integrating various 3D layout models including media layout, 
equipment layout, infrastructure layout, etc. Then, this layout model is 
verified by collision detection to disclose dynamic and static collisions and 
check other rules such as minimum distance between equipment, work 
space ergonomics, etc. The design process in this case is divided into three 
disciplines and consists of material flow analysis, manufacturing and 
assembly planning and layout planning and design. The activity model is 
designed in three hierarchical levels using IDEF0. Figure 63 illustrates one 
the activity on the second level, which is “design the detail layout” and its 
decomposition on the third level. This activity model reveals various 
required information that the considered disciplines demand based on 
their viewpoints and concerns. The developed activity model reveals that 
the flow analyst decides the number of machines and their configuration 
in the shop floor (cell, line), balance the manufacturing and assembly lines, 
computes the warehouse sizes, and the level the product mix fed to the 
manufacturing and assembly lines. The flow analyst needs operation 
sequence to realize each product, cycle times, and change over times, set 
up times and takt time, etc. The cycle time that the flow analyst needs in 
this case is the aggregation of times for each machine set up. Detailed times 
for each feature of the products are not required. This information is 
created by the process planners. Then, the layout designers perform the 
space management to calculate the required areas of lines, stations, cells 
buffers, or check if the current available spaces are sufficient. In addition 
safety rules and ergonomics are analyzed for instance whether the 
minimum distances between equipment can be fulfilled or not or 
maintenance crew have suitable access to machines or not. Next, media 
lay out designers compute the necessary media to provide the 
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manufacturing line and equipment with compressed air, electricity, fluids, 

etc. Thus, they design different media layouts (electricity, ventilation, safety 
layout, etc).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.2.2 Information requirement 

According to the developed activity model, the required information, and 
the ownership of the data have been identified (it will be eve loved). The 
information model structured the relevant information to be shared among 
the v iewpoints. Moreover, it was used to define the preferred terminology. 
For instance, consider a machine tool as a production resource. Relevant 
concepts for a  process planner include the work envelope, axes feed, table, 
speed, spindle power for the selection of suitable resource types; interface 
information for the selection of tools and fixtures; control system 
information for the creation of NC code, and  usage of process liquid .  
Concepts relevant for the layout planner include foot print of the machines, 
weight, doors and their placement, media interfaces. Concepts useful for 
material flow analysis are operations cycle time, availability, failure data, 
and material flow logic including product routing logic events. Figure 64 
illustrates information requirements extracted from the activity model in 
an unstructured manner.  

Figu re 63. Activity m odel u sing IDEF0 (Decomposition of “Design the detailed layout”) 
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In this case, the representation of the logical relationships of the flow are 
excluded and it is assumed that these reside in the simulation tool. The 
PLM sy stem, for instance, only demands the results of the flow analysis 
such as throughput, throughput time and cost. Another concern is the level 
of detail in the integration of the simulation tool and layout application. In 
the case study, the v isualization of the flow in the real geometric layout 
model is not required. Therefore, the layout information that must be 
exchanged with the flow analyst and simulation tool are the boundary sizes 
of the blocks in the block lay out (areas, sec tions, etc), placement of 
machines (position and orientation) and spatial dimensions of the 
equipment in the layout. Figure 65 illustrates a simplified UML class 
diagram representing the information model for the domains of interest in 
the case study (information that should be shared). Next, we have to 
partition the responsibilities between the IT-tools. It is intended to be 
reasonably close to the vision (right data available to the right user at the 
right time), while avoiding information redundancy and potential 
inconsistencies. This question will be answered when designing the system 
architecture. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Figu re 64. Product, process, resource and layout information requirement (simplified)  
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6.2.3 IT system architecture 

The sy stem architecture used in the case study is outlined in Figure 66. A 
distributed heterogeneous IT-system architecture is designed to assess and 
discuss the proposed approach section 5.7.9. The application layer consists 
of Autodesk Inventor for 3D lay out design, AutoCAD architecture for 
building and 2D block lay out design, Siemens Plant Simulation and 
SimJava for material flow simulation. Several layout blocks (each block is 
designed in a CAD system) structure the plant layout models. This implies 
a lay out model consists of various other layout blocks with the reference 
mechanism. Hence, there are abundance of these relationships that are 
complex in term of geometry (their placement in the plant layout). For this 
reason, it is reasonable to utilize the application file management from the 
same family of the layout tool.  In the FDP project (empirical finding of this 
thesis, see chapter 2), managing layout model files via Autodesk Vault was 
tested to control states and versions. Aras Innovator was selected as the 

Figu re 65. A simplified UML class diagram to structure the information required to be shared  
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PLM sy stem to maintain the required information with the level of detail 
ranging   from ‘files’    (large data sets),   to objects and properties of 
information resources.  The integration between the AFM and the CAD-
lay ers works well for files, file references, and properties. It is possible for 
example to define an attribute as a name in Vault, then observe and change 
it in AutoCAD application. When the file is checked in to Vault, the new 
value is searchable and it can be modified again, etc. In an identical way it 
is possible to change references and the changes propagate to all 
referenced files. The integration between AutoCAD and Vault is done by 
configuration of the applications and no coding or other customization was 
performed since they are in one family of software tools and the integration 
is provided by  the vendor (Autodesk) and only the configuration is 
performed in the architecture. At the shop floor level, the domain of 
interest is monitoring machine status with parameters such as 
temperature and pressure. Thingworx is selected as an Internet of Things 
(IoT) platform for collecting run time data adding services. Autodesk 360 
is the cloud application for manufacturing resources models in the case. 
This cloud application is accessible for the layout software tools (Auto CAD 
and Inventor) and it allows for distributed layout design.  According to the 
identified information extracted from the activity model, the one 
demonstrated in figure 67  was selected as the unified data model to be 
implemented in the PLM prototype developed in ARAS Innovator. This 
model is developed based on the second layer of information architecture 
(see section 5.9.4). The model in the figure 67  is simplified and the 
document class, container of file items, is eliminated. The document class 
is linked to all classes in the model. 
The appropriate lifecycle maps for versionable information items have 
been designed to track the life cycle states. For instance, a product has 
lifecycle states including “In Work”, “Audit”, “Released”, “Superseded” and 
“Obsolete”. Whereas, a manufacturing resource may have states like “As 
Planned”, “As Designed”, “In “Production”, “In service”, “Out of Service”. 
Moreover, different behavior depend on the lifecycle state of an item have 
been specified, e.g., to support the desired versioning behavior. For 
instance, promoting an item in “preliminary” state to “In Review” state 
does not affect the revision, while editing it in “Released” state generates a 
new reversion of the item. The relationship model in Innovator supports 
common configuration management tasks such as updating relationships 
correctly when new revisions of related items are generated. As an example 
figure 68 illustrates a break down structure of the RCV manufacturing 
sy stem, an associated production resource and a machining process plan 
of the Upright component.  
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Figu re 66. The system architecture of the use case 

Figu re 67. Data structure in ARAS Innovator (simplified version) 
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Figu re 68. Docu mentation of Layout breakdown structure in Innovator PLM system  
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6.2.4 System integration using OSLC 

Finally, to specify services and consequently to implement IT-tool adaptors 
a couple of scenarios have been determined. Figure 69 shows partially the 
UML   sequence   diagram developed in the case to determine the messages 
ordering between the disciplines and domains. Thus, a set of information 
and their terminology that must be shared is specified and depicted in 
figure 70. Therefore, this case study is opposite of the first case study 
represented in figure 71 in a way  that data and IT tools are being 
interoperable without integrating required data from various sources to 
one dataset using a standardized meta model.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Figu re 69. UML sequence diagram to identify the business logic of the case study 
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Figu re 70. Interrelationship among three domains 

Figu re 71. The first case study deals with the same data but different 
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6.2.5 Developing IT- tool adaptors 

The scenario kicks off with process design of a new product or changing an 
existing process plan. 3D CAD models of the RCV have been developed in 
the Solid Edge CAD system. The bill of material has been exported to CSV 
files. These files have been imported to Innovator. Product geometry 
models together with geometric dimensioning tolerances are stored as 
documents in Innovator in STEP files. Process planners get product bill of 
material together with their features. GD&T is extracted from the PLM 
sy stem by process planners to design the manufacturing processes 
required to realize products (PLM system contains step files with GD&T). 
Then, information including operation sequences, their cy cle time, 
changeover times and setup times are instantiated in the PLM system 
(ARAS Innovator).  To support these scenarios, two tool adaptors have 
been developed to create, update and read process planning data and parts 
related data.  The tool adaptors are compliant with OSLC core. The 
resource shape of the information resources are specified and defined 
according to the STEP standard (the instantiated example in figure 60). 
However, this has been accomplished manually when modeling the tool 
adaptors. Two kinds of ServiceProviders for ARAS Innovator have been 
developed.  The first one creates services to disclose part related 
information to the process planner and the second one creates services for 
process plan related data for the material flow analyst. In the second 
scenario, process planners and material flow analyst are provided with 
CRUD services for the sequence of operations, cycle times, set up times and 
changeover times. The Ly o code generator technology has been used to 
develop the tool adaptors. This technology assists end users and system 
integrators to develop OSLC4 Java consumer and providers using a code 
generator (El-Khoury 2016). In this approach, users model the adaptor 
functionalities according to OSLC core or its specifications through an 
Eclipse modeling framework (EMF) from which most of the code will be 
generated (Al-Khoury 2016).This is called model based tool integration. 
The EMF project is a framework for modeling and generating code to 
facilitate developing models for tool integration based on a metadata 
model. Working with the model of the adaptors to integrate tools allows 
sy stem integrators to concentrate on the adaptor model while the external 
part of the adaptor is generated automatically. Moreover, they do not need 
to know all the technical details of the OSLC standard such as Linked Data, 
RDF, JSON, etc. Modeling the adaptor means defining the resources and 
their structure in each tool, associating the resources in different tools that 
must be linked, defining their semantics, defining container of resources, 
defining catalogs, defining services and dialogs. 
Figure 72 presents the Services Provider Catalogue of Innovator that is 
partitioned according to parts (process plan related data for RCV parts). As 
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indicated, the catalogue includes services for every part (operation 
sequence for each part). A global identifier is assigned to every process 
plan, which is an OSLC resource and it consists of a set of operations, which 
are OSLC resources as well, and finally every operation resource is linked 
to a manufacturing resource that is an OSLC resource but it comes from 
the cloud (integration of Autodesk 360 with ARAS Innovator). 
 

 
Figu re 72. Innovator OSLC services for process plan information 
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Another requirement is the integration of the production resources with 
their technical specification to develop the media layout. Therefore, an 
adaptor has been developed for the layout tool that is Inventor to provide 
users with machine data card related information. As mentioned, the 
media connection points should be represented and presented on the CAD 
model of a production resource and maintained in the cloud to serve as one 
prerequisite to make distributed layout design possible. Therefore, this 
scenario is the integration of the cloud of 3D models of resources with the 
lay out sy stem containing machine data cards. The machine data card 
resides in the Inventor and is exposed as OSLC resources with the help of 
the developed adaptor and they are linked to their corresponding 3D model 
in the cloud. The cloud (Autodesk 360) is a web-based application to review 
CAD models and their drawings. As mentioned before, OSLC does not 
constrain its resources to be associated only by OSLC resource and they 
and their properties can refer to any existing web resources. Thus, in this 
case the Inventor service provider exposes the technical details of the 
embedded resources in the layout, as OSLC resources and links them to 
their 3D model in the cloud (Autodesk 360). Thus, designers of the media 
lay out have access to both geometry and technical data to develop their 
corresponding layouts. Figure 7 3 illustrates a simplified example of 
representation and presentation, of a machine tool using OSLC that is 
linked and integrated with its geometric model in the cloud. 
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As mentioned Innovator services provide CRUD services to manipulate 
production resources data using the HTTP protocol and REST style.  
However, this is not the best way for some integration scenarios to exploit 
this protocol. Assume a case where a material flow analyst assesses 
whether a current station has enough capacity to be used for 
manufacturing of a new product. If the answer is y es compute the new 
station/equipment utilizations (access the current utilization and calculate 
the new utilization).Then, the flow analyst observes the station utilization 
inside the simulation tool and must be permitted to read equipment 
information from the simulation tool. The flow analysist also needs to 
update the new results of simulation such as waiting time and utilization 
of the existing production resources in the PLM system. If OSLC is adopted 
to implement this scenario, sy stem integrators would be required to 

Figu re 73. A m achine tool and technical data representation and presentation 
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develop suitable user interfaces for the flow analyst to read and update the 
available data, or create the information of new equipment. This is not only 
time consuming and inefficient, but also could result in an  undesirable 
user experience, because it is likely that flow analysts do not have enough 
knowledge about all the required properties of an item in a PLM system 
and the detailed work procedure to validate the data when a new item is 
added in the PLM sy stem. Luckily, OSLC deals with this problem by  
suggesting a further integration style. This style deploys the concept of a 
dialog. Considering the scenario above, the purpose of a dialog is that 
simulation tool requests to the PLM tool to express its creation and 
selection dialogs to the flow analyst inside their tool instead of realizing 
new user interfaces to make queries and create production resources in the 
simulation interface. In this case the PLM tool provides flow analyst with 
information about existing manufacturing resources and a dialog where 
users can enter their information regarding a resource while the rest of 
required administrative information of a PLM sy stem is created 
automatically by the system (primary key, config id, life cycle, etc) and 
users just enter the relevant information that they have generated 
(utilization, capacity). In the case of a selection dialog, the simulation tool 
gets back the URL of the selected equipment/station which it then can be 
referenced from the simulation tool (SimJava). Figure 74 illustrates the 
delegated UI of the SimJava tool adaptor which is integrated with the 
Innovator service providers. As indicated, SimJava users have access to the 
selection and creation dialogs of Innovator.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figu re 74. Delegated User Interface of Innovator to SimJava 
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Another integration scenario, is the integration Siemens Plant Simulation 
tool with Inventor (integration of layout and simulation tools). In this case, 
it is desired that the simulation analyst can inquire the equipment using 
Inventor service provider to obtain attributes of a manufacturing resource 
such as speed and length of a conveyor or speed and acceleration of a robot 
(joints of robot) or robot movement path in the Inventor tool. Since the 
Plant Simulation tool has ActiveX interface, there is just a need to add a 
method and provide the URL of the service provider of the layout tool.  
  ActiveX is an object technology letting users activate objects (ActiveX 
controls or other COM objects) within a container application and to 
exchange data with these objects using defined interfaces. Component 
object model (COM) is a technology that allows objects to interact across 
process and computer boundaries as easily as within a single process. COM 
enables this by  specifying that the only way to manipulate the data 
associated with an object is through an interface on the object (B. Rick 
2001). The Inventor service provider includes a catalog of all 
manufacturing resources and each service exposes production resource 
properties. To accomplish the latter case, users can search equipment with 
their names to make a query. Figure 75 depicts the first scenario where the 
flow analyst runs the search method. Then the GUI to make queries is 
opened in the Plant simulation tool (a tool is represented in another tool). 
After making queries, the required manufacturing resource pops up in 
HTML. Since all the information resources are also computer interpretable 
thanks to RDF or JSON representation, it is possible to capture this 
information and feed it to the associated simulation blocks. This procedure 
results in minimization of data entry and increase the accuracy and 
efficiency. 
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Finally, integration with Thingworx (The case Internet of Things platform) 
and Innovator was implemented to evaluate the integration of shop floor 
data with the PLM sy stem with regard to OSLC integration. The IT 
environment in this case is also heterogeneous in term of vendors (ARAS 
and PTC) and database technology (Innovator uses a relational database 
for persistent storage of data and Thingworx uses a graph database for 
storage of data) and type of the data (real time data are unstructured and 
PLM data are structured). A fictive case was implemented:  Monitoring of 
the coolant flow and temperature of the spindle of a machine tool. Coolant 
pressure and the spindle temperature were simulated using random 
numbers using Thingworx Java SDK. This SDK sets a secure AlwaysOn 
connection with the Thingworx platform. The simulated data is pushed to 
the Thingworx server instance in specific time spans. Figure 76 
demonstrates a domain model in an UML class diagram according to 
IoT_A proposed architecture (Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), 
2012) to integrate digital entities in digital factory domain with virtual 
entities that are connected with physical entities. Physical articles are 
represented in the digital world by virtual entities. There are many kinds 
of v irtual representations of physical entities such as machine tools or even 
temperature sensors. Virtual entities are linked to the single physical object 
that they represent. Each virtual entity must have one and only one ID that 

Figu re 75. Simulation tools access layout tool services inside the simulation tool  
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identifies it uniquely. Virtual entities are synchronized representations of 
a desired set of properties of the phy sical entity. This implies that the 
desired parameters representing the characteristics of the physical entity 
must be updated upon any change of the physical entity attributes. For 
instance, if a temperature of a physical entity is modified, the temperature 
property of its corresponding v irtual article must be updated as well. 
Digital entities are elements such as data-base entities, 3D models or other 
digital representations of the physical article in the PLM system. Devices 
are thus technical objects for connecting the real world of physical entities 
with the digital world of the Internet such as sensors and actuators. 
Services are functions that a virtual entity or a physical entity can perform. 
A simple example of a service is a query written to a v irtual thing to get the 
temperature of a particular component of a machine tool. Services can be 
orchestrated together in order to constitute a complete sy stem. Virtual 
entity services provide access to information on a v irtual entity level, 
process the collected data and trigger an action. An event is an action that 
occurs at an instance in time and changes a state in the system such as a 
value change in data exposed by a cy bernetic entity. The event can be 
triggered within a service or trigger a service. Any v irtual entity can 
subscribe to its own or another entity's events. When the event is fired, the 
source of the event passes the event data to the subscriber. For instance, 
when a temperature is higher than a predefined threshold a notification 
will be sent to a maintenance employee. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
All “Things” in Thingworx can have different associated services, events, 
and subscriptions to notify people or applications whenever a predefined 
event occurs. To implement the scenario a generic digital thing has been 
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Figu re 76. A  generic dom ain m odel to integrate digital entities and virtual entities 
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created manually in Thingworx as a representative of the machine tool that 
resides in the PLM system (ARAS Innovator) (see figure 77, 78).Two types 
of properties have been also created for it. The first type is the real time 
properties including coolant pressure and spindle temperature. The 
second ty pe is machine technical data that should be pulled from the 
Innovator PLM system. As mentioned the Innovator tool adaptor exposes 
the machine tool technical data using the OSLC core specification. Hence, 
we have implemented a service for this “thing” to read and parse the 
information that the Innovator ServiceProvider exposes. This information 
is registered in the Thingworx platform in a table which is a JavaScript 
Object Notation (JSON) implementation (end user visualizes it as a normal 
table). The Innovator ServiceProvider not only represents the information 
in (RDF+XML) but also represents the JSON format. JSON is a more 
compact than XML; therefore, it occupies less storage space. Then, we have 
created a “remote thing” in Thingworx to receive the real time data. As 
mentioned, real time data are pushed to this remote thing, (see figure 77). 
Then, this real time data are bound to the corresponding properties of the 
remote machine tool thing in the platform. Finally, the real time data are 
bound to the “machine tool thing” to be consolidated with other data that 
have been pulled from the PLM sy stem (Innovator). To complete the 
scenario other services and events have been applied. For instance, the 
DataChange event is used to update the real time properties of the remote 
thing. In addition, other services have been defined to find the trend of the 
simulated data to be able to monitor the significant changes of the machine 
tool. Finally, we have defined notification services to notify registered users 
as soon as these properties (c oolant pressure and spindle temperature) 
exceed predefined thresholds. 
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The case study confirms that the integration of IT-tools within the described IT-

system architecture can be achieved by using information standards together with 
the OSLC specification and available technologies. This approach allows to 
integrate commercial IT-tools and data residing in them to ensure data consistency 
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across software tools in a typical distributed heterogeneous IT architecture that 

reside in different IP addresses over the net. 
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Chapter 7 Discussion, conclusion and 
future work 

7.1 Summary and discussion 

In this chapter, the findings in the dissertation are summarized and 
discussed based on the research questions. The research questions are 
classified in the two categories of 1) data exchange and integration and 2) 
Controlling and coordination integration in the context of information 
management.  

7.1.1Data exchange and integration  

Within the domain of material flow analysis with discrete event simulation, 
data preparation is one big challenge when production engineers model 
and simulate production systems. Much of the modelers’ time is spent on 
collecting data from different sources, cleaning, processing and entering 
data instead of spending time on analyzing, designing and improving the 
production sy stem. Incorporating a common information model that 
represents process, product and resource information and their 
interrelations can facilitate the data exchange and integration process. In 
summary, several gaps have been identified to represent, exchange and 
integrate manufacturing process specification and layout related data:  
1) Domain specific ontologies only consider needs in one domain and only 
one lifecycle phase such as design or operation. Hence, they do not scale. 
2) Some approaches are too specific, and very complex, and difficult to 
integrate with information of other domains. On the other hand some 
approaches are too generic to be used independently and need to be 
enhanced by  more specific semantics. 3) There is a lack of a holistic 
collection of information requirements to represent manufacturing 
process specification. 4) Most research disregard some required 
information in this domain such as the logical relations of material flow, 
the product routing in the shop floor.  5)  Lack of approaches that consider 
manufacturing process specification integrated with layout design related 
data. 6) Existing information standards and ontologies have not been 
evaluated based on the complete set of requirements to represent 
manufacturing process specification. 7)  There is lack of templates and 
guidelines to enable users and sy stem integrators to integrate data and 
tools by using information standards together with ontologies.  
In line with these gaps, the following research question was formulated: 
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2. How should m anufacturing process specification be 
represented, exchanged and integrated with other types of 
data in a system independent manner?  

 
First, the thesis identified the information that is required in order to 
represent manufacturing process specification for different purposes in the 
design of manufacturing systems. This result is based on literature studies 
of information modelling languages, ontologies, and information 
standards, as well as tests of state of the art DES and lay out design 
software. Ninety categories of information have been identified including 
the logical relationships of products, processes and resources and material 
routing on the shop floor. The information requirements are listed and 
documented in author’s licentiate (Shariat Zadeh 2014). The main 
categories of information to represent material flow behavior are also 
summarized in section 4.1 
Next, current approaches to represent, exchange and integrate viewpoints 
and IT-tools in an interoperable manner were studied. More than twenty 
state of the art approaches (languages, information standards, ontologies) 
to represent manufacturing process specification and layout design were 
inv estigated. The state of the art approaches have been evaluated based on 
the identified information requirements and classified in two main 
categories 1) Domain specific approaches to represent manufacturing 
process specification 2) Generic information standards. It was concluded 
domain specific standards or approaches are preferable for integration 
within one domain and generic information standards are preferable when 
integrating heterogeneous data from different sources. Among the domain 
specific languages for manufacturing process specification, the PSL 
ontology proved to be a promising approach to represent the execution of 
manufacturing processes at run time. It can represent manufacturing 
process sequences while considering the necessary resources and inputs/ 
outputs as well as a detailed description of constraints on process 
executions. Other approaches lack one or more of the formal properties of 
the PSL Ontology. Ontologies such as I -N-O-V-A, SPAR, and DAML-S are 
not based on model theory. Approaches such as Petri nets, Markov chains, 
and situation calculus are too complex and require a certain domain of 
mathematics. Approaches such as petri nets and process algebra petri nets 
can represent detailed behavior of discrete manufacturing including 
interlock specification and safety specification but these levels of detail are 
not required to represent processes for the purpose of material flow 
analysis. In addition, they cannot represent stochastic properties of 
manufacturing processes. Approaches such as IDEF3, behavior diagrams 
and functional diagrams are only languages, they miss a complete set of 
semantics for manufacturing process specification, and they mainly specify 
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sy ntactic classes of process descriptions without any underlying theory for 
complex activities. 
When it comes to information standards, the generic STEP and simulation 
specific CMSD standards were evaluated. Unlike CMSD, STEP does not 
include any specific application protocol to represent layout and 
production simulation related data such as inventory, warehouses or 
production planning. However, the STEP standard is generic and the 
semantics and classification of generic entities in STEP can be done using 
external standards, ontologies and concept models as external libraries. 
Furthermore, one main advantage of the STEP standard is the possibility 
of integration of heterogeneous sets of data coming from different sources 
whereas CMSD is intended only to represent simulation related data and 
cannot represent product aspects as completely as the STEP standard does. 
Hence, STEP is more extensible than CMSD.  
Within STEP, the two most widely used application protocols were 
evaluated: AP214 (Core Data for Automotive Mechanical Design Process) 
and AP239 (Product Life cycle support). In summary the existence of set 
of “State” and “Condition” entities in PLCS makes it a stronger choice to 
represent manufacturing process specification and behavior in the shop 
floor. AP214 has limited capabilities to represent constraints on execution 
of processes due to lack of such state related data. Such information can be 
categorized as manufacturing process occurrences (state based, time 
based, markovian, etc) and product, resource and processes 
sy nchronization, input output sy nchronization (execution of processes, 
relations of processes, etc.). Moreover, PLCS has more constructs to 
support lifecycle data and as mentioned, life cycle information is vital to 
represent material flow and run time data. However, PLC is generic and 
there is no specific semantics for representing manufacturing process 
specification and layout elements. This has two consequences. 1) PLCS 
requires other libraries, standards, and ontologies to be enhanced with 
semantics, 2) the generic nature of PLCS results in instantiation variations 
which means that one business scenario can be represented in different 
way s. To cope with this, there is a need to create templates and guidelines 
to specify some parts of the standard together with instantiation guidelines 
to avoid instantiation variations. In chapter 4 it has been shown that this 
does not prevent instantiation variation completely and still it depends on 
the users. Another situation where the use of PLCS can be questioned is 
when the need to reuse and communicate information is limited. Generic 
standards are appropriate when the integration spans over a large 
integration scope such as product configuration, modeling & simulation, 
maintenance feedback data from the shop floor, project management. For 
communication and reuse within a narrower scope, simpler and more 
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specific integration formats should be more suitable such as CMSD for 
simulation purpose and IFC for building design data.  
To conclude, the first suggestion to represent the identified information 
requirement is to use PLCS together with external libraries as the reference 
data library (RDL) to classify manufacturing processes and their 
relationships.  
To accomplish this, an approach is suggested for combining ontologies and 
information standards to efficiently represent and share manufacturing 
process specification in an interoperable and system independent manner. 
This approach promotes the idea to use PSL to represent and conduct 
reasoning regarding manufacturing process specification and instantiate 
PLCS according to this specification for the purpose of data exchange and 
integration. In other words, the idea is to use the PSL ontology as a 
reference for a manufacturing process specification, and map it to the 
STEP standard for data exchange. This approach can reduce the time to 
find relevant information to build DES models and integrate 
heterogeneous data sets. In addition, this approach increases the level of 
semantics and interoperability among users and systems and makes the 
integration of manufacturing processes specification with other data  such 
as geometry more convenient. Using this approach one can use other 
standards to enhance the semantics of other parts of the PLCS such as 
using IFC to define building elements and ISO 22400 to define and classify 
failure statistics. The detailed reasoning about selecting PLCS as the 
generic standard and PSL as an ontology to disambiguate manufacturing 
process occurrences can be found in chapter 4. 
The suggested approach cannot represent the detailed geometry, which 
would be required for the purpose of reasoning about the material flow in 
a lay out in more detail, since PLCS does not cover geometry. However, it 
can represent different shape aspects of manufacturing resources and 
other layout elements which can be associated with other information 
including property and geometric dimensions that is sufficient for DES 
purposes. These shape aspects specify portions of the complete shape, 
which is required for specific purposes in material flow analysis such as 
area of the floor layout or length of operators’ footpath. In addition, full 
integration of lay out geometry and the manufacturing processes (the 
behavioral model of the manufacturing sy stem) is not necessary for 
analysis purposes but it is important for the purpose of visualization. For a 
detailed discussion on PLCS, see Chapter 4.   
 
In repetition, research question one is: How should manufacturing process 
specification be represented, exchanged and integrated with other types of 
data in a sy stem independent manner? The answer to this research 
question is as follows: the domain specific ontology PSL can be used as a 
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concept model which combined with the generic information standard 
STEP AP239 (PLCS) can represent manufacturing process specifications 
in a sy stem independent manner, suitable for integrating process 
specifications with layout design related data. 

7.1.2 Controlling and coordination integration in the context of information 

management 

Information standards including STEP are intended for data 
representation and exchange and they do not include technologies and 
mechanisms for IT tool integration - also integrating the workflows by e.g. 
invoking the right tools at the right times. On the other hand, new 
initiatives such as OSLC with linked data principles have been developed 
and increasingly adopted by academia and big companies to integrate IT 
tools. Assuming a loosely-coupled distributed architecture of tools and 
services, OSLC adopts the Linked Data (LD) approach to ensure data 
consistency across the data resources.  
With this in mind, the second research question was formulated and 
explored: 
2: How can Service oriented integration using Linked data 
principles fulfil the integration and interoperability 
requirements in production engineering? 
Based on identified information integration requirements in production 
engineering, the thesis contributes to clarification of the applicability of 
these approaches, their integration mechanisms, their supportive 
technologies and the principles they follow. This has been achieved by  
carefully analyzing and comparing the STEP standard and OSLC 
specification based on the functional and non-functional criteria found by 
a literature survey as well as industrial needs. In summary, STEP and its 
rich data model can be used to exchange complex data and support 
import/export functionalities, especially when geometry or geometry 
related data must be communicated. OSLC with its loosely coupled 
integration is preferred when only the most common concepts are shared 
across several domains.  
 
The detailed comparison and applicability is documented in chapter 5.  
Both STEP and OSLC follow the principle of separation of domain specific 
concepts and generic concepts that allows users to define their own 
semantics and terminologies while using the same generic schema to share 
data. Finally, through this comparison, it was found that there are 
beneficial opportunities to combine STEP and OSLC with respect to 
information models, reference models and templates, services and 
business logic. Therefore, it was investigated if and how STEP and OSLC 
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can be used in a complementary way to facilitate data communication and 
tool integration.  
The thesis explored a combination of Linked data with STEP based data 
exchange as a means to make IT-systems interoperable. As a result, the 
thesis proposes an approach that incorporates STEP to create domain 
information models of manufacturing systems and use the OSLC core to 
provide services to create, read, update, and delete data (CRUD). In other 
words, the OSLC resource shapes which describe the contained set of 
triples and their integrity constraints, are constrained and formed by using 
the STEP schema. This approach not only facilitates the data 
communication and tool integration process but also reuses the existent 
STEP templates and their reference data libraries as well as the mature 
OSLC core technology. It is important to note that adopting the close-world 
information model of STEP, suggested for modeling the resource shape of 
OSLC, is not contradictory with the open-world perspective of the OSLC 
specification. The information that must be shared across IT-systems may 
in general be connected to any HTTP resource on the web, but these 
resources or properties should be bound to the Resource Shapes 
mechanism of OSLC.  
 
Furthermore, OSLC has created hope in some system integrators to avoid 
using a single central platform in order to integrate the information 
islands. However, this is largely untested in the production engineering 
domain where engineers utilize CAx and simulation software tools. Thus, 
the third research question is formulated and explored: 

 
Resea rch qu estion 3. Does a  Service oriented architecture ba sed on  
OSLC h a ve the characteristics t o match the information management 
requ irements in production engineering? 

One main task of a PLM sy stem is configuration management: a 
combination of managing revisions and relationships, and maintaining 
referential integrity, i.e., preventing a referenced item to be modified or 
deleted independent of the item referencing it .  
In OSLC a referenced object may not “know” if it is being referenced, and 
even if it knows, it is possible to change it without considering the 
referencing resources.  
Developing suitable mechanisms to update links between resources in a 
distributed IT-tool chain and sy nchronizing heterogeneous tool-chains 
when introducing engineering changes is not a trivial task.  It requires 
implementing the business logic across the tool chain, which in turn 
demands significant amounts of customization and configuration. In other 
words, if each tool has OSLC interfaces, the interfaces are intertwined with 
the tool logic and when the number of these interfaces increase, developing 
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an overall interface to orchestrate them requires logic that may exceed 
business logic. 
Moreover, this raises two questions; 1) which tool should store the different 
configurations of resources and 2) is the tool capable of storing the RDF 
Triples persistently?  
Configuration management functions include versioning control, life cycle 
management, permission, identity management and dependency 
management. So if a solution provides these functionalities and can store 
RDF-triples in a cohesive database such as a graph database on a specific 
server, then basically a central PLM system has been created.  
On the other hand, a PLM system can be used as a central management 
sy stem in a distributed architecture. Then all artefacts in a configuration 
are managed by this same PLM, linked from external authoring tools 
through the standardized OSLC shapes.  
It is in principle possible to implement any type of integrations to integrate 
a PLM sy stem with other tools. However, it is obviously not possible to 
enforce the same set of rules in an integration scenario as it is in the closed 
world assumption scenario under which a PLM system operates. 
In other words, for a manufacturing company a pure loosely coupled 
integration could be insufficient and hybrid solutions would work in a 
more effective manner. However, a loosely coupled integration makes 
sense if a company uses a heterogeneous set of distributed tools and has no 
alternative way to integrate them.  In addition, if the system is static or 
semi static, that is, changes happen rarely or with predictable frequencies, 
linking tools through OSLC could be a good solution. For instance, if 
sy nchronizing a machine tool energy consumption in a DES model with its 
equivalent in a MES sy stem is enough for a modeler, OSLC gives the users 
freedom to select the MES and DES systems that best fit their requirements 
and can still integrate the tools. Further, it would enable a lightweight and 
more flexible integration and give system integrators great freedom in how 
to integrate - specifying the resource shapes they would like to consider 
based on the requirement.  
Another important aspect, irrespective of data formats, is the work process 
and how that affects the data synchronization. This will influence decisions 
on whether to integrate tools directly or through the PLM system. If an 
architecture with a PLM system is chosen, the route of integrations should 
be determined, and which route depends on the context and the life cycle 
of the design process as well as the users’ requirements. For instance: in 
the early stages of designing a manufacturing system, and in the context of 
material flow analysis and layout design, the flow analyst does many 
iterations to test different flow concepts based on the current layout. Then, 
alternative concepts could go through a feasibility study until one concept 
is selected. If there is no need for traceability between the CAD layout and 
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the consecutive flow simulation models, the flow simulation and layout 
tools could be integrated directly instead of integrating them v ia a PLM 
sy stem. This is valid in cases where there is no need to trace back which 
version of a flow simulation model is associated with which version of a 
conceptual layout model like in the early phase of design.  
The choice of integration methods will have an impact across IT-system 
applications. Hence, it is critical to adopt a systematic approach to describe 
the work flow and design activities when developing an IT-system 
architecture. Consequently, the thesis has outlined the required activities 
when designing or evaluating the digital factory IT-architecture (see 
chapter 5).  
Hence, the answers to the research questions concerning whether a service 
oriented architecture based on OSLC can fulfil the need of tool integration 
and information management in production engineering is basically that: 
1) OSLC cannot replace standardized information models to achieve 
interoperability in production engineering but there is a need for a 
combined approach.  2) There is not sufficient evidence to bypass the need 
for centralized functionalities for configuration management. 

7.2 Conclusion and summary 

The theoretical and practical results of this research suggest that a Linked 
Data integration approach together with standard based data exchange can 
be used to achieve data and IT tool integration in the domain of production 
sy stem design.  
 
To address the identified gaps concerning interoperability between layout 
design and material flow analysis tools, the thesis studied the application 
of information standards and loosely coupled integration architectures. 
The lack of a coherent representation of manufacturing process 
specification usable to coordinate information between different domains, 
was addressed. A method was suggested where the domain specific 
ontology PSL is used as a concept model combined with the generic 
information standard STEP AP239 (PLCS). In this way manufacturing 
process specifications are represented in a system independent manner, 
suitable for integrating process specifications with layout design related 
data. In line with the identified gap regarding loosely coupled integration 
versus interoperability based on standard based data exchange, the thesis 
proposed that loosely coupled integration using OSLC and standard based 
data could be used in a complementary manner.   
 
To conclude, STEP and its rich data model can be used to exchange data 
and support import/export functionalities, especially when geometry or 
geometry related data must be communicated. OSLC is preferred when 
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tool integration, i.e., controlling and coordinating integration, is required 
to integrate tools across domains and not only within one domain. Further, 
if the OSLC core and its domains for configuration management and 
change management are adopted properly, they can make IT-tools 
interoperable and keep the shared data consistent throughout the IT-tool 
chain. However, they cannot replace the need for functionalities such as 
imposing referential integrity, managing dependencies, and storing 
revisions of old configurations for traceability purposes, typically 
performed by PLM-systems. It is also indicated that adding information 
management functionality to OSLC would be unnecessarily complex. As 
described in the section future work, the issues in this domain has merely 
been scratched upon and the main contribution of this thesis is to bring up 
the need for addressing information management in decentralized and 
loosely coupled architectures, and to provide a starting point for future 
research. 
 
Contributions: 
The following list summarizes the contributions which are considered as 
the main impacts of this work. 
 A description and clarification of the information requirements for 

representation of the logical relationship of manufacturing processes 
specification, such as product routing rules, from different viewpoints. 

 An evaluation of the state of the art in information standards such as ISO 
10303 STEP and CMSD and ontologies such as PSL for representing the 
required manufacturing process specification information in an 
interoperable manner.  

 A new method for representing manufacturing process specification by 
using ontologies together with generic data standards. Specifically the 
method suggests the combination of the ontology PSL with the 
information standard ISO 10303 STEP AP 239.  

 A comparison of different aspects of achieving interoperability using 
loosely coupled integration principles versus achieving interoperability 
using standard information models. In particular the use of the STEP 
standard and OSLC is compared in the context of production 
engineering. 

 An approach to integrate heterogeneous information from different 
sources and manufacturing lifecycle phases by  using Linked data 
principles and standard based data exchange, incorporating the STEP 
information standard to create domain information models of 
manufacturing systems and use the OSLC core to expose data and add 
services to manipulate data. 

 A contribution to the evaluation of the STEP standard in real industrial 
cases through an implementation of computer applications that 
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represents material flow data, resources and products according to STEP 
AP 214 in an industrial case in Swedish truck industry. The impact of this  
application is reducing the time to collect shop floor operational data to 
perform DES (Sk0og 20012) 

 IT tool adaptors, software applications to integrate IT tools, based on 
Linked data and the OSLC core that can be shared as prototypes for end 
user programmers and system integrators. 

 Outline of a reference IT architecture in production engineering in 
relation to an integration strategy. Practical information and hints are 
suggested about the functionalities at each level in the architecture, with 
a reference to the role of a PLM system in a distributed IT architecture.   

7.3 Future work 

Many issues need more analysis with regard to the service-oriented 
integration. The approach must be analyzed further and more case studies 
carried out to prove the concept in large scale industrial cases.  
 
An open issue regarding OSLC is the orchestration and connection of 
several OSLC adaptors where a central hub is not used. This must be 
further investigated to analyze the bigger picture in integration. Of special 
interest is to formally identify and document the criteria of where the 
referential integrity must be enforced and where the more loosely coupled 
approach of OSLC is sufficient.  
 
The methodology and tasks to design an IT architecture for production 
engineering introduced in this thesis is rough and needs to be more 
developed to specify all tasks and guidelines to select and architect digital 
factory IT tools components, especially when it comes to requirement 
analysis and determining functional and non-functional requirements on 
the architecture. 
 
Another significant issue concerns business information contexts. In all the 
studied approaches viewpoints and contexts are extracted from a generic 
activity model or are limited to a specific business domain, which means 
that specific business drivers are not taken into account. Hence, there is a 
need for formal approaches (models) that consider business information 
contexts and that can tie high-level business characteristics to data items. 
 
This thesis mainly dealt with integration of the digital factory engineering 
IT tools. Future work includes evaluating using linked data in the 
integration of the digital factory with the smart factory with its physical 
devices. An argument against using Linked data to communicate real time 
data is that it introduces overhead to constrained devices. However, it is 
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very likely that equipment in the future will be capable of handling HTTP 
protocols and cope with complexities thanks to the increasingly adoption 
of the Internet of Things paradigm. One main task in this path is to explore 
the evolution of recent communication protocols such as MQTT, COAP and 
investigate how to use linked data in an architecture that encompass 
engineering as well as physical operations. 
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